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. . . and the slavery of fear had made men afraid to think.
But such is the irresistible nature of truth, that all it asks,
and all it wants, is the liberty of appearing.

Thomas Paine in “The Rights of Man” [1]

The only justification for our concepts and systems of
concepts is that they serve to represent the complex of
our experiences; beyond this, they have no legitimacy.

Albert Einstein in “The Meaning of Relativity” [2]



Chapter 1

Introduction

One often reads about the beauty and importance of general rela-

tivity (GR). It is viewed almost universally as our premier theory of

gravity, superseding Newton’s theory of gravity in a profound way.

We share this view whole-heartedly. However, while there have been

a very large number of papers written in the field, it is disconcerting

to note how little there is in the way of a connection of this large

accumulated effort with the great body of the world’s physicists and

astronomers. Many of these papers are of great mathematical com-

plexity, decipherable only by the experts in the field. Even when

decoded, many, if not most, have little relevance to the important

issues of physics and astronomy. This is unfortunate as gravity is

assuming a greater role of significance in science and the best theory

of gravity should be readily accessible to the non-experts.

Our goal in this book is multi-fold: first, we wish to present the

essentials of general relativity in a simple way so that any physicist

who might have missed training in the field, once having digested the

primary concepts and equations, will not have his or her eyes glaze

over when confronted by some reference to or equation for general

relativity. To do so, we will also cover the essentials of special rel-

ativity to provide a smooth transition to the general theory. For a

detailed development of special relativity, the reader is directed to

the truly classic work of L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz [3] and the

very intuitive approach of H. Bondi [4]. The special relativistic treat-

ment in this book has been particularly influenced by these excellent

thinkers.

1



2 1. INTRODUCTION

The reader who is comfortable with the standard development

of special relativity but who is unfamiliar with Bondi’s intuitively

appealing approach might wish to start with Chapter 3. In the

standard approach, we discuss how the physical equivalence of all

inertial reference frames plus the experimental result that the veloc-

ity of light is an invariant form the foundation of special relativity,

Einstein’s theory of space and time in the absence of gravity. These

two cornerstones show us that the old transformations of the space-

time coordinates with the Cartesian coordinates with which we are

familiar, no longer hold and that time is no longer an absolute. The

correct transformations using Cartesian coordinates preserve both

the value and the form of the spacetime interval, the important mea-

sure linking time and space that will lead us into general relativity.

Most importantly, we will show that the lengths of bodies and the

intervals of time are seen to vary in remarkable ways when viewed

in different frames of reference. We will get our first taste of the

importance of extrema in physics, how the minimum possible time

interval between the ticks of a clock is read in the rest frame of that

clock (the “proper time interval”) whereas the maximum possible

length of a body is the length that is measured in the rest frame of

that body (the “proper length”). Being extrema of opposite sense

underlines the reciprocal nature of time and space.

In the development of special relativity, we have our first contact

with the vectors and tensors of four-dimensional spacetime. These

mathematical structures are used with the important Principle of

Least Action, which forms the basis of the fundamental equations of

physics and relativistic dynamics.

In Chapter 3, Bondi’s approach to special relativity builds upon

the Doppler factor between two observers in relative motion. Some

of the basic results of special relativity are re-derived using Bondi’s

simple and appealing framework. It enables us to resolve the so-

called twin or clock paradox, the asymmetric aging of twins who

reunite after a voyage of separation. We will see that there is nothing

mysterious that occurs at the turnaround point in the voyage of the

accelerating twin. Different paths in spacetime track different spans

of time in analogy with the different paths in space which track

different spans of distance.

Having covered the essentials of special relativity, we proceed into
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the next major step in Chapter 4, the development of general rela-

tivity, Einstein’s theory of gravity. (The reader who is comfortable

with the basics of general relativity might wish to proceed to Chap-

ter 5 or 6, depending upon his/her familiarity with the subject.) We

first discuss the Principle of Equivalence, the local equivalence be-

tween accelerated reference frames and gravitational fields that was

the guiding light for Einstein in his quest for a relativistic theory

of gravity. We also focus on the importance of the approximate

aspect of the Equivalence Principle, how it is spacetime curvature

rather than accelerated reference frames that constitutes true grav-

ity, a point well-articulated by J. L. Synge. That being said, the

usefulness of the Equivalence Principle remains, as illustrated in the

lead-in to the spacetime metric tensor as describing a gravitational

field.

We then proceed with the basic mathematics, tensor calculus,

that is required for technical work in general relativity. (Depending

upon the degree to which the reader may wish to follow technical

aspects, he or she may wish to skim over the sections that follow in

Chapter 4 and then concentrate more carefully beginning with Chap-

ter 5.) With the basic aspects of general coordinate transformations

covered, we proceed to explore the nature of curved spaces, intro-

ducing the important Riemann tensor, which characterizes gravity

in an invariant manner. We then focus upon a key GR departure

from Newtonian gravity, the removal of gravity from the category of

forces. A freely gravitating body is seen to move with zero intrin-

sic acceleration, following the extremal paths, the geodesics of the

spacetime that the body occupies. Motion under gravity as a force is

replaced with free motion following the special paths in curved space-

time in analogy with airline pilots who follow the geodesics, the great

circles on the globe, to minimize distance between two points.

The energy and momentum conservation laws of special relativity

are first generalized to arbitrary coordinate systems using the new

generalized derivative, the “covariant derivative”. Guided by the

Principle of Equivalence, we are led to the conservation laws for

general relativity. Consistency with these laws and the demand for

melding with Newtonian gravity under appropriate conditions brings

us to the Einstein tensor. This incorporates gravity on the left hand

side of the Einstein field equations to equal the source, the energy-
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momentum tensor, on the right hand side. Having established the

Einstein field equations with the basic background structures and

concepts, we are prepared to study the relativistic world of gravity.

We first study the simple important and very interesting Schwarz-

schild solution of the Einstein equations in Chapter 5, the gravita-

tional field in vacuum under the condition of spherical symmetry. To

do so, we require the concepts of proper distance and proper time in

general metrics, including gravity. The study of the Schwarzschild

spacetime introduces interesting issues, event horizons, black holes

and singularities, issues that have ignited the imagination of the gen-

eral public for decades. As compared to special relativity, there is

a paucity of experimental corroboration for the theory of general

relativity. We outline the various issues regarding these tests.

As there are waves of electromagnetic nature emanating from

the acceleration of charges, Einstein’s general relativity predicts that

there must be waves of gravitational nature arising from the accelera-

tion of masses. In Chapter 6, we discuss these waves briefly. Gravity

waves have never yet been observed directly but their existence is in-

ferred from the motion of certain sources such as the binary pulsar,

PSR1913+16. However, issues concerning energy and momentum

for such waves are not clear-cut. Energy localization has been an

enduring controversy in general relativity. We will bring forward our

hypothesis that energy, including the contribution from gravity, is

most logically localized in the regions of the energy-momentum ten-

sor. This has the unsettling implication that gravitational waves,

assuming the reality of their existence to which we certainly sub-

scribe, are not carriers of energy in vacuum.

Part of the natural appeal of physics is that it encompasses all

scales of dimension, from the very tiniest size, a size so small as to

challenge the imagination, to the universe itself which may in fact

be infinite. In Chapter 7, we wind our way through the hierarchy

of scales in nature, connecting them to the fundamental forces. We

know that the macroscopic physics of our everyday experience breaks

down completely when we reach the quantum scale of atomic physics

at dimension 10−10 m. At this level and smaller, the world as we

know it is gone. New forces come into play, the “strong force” binding

the nucleus and the “weak force” responsible for the decay of particles

such as the neutron. Even the familiar electromagnetic force from
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macroscopic physics must be “quantized”, taking on a new character.

It has been almost universally assumed that gravity must also be

quantized at a certain stage. We have argued that this is not neces-

sarily the case since gravity is fundamentally different: all particles

and fields other than gravity exist within spacetime whereas gravity

is spacetime, i.e. its curvature. In our view, this aspect sets gravity

apart as the enveloper of all the rest of physics and removes the ne-

cessity for its quantization. However, it is well to ask whether gravity

might play a non-classical role at a scale that arises from equating

the Compton wavelength of a particle where a quantum duality sets

in, to the dimension of contraction at which a body exhibits an event

horizon, bringing into play the full nonlinearity of general relativity.

This occurs at the Planck scale, of dimension 10−35 m. While we can

look at this number with its long chain of zeros, we cannot begin to

visualize it as an actual length in any normal sense.

In his earliest work in atomic physics, Bohr had set into motion

the quantization of the hydrogen atom with ad hoc rules that were

remarkably successful for their time. We were inspired by the work of

Bohr to attempt an ad hoc quantization at the Planck scale, adding

spin and charge to the Planck mass.

Interestingly, at the extreme of Planck quantum states, a new

level of the dimensionless fine structure constant α arises, namely

1/128 as opposed to the approximate value of 1/137 of atomic physics.

The 1/128 value has a serendipitous aspect as this is almost precisely

the α value governing high energy radiation in Z-boson production

and decay. We know of no particular reason for these numbers to

match. Perhaps it is a sheer coincidence. However, R. P. Feynman

used to impress upon us that it is the confluence of numbers that

can foreshadow important truths in physics.

The preceding focused upon the smallest of scales. Proceeding to

the very largest series of scales beginning in Chapter 8, we first take

a brief excursion into cosmology, the very largest scale in nature. We

provide some perspective by building the image of the vast dimen-

sions that we will encounter by the use of scaling, reducing the size

of the Sun to that of the head of a pin. From there, we can better

picture the vastness of empty space between the stars and then the

immensity of a galaxy. We will discuss some of the early ideas about

the cosmos and how the modern picture developed.
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There has been much recent interest in the idea that the uni-

verse is currently in a state of accelerated expansion. We will discuss

this aspect briefly in conjunction with the cosmological term in the

Einstein equations. We will argue that this term should be viewed

most logically as another form of matter, albeit exotic, and not a

“geometrical” adjunct to the theory.

As a primary goal, in Chapters 9 and 10, we will show why gen-

eral relativity must be brought into the greater sweep of dynamical

problems in the universe. These entail the motions of stars in the

galaxies and the motions of galaxies within clusters. Until now, it

was believed that Newtonian gravity was the appropriate theory for

these scales and that general relativity came into significant play

only in situations of ultra-strong (or at least very strong) gravity or

for the dynamics of the universe as a whole. This is a bizarre view:

overall, the gravity of the universe is weak. Since general relativity

is seen as necessary to describe this largest scale, why would one

expect GR to be unnecessary for the second and third largest scales

in nature, those of the clusters of galaxies and of the galaxies them-

selves? To this point, when one encountered the expression “general

relativistic dynamics”, the reference was to those very special situa-

tions in nature such as the case of a closely orbiting pair of neutron

stars where very strong gravitational fields and very high velocities

prevailed. These cases are certainly very interesting but they are of

very limited range. It is worth repeating: the new reality to be faced

is that general relativity reaches into the dynamics of essentially all

of the key basic building blocks in nature, the arrays of the billions

of stars in the galaxies and the clusters of the galaxies themselves.

In the vast majority of these cases, the gravity is not very strong and

the velocities are not very high by standard relativity measure.

The importance in following this new path is immediate: without

general relativity, one is left with serious issues first brought to bear

from the work of F. Zwicky and V. Rubin in having to account for

the higher-than-expected velocities of stars within galaxies and of

galaxies within clusters, velocities having to be rationalized on the

basis of Newtonian gravity. This had led to the belief that the normal

baryonic matter that we see is but a small fraction of the total matter

in the universe, that there is an immense quantity of so-called “dark

matter” that is required to drive these anomalous velocities. This
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matter was seen to reveal its existence solely by gravitation. Clearly

if the gravitational laws that underpin this belief are removed, the

paradigm shifts. Many would argue that the galactic motions are

no longer the main reasons for belief in dark matter, that the pri-

mary reason is now the need for the extra matter to quickly form

the galaxies and their clusters shortly after matter decoupled from

radiation in the early universe. While early universe studies are the

glamorous focus of current interest, some perspective is useful here:

progress in early universe study has been impressive, but firm pro-

nouncements as to what is required to explain COBE and WMAPs

strike us as unjustified. Alternative scenarios should be, and surely

will be explored in the years to come.

In Chapter 9, we will describe the paradigm shift due to general

relativity. We will describe how S. Tieu and the author accounted

for the high velocities of stars in spiral galaxies by the application of

general relativity and without the requirement for the vast stores of

exotic dark matter as is the case when Newtonian gravity is taken

as the underlying theory of gravity. This raises the phenomenon of

general relativistic velocity to a level of fundamental importance as

an observational tool for situations of weak gravity and velocities

far below that of light, domains previously reserved for Newtonian

gravity. An essential point is this: where general relativity gives a

result for a given physical system different from that provided by

Newtonian gravity, we choose the general relativistic result. There

is nothing controversial about this choice—the great majority of the

world’s physicists would do likewise as general relativity is regarded

as our premier theory of gravity. The issue is the generally prevail-

ing belief that the galactic systems that we studied should have given

the same descriptions with the applications of both Newtonian grav-

ity and general relativity. While our approach and departure from

expectations have received a great deal of attention world-wide in

the media and by many physicists and astronomers in hundreds of

communications, it has also been opposed by an interesting variety

of critics. We have answered their critiques in detailed papers and

in Appendix A, we present a simpler account of both the nature of

the criticisms and our replies to them.

In Chapter 10, we will then proceed to the next size scale to

present an account of how we can rationalize the relatively large ve-
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locities of galaxies within clusters without the aid of dark matter,

again using general relativity. We will focus on our study of the

spherical collapse under gravity of a pressureless ball of fluid as an

idealized model of a freely gravitating cluster of galaxies. We will

present the contrast between the local and asymptotic measures of

the velocities of the particles, the former that would be perceived

by observers in the vicinity of the galaxies and the latter that as-

tronomers would actually perceive over the vast distances separating

us from the populations of galaxies under study. It is well under-

stood that even in classical physics, velocity is an observer-dependent

quantity. In special relativity, that dependence assumes a more com-

plicated form and it is even more complicated in general relativity.

While these aspects of velocity have been understood, they have been

under-appreciated in the case of general relativity. Our approach in

taking these aspects into careful account leads to an alternative to

dark matter as an explanation for the high galactic velocities seen in

clusters of galaxies.

A key theme of this book is one of repositioning general relativis-

tic as opposed to Newtonian dynamics as an essential tool for the

complete description of the motions of bodies under gravity. Our

work with Tieu on galactic dynamics focuses on the hitherto unjusti-

fied neglect of the application of general relativity and the interesting

effects its incorporation produces. By contrast, in Chapter 11 we will

also discuss our work on the misuse of general relativistic dynamics

in the notion of “closed timelike curves”, often interpreted as time

machines, and how they can be seen most logically as mere mathe-

matical rather than physical constructs.

Finally, in Chapter 12 we will discuss the overall direction of cur-

rent theoretical physics research, its fixation on the need for unifica-

tion of the fundamental forces with gravity. We will argue that there

are reasons for regarding gravity as fundamentally different from the

other forces in nature, in fact that it is not a force at all. Rather

than the standard forces that serve as mechanisms coupling objects

to each other as ingredients within spacetime, gravity is a property of

spacetime itself, its curvature. This is the essence of gravity. While

most relativists, if pressed, would acknowledge this to be the case,

the focus has been lost (or never fully appreciated) by many. One

aim of this book is to restore the realization of gravity’s essence.
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This book will have accomplished its mission if readers will ap-

preciate the wonders that Einstein has brought to our recognition of

relativity in a now much broader framework as one of the corner-

stones of modern physics.
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Chapter 2

Essentials of Special

Relativity

2.1 Basic principles

Special relativity is Einstein’s theory of space and time in the absence

of gravity. It has at its base, Newton’s principle of relativity which

states that physics is the same in all inertial reference frames. An

inertial reference frame is one in which a body moves with a constant

velocity in the absence of an unbalanced force.

As well, special relativity incorporates the experimental fact that

there exists a maximum velocity for the propagation of a signal in

nature, namely c, the speed of light in vacuum. Simply put: there

is a speed limit for interactions in nature.a Given this experimental

fact and given that all inertial frames are physically equivalent, it

follows that the speed of light in vacuum (the speed limit) must

be the same, i.e. c, in all such frames. This is certainly counter-

intuitive: if A throws a ball to B at speed V , B will measure the ball

speed as V if B is at rest relative to A but B will measure a slower

speed if B is running away from A and a faster speed if B is running

aThe existence of a maximum speed for the propagation of interactions leads
to the conclusion that there can be no truly rigid bodies in nature. For example,
if one were to believe that a steel rod is truly rigid, a push leading to motion at
one end would require an instantaneous pressure wave to flow to every other part
so that each part would move in step. However such an infinite speed pressure
wave does not exist and hence there is some buckling of the rod, however small
[3]. Note the discussion of how close one can come towards perfect rigidity in [5].

11
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towards A. If photons, the quanta of light, behaved like ordinary

macroscopic balls, the velocity measurements for them would follow

in the same manner. However, what works for balls does not work

for light. We must constantly remind ourselves, as Feynman had

done with such gusto, that in physics, it is the experiment that is

the ultimate arbiter. While the injection of common sense reasoning

is very important for our understanding of physical reality, it is the

experiment that can over-ride our most cherished presuppositions,

and when this occurs, we must yield.b

The constancy of the speed of light leads to the necessity that the

notion of absolute time, a prime example of a cherished presupposi-

tion of classical Newtonian physics, must be abandoned. Intervals of

time as well as intervals of space, the measured lengths of bodies, are

seen to be relative to one’s frame of reference. This in turn leads to

the necessity of focusing upon “events” in space and time, not just

where some event E has occurred, but where and when that event

has occurred relative to the frame of reference that is being used

to label it mathematically. It is essential because, as we shall see,

the temporal relationship between events is no longer an absolute

in relativity but rather it is dependent upon the reference frame of

the observer. It should be noted that in normal parlance, the word

“event” usually refers to some happening of significance. In physics,

events need not have any particular significance and are generally

defined simply as points in a spacetime plot, with time plotted on

one axis and space plotted on axes perpendicular to the time axis.

A particularly shocking consequence of the invariance of the speed

of light in vacuum is the necessity to abandon the seemingly common-

sense notion that the simultaneity of events is absolute. To illustrate

this, consider a railway car moving along the track at speed V . In

the middle of the car, a match is struck and receptors fixed at both

ends of the car record the arrival of the first photons from the flash.

Clearly they record the arrivals at the same time as they are totally

equivalent receptors. Within the frame of the car, there is no physical

significance to their being at the back or the front of the car; the

distance from the match is the same for both and the speed of the

photons is the same in both directions.

bThis applies with particular force in the bizarre domain of quantum phenom-
ena.
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However, observers standing along the track have a different pic-

ture of the events. They see the receptor at the back of the car

moving towards the source of the light and the receptor at the front

moving away from the source. While the photons are traveling to

the back end, relative to the reckoning of the outside observers, the

back end receptor has a decreased distance for the photons to reach it

while the front end receptor has an increased distance for the photons

to reach it. Since the speed of the photons as viewed by the outside

observers along the track is the same value c in both directions, just

as was the case for the rest frame of the car, clearly they will say

that the event of photons reaching the back end of the car preceded

their arrival at the front end. Simultaneity relative to the rest frame

of the car does not translate into simultaneity in the frame of the

outside observers along the track.

Had the outside observers calculated according to the classical

compounding of velocities, they would have viewed the photon ve-

locities towards the rear and front ends as V −c and V +c respectively

rather than −c and c and they would have deduced simultaneity in

their frame as well. Counter to our intuition and experience with

material objects, the speed V of the light source has no effect on

how the outside observers gauge the velocity of the light. The key

is the invariance of the speed of light in relativity in abolishing the

absoluteness of simultaneity.

2.2 The spacetime interval and the Lorentz

transformation

Consider two events: a photon emitted at (x1, y1, z1) at time t1 and

absorbed at (x2, y2, z2) at time t2 relative to a reference frame K.

Since the photon speed is c, the distance traversed can be expressed

as c(t2−t1) or as
√

(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2 + (z2 − z1)2. For any two

events, we define the square of the spacetime interval s12 between

them as

s212 = c2(t2 − t1)
2 − (x2 − x1)

2 − (y2 − y1)
2 − (z2 − z1)

2. (2.1)

Its value is seen to be 0 for the events on the path of the photon

given the two ways of expressing the same distance traversed by

the photon. Note that this interval squared has been defined with
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differing signs, a positive time interval squared and a negative space

interval squared. This is crucial in what follows and it incorporates

the essential difference between time and space.

We could equally well consider the photon events from the point

of view of a frame K∗ and we would find (2.1) again with the symbols

starred, apart from c which would be redundant since c = c∗ by

experiment. Thus we have

s212 = s∗2
12 = 0 (2.2)

for the spacetime interval squared between photon events. This can

also be expressed for infinitesimally separated photon events as

ds2 = ds∗2 = 0 (2.3)

where

ds2 = c2dt2 − dx2 − dy2 − dz2 (2.4)

is now the expression for the infinitesimal spacetime interval squared.

It can be shown [3] that the invariance of the spacetime interval

for events on the path of a light ray leads to the invariance of the

spacetime interval for events that are not on the path of a light ray,

i.e. when the interval as expressed in either (2.1) or (2.4), is not

zero. The invariance of the spacetime interval between events is an

essential fact in relativity.

Let us label an event as E : (t, x, y, z) relative to observer frame

K. Let an observer K∗, moving at speed V along the x direction car-

rying axes (x∗, y∗, z∗), label this same event. The K∗ observer will

assign spacetime coordinates to this event as E : (t∗, x∗, y∗, z∗). It

is straightforward to show that the familiar classical transformation

between the coordinate systems x = x∗ + V t∗, y = y∗, z = z∗, t = t∗

incorporating the absoluteness of time, will not correctly relate the

coordinates of the event in the two frames because this transforma-

tion will not preserve spacetime intervals in the form of (2.1) or (2.4)

between distinct events. The transformation leads to an unwanted

cross-term in dx∗dt∗ for infinitesimally separated events. It is simple

to verify that the correct transformation that preserves the form is

the Lorentz transformation

x =
x∗ + V t∗
√

1 − V 2/c2
, y = y∗, z = z∗, ct =

ct∗ + V x∗/c
√

1 − V 2/c2
. (2.5)
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In Section 3.4, we will derive this transformation using measurements

with beams of light.

The V/c term in the new time transformation and the square

root factors display the smallness of the effect of relativity when the

relative velocity between the frames is much less than c and the crit-

icality of the effect when V is close to c. The transformation also

contrasts the stark change that relativity imposes upon the relation-

ship between t and t∗ as compared with the Newtonian absolute time

relation t = t∗.
With frame K∗ moving with velocity V relative to K, it follows

that K moves with velocity −V relative to K∗. Therefore the inverse

transformation is effected by replacing every un-starred coordinate

with its starred counterpart while letting V go into −V . The result

is

x∗ =
x− V t

√

1 − V 2/c2
, y = y∗, z = z∗, ct∗ =

ct− V x/c
√

1 − V 2/c2
. (2.6)

2.3 Lorentz contraction and time dilation

From the Lorentz transformation, it is easy to show that the length of

an object as measured in its rest frame, the “proper length”, is max-

imal: an observer moving relative to the object measures a shorter

length, the phenomenon called “Lorentz contraction”. Consider a

meter stick at rest in the K frame along the x axis, its left end at

xL and its right end at xR at all times t. The K frame observers

measure its length l as l = xR − xL = 1 meter. Using the first of

(2.5), we will deduce the length l∗ of the stick as observed in the

frame K∗. We have, for the relationship between the coordinates,

xL =
x∗L + V t∗L
√

1 − V 2/c2
, xR =

x∗R + V t∗R
√

1 − V 2/c2
. (2.7)

By choosing different combinations for the values of t∗L, t
∗
R, we can

realize any length that we wish for the stick length l∗ = x∗R − x∗L
as viewed in K∗. This being the case, a logically useful definition

of length is called for. This is the value of x∗R − x∗L when taken

at a common time t∗ for the left and right end x∗ values. Then,

subtracting the first from the second of (2.6), the time terms cancel
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and we have

xR − xL =
x∗R − x∗L

√

1 − V 2/c2
(2.8)

Thus l∗ = l
√

1 − V 2/c2 and since
√

1 − V 2/c2 < 1 for non-zero V ,

we see that l∗ < l, i.e. the stick appears shorter than 1 meter.

One might ask if this kind of derivation could have been applied

just as well to the inverse transformation, the first of (2.6), to deduce

the opposite, that it is the frame in which the stick is seen to be

moving that shows a bigger length. This is not the case. Recall

that the left end of the stick is at x = xL for arbitrarily chosen t

and similarly for the right end. Thus, attempts to use this equation

merely reveals that any length can be attributed to the stick in the

frame K∗ by choosing values of t appropriately.

A key aspect is the lack of symmetry in the comparison. The

stick is at rest in one special frame and this sets it apart from all

other frames in which it is seen to be moving. However, another

kind of comparison does have symmetry. If observers in K measure

the lengths of sticks that are at rest in K∗, the K observers will

say that these sticks are shorter and if observers in K ∗ measure the

lengths of sticks that are at rest in K, the K∗ observers will say that

these sticks are shorter. This is a comparison with perfect symmetry:

each stick has its proper length in its rest frame and each stick is

being compared symmetrically with length as judged in the adjacent

moving frame. This reflects the total physical equivalence of the two

frames of reference and the objects being compared.

We now consider how lengths of intervals in time compare. A

time interval read in the rest frame of a clock, what we define as

the “proper time”, is minimal: observers in a frame moving relative

to the clock would deduce that the time interval is longer, the phe-

nomenon generally referred to as “time dilation”. To see this, we

now consider a clock at rest in the K frame and compare an interval

of time that is read in the clock’s rest frame K to the corresponding

interval read in the frame K∗ in which the clock is seen to be moving.

Let the clock’s position in K be xC which is the case for all times t.

Let the first click demarking the start of the interval be at time t1
and the final click demarking the end of the interval be at time t2.

The length of the interval ∆t is equal to t2 − t1. From the second of
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(2.6), we have

ct∗1 =
ct1 − V xC/c
√

1 − V 2/c2
, ct∗2 =

ct2 − V xC/c
√

1 − V 2/c2
(2.9)

for the two ticks of the clock demarking the time interval. Subtract-

ing the first equation from the second in (2.9), we have t∗2 − t∗1 =

∆t∗ = ∆t/
√

1 − V 2/c2. Since the square root factor is less than 1,

we see that ∆t∗ > ∆t. Again we see the reciprocal nature of space

and time: lengths shrink and time intervals expand. Proper lengths

are maximal and proper time intervals are minimal. Note that since

ds2 in (2.4) is an invariant and since dx = dy = dz = 0 in the rest

frame of a clock, the proper time interval can also be characterized

by ds/c.

2.4 Causality

Due to the presence of both positive and negative signs in ds2, the

spacetime interval squared, the values of ds2 can be positive, negative

or zero. Spacetime intervals that are zero in value are called “null” or

“lightlike” intervals. Intervals whose squares are positive are called

“timelike” and intervals whose squares are negative are called “space-

like”. For discussions involving intervals and the important issue of

causality, it is useful to define the “light cone”. This is the geometric

figure that the totality of possible light rays intersecting the base

event traces out in a spacetime diagram. It is simplest to display

this with two spatial dimensions in the x, y plane with time running

in the axis perpendicular to this plane. The photons that are con-

fined in space to the x, y plane and that intersect the spacetime point

(t, x, y, z) = (0, 0, 0, 0) trace out trajectories in this picture that are

straight lines through the (0, 0, 0, 0) origin point and are at constant

slope with respect to the t axis. Clearly the assembly of all such pho-

tons traces out two cones, the one above the (x, y) plane displaying

the photon events in the future of the base event and the cone below

displaying the past photon events.

Events that are connected to a base event by a timelike interval,

when displayed in a spacetime diagram are seen to be connected by

a line that lies within the light conec and hence can be causally re-

cFor example, the history of a body at rest at the spatial origin x = y = z = 0
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lated with an absolute sense of which event came “before” and which

event came “after” the base event. By contrast, events separated by

a spacelike interval to the base event are connected by a line outside

of the light cone and hence can never be causally related to the base

event. (No signal can exceed the speed of light in vacuum.) For such

events, it is easy to show that one event can occur before, after or

even simultaneous with the base event, depending upon the frame of

reference chosen to label them. This is not a cause for consternation

as such outside-the-light cone events can never be causally related

to the base event. Such events can never occur at the same spa-

tial position as the base event and hence are said to be “absolutely

separated” from the base event.

This is to be compared to timelike separated events which can

be seen to have occurred at the same spatial position by the right

choice of reference frame but which can never be seen to occur at

the same time. As well, for two events A and B that are timelike

separated, if A occurs before B in one frame, it will be seen to be

so in any other frame. For such events, there is a definite ordering

in time. Let us say that event B occurred after event A in some

reference frame. Then it will be so in all frames. This is so because

to realize a reference frame in which there is a reverse order in time,

one would have to proceed through a succession of transformations

passing through the frame in which the events are simultaneous. But

this is impossible, given that the events are timelike separated.

Having a definite ordering in time is consoling as the causal or-

dering connection that could link such events in a given frame must

retain that ordering in all frames to avoid a logical inconsistency. In

graphic terms for example, if event A were a mosquito biting one’s

arm and a later event B would be the slap of the mosquito into paste,

it would be a physical absurdity were the events to be seen in reverse

order in a different frame. While a film run backwards would show it

as such, it would not be a realization of unfolding events in nature.

The laughter that such reverse-run films provoke is a testament to

their non-physicality.

With time intervals being non-absolute in relativity, changing

from frame to frame as do the space intervals, it is useful to regard

traces out the t axis as its spacetime trajectory, the axis of the light cone, which
is, of course, within the light cone.
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the set of spacetime coordinates (ct, x, y, z) as the components of a

four-dimensional vector xi = (x0, x1, x2, x3) with i = 0, 1, 2, 3, whose

“length” squared is defined as (x0)2 − (x1)2 − (x2)2 − (x3)2 = (ct)2 −
x2 − y2 − z2. This is a dimension step up from elementary three-

dimensional mathematics with the added twist of a different sign

for the square of the new fourth coordinate x0 = ct relative to that

of the three space coordinates. It is necessary to incorporate this

difference in keeping with the invariance of the spacetime interval

under a transformation between coordinate systems. The difference

in sign is the characteristic that makes time essentially different from

space.

One often reads that relativity places space and time on the same

footing with time being just another coordinate like the space coor-

dinates. However, this is misleading: one should say that space and

time, while being of equal significance in their alterability, are in a

sense placed on a reciprocal rather than an equal footing. As well, it

is essential to emphasize that our experience in nature is that while

we can fix our spatial position, we cannot stop the flow of time.

Actually, xi is more precisely referred to as a Lorentz “contravari-

ant” four-vector. This name distinguishes it from a slightly different

four-vector (with a subscript rather than superscript index) xi, the

Lorentz “covariant” four-vector. Its components are related to xi

as x0 = x0, xα = −xα, α = 1, 2, 3. This is very useful as it enables

us to express the invariant c2t2 − x2 − y2 − z2 very succinctly as

xix
i with the repeated index denoting a summation over 0, 1, 2, 3.

Four-dimensional scalar products must always be formed with re-

peated indices where one is a subscript (covariant) and the other a

superscript (contravariant).

2.5 Transformation of velocity and the

aberration of light

We now consider how the motion of an object appears from the

vantage point of the frames K and K∗. Let vx = dx/dt be the x-

component of the velocity of the object and let vy, vz be the y and z

components, all as viewed in K. Similarly, let v∗x = dx∗/dt∗ be the x∗

velocity component seen in K∗ and v∗y, v
∗
z be the y∗, z∗ components

as seen in K∗. To compare the velocities seen in the two frames,
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we take differentials of (2.5), keeping V , the given relative velocity

between K and K∗, constant:

dx =
dx∗ + V dt∗
√

1 − V 2/c2
,

dy = dy∗, dz = dz∗,

cdt =
cdt∗ + V dx∗/c
√

1 − V 2/c2
.

(2.10)

Dividing dx, dy, dz by dt in (2.10), we find the relationship between

the velocity components in the two frames as

vx =
v∗x + V

1 + V v∗x/c2
,

vy =
v∗y
√

1 − V 2/c2

1 + V v∗x/c2
,

vz =
v∗z
√

1 − V 2/c2

1 + V v∗x/c2
.

(2.11)

This rather complicated transformation reverts to the simple New-

tonian connection

vx = v∗x + V, vy = v∗y , vz = v∗z (2.12)

in the Newtonian limit of velocities much smaller than c.

Using (2.11), we can relate the directions of the velocities of ob-

jects relative to the coordinate axes. With no loss in generality, we

consider the motion of the object to be in the x, y plane with θ be-

ing the angle between the velocity vector (vx, vy) and the x-axis as

viewed in K and θ∗ being the corresponding angle as viewed in K∗.
Thus

vx = v cos θ, vy = v sin θ,

v∗x = v∗ cos θ∗, v∗y = v∗ sin θ∗
(2.13)

where

v =
√

v2
x + v2

y , v∗ =
√

v∗x
2 + v∗y

2. (2.14)

Thus, from (2.13) and (2.11),

tan θ =
v∗
√

1 − V 2/c2 sin θ∗

v∗ cos θ∗ + V
. (2.15)
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By setting v∗ = c, the object becomes a photon and the formula in

(2.15) becomes the relativistic expression for the aberration of light,

the change in the direction of the propagation of light in changing to

a new moving reference frame. In the Newtonian limit (V � c), the

aberration formula reduces to the familiar expression

∆θ = θ∗ − θ = (V/c) sin θ∗. (2.16)

2.6 Four-vectors and four-tensors

Just as xi transforms to xi∗ as in (2.6), so too it is useful to define

any set Ai of four functions of the coordinates xi as the compo-

nents of a general Lorentz four-vector. This is provided that these

functions transform to new functions Ai∗ in the same manner as xi

(i.e. as in (2.6) when one changes to a new coordinate frame xi∗.
Lorentz four-vectors (and four-tensors) are the basic mathematical

objects in special relativity. The essence of what makes a vector

or a tensor lies in the nature of the transformation of the object

(the set of functions) when expressed in a different reference frame.

For vectors, once we designate four arbitrary functions Ai of the co-

ordinates xi as the components of a Lorentz four-vector in the xi

coordinate frame, the new form of this four-vector Ai∗ in any other

Lorentz frame xi∗ is completely determined by the transformation

(2.6) with A0, A1, A2, A3 replacing ct, x, y, z (as well as their starred

counterparts) in (2.5).

A vector can also be described as a tensor of first rank. A set of

16 functions Bik with i and k each taking on the values 0, 1, 2, 3 are

said to form the components of a second rank Lorentz four-tensor

provided this set transforms as does Ai for each of the two indices in

Bik; similarly for third and higher rank tensors. The rank of a tensor

is given by the number of indices attached to it. Thus, a vector is also

a tensor of first rank. A scalar is a tensor of zero rank (no indices).

Since velocityd vα = dxα/dt, α = 1, 2, 3 is of great importance in

physics, we require the four-vector generalization, the four-velocity

ui. One might first be tempted to define this as dxi/dt. But recalling

the relativity of time intervals, while dxi is a four-vector, dt is not a
dWe adopt the convention of [3] that Greek indices range over the space indices.
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scalar and hence the product of dxi with 1/dt is not a four-vector.

However ds is a scalar, and therefore four-velocity is defined ase

ui = dxi/ds. (2.17)

Also of importance is four-acceleration wi which in special rela-

tivity is naturally defined as

wi = dui/ds. (2.18)

However, we will see in what follows that this procedure for acceler-

ation is inadequate in general relativity.

Another important four-vector is the energy-momentum four-

vector pi,

pi = mcui. (2.19)

where m is the mass. The spatial components pα = (px, py, pz) con-

stitute the relativistic components of the linear momentum

pα = mvα/
√

1 − v2/c2. (2.20)

and the time component p0 is E/c where E is the relativistic energy

E = mc2/
√

1 − v2/c2. (2.21)

From this, we have the base level of energy of a body, the energy as

measured in the body’s rest frame (v = 0), to be the very important

and familiar mass-energy identification

E = mc2. (2.22)

Straightforward calculations with (2.20) and (2.21) reveal the impor-

tant connections beween relativistic energy, momentum and velocity

E2 = p2c2 +m2c4 (2.23)

and

p = Ev/c2. (2.24)

where p =
√

px
2 + py

2 + pz
2, the magnitude of the three-momentum.

eNote that ui thus defined is dimensionless. It could have been defined with
ds replaced by ds/c to recover the usual dimensionality for velocity. However, it
is customary not to do so and it becomes irrelevant in the increasingly common
usage of coordinates for which c is taken to be 1, as we will adopt in later chapters.
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2.7 Special relativistic dynamics

Having the basic elements in place, we turn to the question of how

bodies move within the theory of special relativity. There is a basic

principle that deals with this and much more. It is called the “Action

Principle” or, more formally, the “Principle of Least Action”. Many

have come to regard this principle as the most basic in all of physics.

In the broadest terms, it states that for any physical system, there

exists an invariant integral called the “action” such that when the

system evolves from state A to state B, it does so in such a manner as

to minimize the action. The integral is evaluated over the region in

which the system evolves. In the case of a body, it is over its path (a

curve) in spacetime between the initial and final spacetime points. If

we are considering the evolution of a field such as an electromagnetic

field, it evolves over its domain, three-dimensional space between an

initial and a final time. Accordingly, the action integral for this case

is over spacetime, covering all of three-dimensional space and over

time between the limits of the initial and final states. The invari-

ant action integral is expressed in generality for arbitrary assumed

evolutions and the physically correct evolution is the one that mini-

mizes this integral. Just as in simple calculus, the minimum is found

by setting the first derivative to zero but now, the derivative must

be evaluated over a path rather than at a point. Performing these

calculations requires a knowledge of the calculus of variations which

is beyond the scope of this book. Readers who wish to follow this

mathematics should consult [3].

In their most elegant form, the great equations of physics, the

Maxwell equations of electromagnetism, the field equations of gen-

eral relativity, even quantum mechanics can be realized through the

Action Principle. Fermat’s Principle in optics, describing the path

of a light ray through a medium of varying refractive index as one

that minimizes the time, is a realization of the Action Principle. It is

interesting to contemplate the fact that the most basic phenomena of

nature are tied to extrema. The challenge is to discover the appropri-

ate Lagrangians to create the action integrals and for this purpose,

there is no magic wand available. However, there is a widespread

sentiment that all bona fide physical theory emerges from an action

integral, that the Action Principle is paramount. Feynman [6] pro-

vides a highly recommended lively account of the Action Principle
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in his characteristic style.

Richard P. Feynman (1918–1988) was one of the most distinguished
and accomplished theoretical physicists of the 20th Century. His
contributions to quantum electrodynamics earned him the Nobel
Prize along with J. Schwinger and S. I. Tomonaga. His three-
volume “Lectures on Physics” [6] continue to be a great resource for
beginning students, graduate students and researchers in physics.
One of the most colorful and inspiring lecturers, his interests and
contributions spanned a variety of fields beyond physics.

For a free body in special relativity, the invariant available to us

is the spacetime interval and hence the action integral S is simply

S = K

∫

ds, K = constant (2.25)

taken between the limit spacetime points A = (t1, x1, y1, z1) and

B = (t2, x2, y2, z2) representing the spacetime points from which the

body begins its motion to where it ends its motion.

The action integral is a solely mathematical construct. The ac-

tual physical path is revealed in setting the variation of the action to

zero, in searching out from the infinite number of imaginable unphys-

ical types of evolutions, the unique physical path that constitutes the

minimum, i.e.

δS = 0. (2.26)

The δ is the variational calculus derivative representing the first

derivative of this integral taken not at a single point as in ordinary

calculus but over the entire path between A and B.

Using the calculus of variations, the result is

dui

ds
= 0 (2.27)

which tells us that the four-velocity ui of the body is a constant. This

comes as no surprise but it is useful to follow through this simplest

application of the very important Action Principle (see [3]).

The constancy of ui over the path implies, through (2.19) that

the four-momentum pi is constant, and hence the energy and linear

momentum are constant.
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While the choice of action integral for a free body is quite straight-

forward, the choice for more complicated systems is correspondingly

more complicated. To be noted is that when the action is expressed

as an integral over time, the integrand is the Lagrangian, L, the

function that we first encounter in classical mechanics,

S =

∫

Ldt. (2.28)

It can be shown [7] that the dynamics embodied in the key physics

equation (2.26) is equivalent to the Lagrangian satisfying Lagrange’s

equations

d

dt

(

∂L

∂ẋα

)

=
∂L

∂xα
. (2.29)

However, while the Lagrangian that we first encounter in classical

mechanics is the difference between the kinetic (T ) and potential

(U) energies,

L = T − U =
1

2
mv2 − U (2.30)

the Lagrangian in relativistic physics applies to fields as well as par-

ticles and assumes a variety of complicated forms. As the simplest

example, for a free body, the potential energy is a constant which

can be taken to be zero for convenience. The comparison of (2.25)

and (2.28) using

ds = cdt

√

1 − v2

c2
(2.31)

[which follows from (2.4)] yields the relativistic Lagrangian for a free

body

L = Kc

√

1 − v2

c2
. (2.32)

For small velocities, the relativistic Lagrangian (2.32) must approach

the classical mechanics Lagrangian (2.30) (with U = 0). We make

this comparison by expanding the square root in (2.32) and retain

up to the lowest non-vanishing order term in the velocity,

L ≈ −Kv2/2c. (2.33)
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Comparing the v2 terms in (2.33) and (2.30) gives K = −mc and

hence the relativistic Lagrangian for a free body isf

L = −mc2
√

1 − v2

c2
. (2.34)

With the relativistic Lagrangian (2.34), we apply the standard for-

malism to derive the relativistic momentum and energy:

pα = ∂L/∂vα (2.35)

or

pα =
mvα

√

1 − v2/c2
. (2.36)

The energy isg

E = pαvα − L = mc2/
√

1 − v2/c2. (2.37)

We see that the energy and momentum derived in this way match

the expressions that we had found in (2.21) and (2.20) by using

(2.19). However, the latter have the added virtue of showing us

that (E/c, pα) constitute a Lorentz four-vector. As a result, given

the energy and momentum in one Lorentz frame xi, by the Lorentz

transformation, we know how to find these quantities in any other

Lorentz frame xi∗ with the transformation format of (2.6):

p∗x =
px − V E/c2
√

1 − V 2/c2
,

py = p∗y, pz = p∗z,

E∗ =
E − V px/c
√

1 − V 2/c2
.

(2.38)

2.8 Relativistic Doppler shift

The power of Lorentz covariance is well-illustrated in the relativistic

Doppler formula, displaying the difference in the frequency of light

fAn additive constant could be retained but it has no physical significance and
is most conveniently set to zero.

gHere α is summed over 1, 2, 3.
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perceived by an observer in motion relative to that observed in the

rest frame of the source of light. The derivation requires the introduc-

tion of a new four-vector called the “wave four-vector” with symbol

ki. The time component k0 is taken to be the angular frequencyh ω

divided by c and the three-vector kα is defined by

kα =
ω

c
nα (2.39)

where nα is a unit vector in the direction of wave propagation. We

recall that while we can designate any set of four components k i

to constitute a Lorentz four-vector, the above formulated definition

has value only if its components in a new frame xi∗ have the same

significance in terms of frequency and wave propagation direction as

they had in the original frame xi. That they do indeed have this

significance is seen from the fact that the inner product

kixi = ωt− kαxα (2.40)

is the phase of the wave which is a scalar. By the “quotient rule”

(see [8]), since xi is an arbitrary Lorentz four-vector and the phase of

the wave is a scalar (see [9]), the wave four-vector as defined above

for all frames is truly a bona fide Lorentz four-vector.

Having this established, the work is essentially done; we know

how Lorentz four-vectors transform, in the manner of (ct, x, y, z) in

(2.5), i.e.

k0 =
k0∗ + (V/c)k1∗
√

1 − V 2/c2
,

k1 =
k1∗ + (V/c)k0∗
√

1 − V 2/c2
,

k2 = k2∗, k3 = k3∗.

(2.41)

Consider the source of light to be at rest in xi with the observer

whose frame is xi∗ moving with velocity V relative to the source and

in the x direction as usual. Let α be the angle between the direction

of wave propagation and the x∗ axis as viewed in the xi∗ frame.

Then

k1∗ = (ω∗/c) cos α. (2.42)
hω = 2πν where ν is the actual frequency.
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Substituting (2.42) into (2.41) and using (2.39), we find

ω∗ =
ω
√

1 − V 2/c2

1 + (V/c) cos α
. (2.43)

This is the Doppler shift formula in all accuracy, even for relativistic

velocities. Note that with V > 0 and α between 0 and π/2, the

observed frequency ω∗ is less than ω, the red-shift. Also, for V � c

and α not close to π/2, (2.43) yields the familiar classical expression

for the fractional change in frequency

ω∗ − ω

ω
=

∆ω

ω
= −(V/c) cosα. (2.44)

Returning to (2.43), consider the special case where α = π/2, i.e.

the observer sees the light arriving perpendicular to hisi direction of

motion.

In that case, cosα = 0 and

ω∗ = ω
√

1 − V 2/c2. (2.45)

Thus, the observer sees a red-shift with the same value (as required

by symmetry) whether he moves to the right (V > 0) or to the

left (V < 0). It is very small (of order V 2/c2) compared to the

usual shifts for non-relativistic velocities. This is a purely relativistic

effect, stemming from the non-absoluteness of time, without even an

infinitesimal residue in pre-relativity physics. It is often referred to

as the “transverse Doppler shift”. By contrast, in classical physics,

a frequency shift can only occur if there is a component of the light

propagation velocity in the direction of motion of the observer.

To make sense of sources moving at very high velocities, as-

tronomers must use the relativistic equations above to properly in-

terpret their observations.

We have covered the essential aspects of special relativity in this

chapter. For further details, the reader is directed to the classic

treatise of Landau and Lifshitz [3].

iFor this and subsequent references to a person in the abstract, “his” means
“his/her” and “he” means “he/she”.
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Lev D. Landau (1908–1968) is generally regarded as one of the
most distinguished theoretical physicists of the 20th Century. His
major works spanned several areas of physics and he was awarded
the Nobel Prize for his important development of the theory of
superfluidity. His ten-volume Course on Theoretical Physics with
E. M. Lifshitz remains a key research tool for physicists world-wide.
Tragically, Landau suffered major injuries in a traffic accident from
which he never fully recovered.

Before proceeding to general relativity, we revisit special relativ-

ity from the ingenious approach of Bondi.
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Chapter 3

Bondi’s k-Calculus

Approach to Special

Relativity

3.1 Introduction

Bondi [4] has developed a unique highly intuitive approach to spe-

cial relativity that displays some of the essential characteristics with

spacetime diagrams.

Sir Hermann Bondi (1919–2005) was a distinguished mathemati-
cian and cosmologist. With T. Gold and F. Hoyle, he developed the
Steady State theory of the universe, widely believed but eventually
discarded upon the discovery of the cosmic microwave background
radiation. As well as his development of the k-calculus approach
to special relativity, Bondi wrote several important papers on a
variety of subjects in general relativity.

It makes extensive use of the relativistic Doppler factor k that re-

lates inertial reference frames in relative motion and the fundamental

new aspect of relativity vis-a-vis Newtonian physics, the invariance

of the speed of light. We will see how clearly this approach resolves

the so-called twin paradox, a key stumbling block for many who are

first introduced to relativity. The word “calculus” to describe the

Bondi method is misleading as his method relies upon elementary

31
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T
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kT

Figure 3.1: Light shone from Ava to Beta and vice-versa with inter-
vals displaying their complete equivalence.

algebra and could be taught to junior high school students.

We consider two inertial observer twins Ava (A)a and Beta (B)b

in relative motion. In Figure 3.1, the horizontal axis is x and the

vertical axis is t. The diagram is displayed from the perspective of

Ava who is shown to be at rest in (x, t) and Beta is seen to move in

the positive x direction.

The spacetime diagrams that follow have the closest connections

to simple plane geometry from the vantage point of the rest observer.

Some time after Ava meets Beta (the point at which their lines

cross in the diagram and at which point they both set their clocks

to 0), Ava shines light toward Beta for a period T by her (Ava’s)

clock. Beta receives the light for a proportional amount of time kT

aAva–Greek–“An eagle”.
bBeta–Czech–“Dedicated to God”.
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where the k constant symbol is the Doppler factor connecting the

observers. The lines with arrows indicate light rays.

Later, Beta sends light toward Ava for the same period T and

since Ava and Beta are totally equivalent physically, Ava observes the

light for the same period as Beta had observed the earlier light from

Ava, namely kT . Note that the geometrical appearance aspects such

as the slopes of outgoing light rays, are necessarily biased in favor of

the rest observer. Only relative to the rest observer are the light ray

slopes always at 45 deg.

3.2 Velocity–Doppler factor connection

Ava wishes to determine Beta’s speed relative to herself. For this,

a different process is required, as shown in Figure 3.2. Immediately

upon meeting Beta at O, Ava shines light to Beta for a period T and

as in Figure 3.1, Beta receives the light for a period kT . Ava and

Beta agree that as long as Beta receives light from Ava, she (namely

Beta) sends light back to Ava.

Since this emission period from Beta is kT , the reception of Beta’s

light by Ava is the Doppler factor k times the emission period, i.e.

k(kT ) = k2T .

From here it is a simple procedure to deduce the relative velocity

between Beta and Ava. All that is required is to determine the

distance between Ava and Beta at a convenient point and how much

time has elapsed since their meeting at O to achieve that separation.

The point P that is chosen is where Beta has received the last photon

from Ava and has sent her last photon back to Ava. Ava reckons that

she has sent her last photon reaching P at time T and has received

the last photon back from Beta at time k2T . Thus, the time for

the photon to reach P and return is k2T − T . Multiplying this by

c, the photon speed, we get twice the OP separation. Therefore

the OP separation is D = c(k2T − T )/2. Ava also reckons that

the last photon reached P at the half-way point in time from the

emission at time T and the reception at time k2T , namely at time

T ∗ = T + (k2T − T )/2 = (k2 + 1)T/2. Finally, the relative velocity

v is D/T ∗ or

v = c
k2 − 1

k2 + 1
. (3.1)
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Figure 3.2: Determination of the speed of Beta relative to Ava.
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Solving for k yields the relativistic Doppler factor k in terms of

relative velocityc

k =

√

1 + v/c

1 − v/c
. (3.2)

The following properties are noted:

1) k = 1 for v = 0 which is logical since there is no Doppler shift

when there is no relative velocity.

2) k > 1 if v > 0 which is logical since a relative recession entails

an increase in period, decrease in frequency, increase in wavelength,

or red-shift.

3) Similarly, k < 1 for v < 0. In this case there is a relative

approach and hence a blue shift.

4) If v −→ −v then k −→ 1/k.

3.3 Composition law for velocities and

Doppler factors

We now determine the relativistic composition law for velocities.

Consider a third observer Cayla (C),d introduced as in Figure 3.3.

Let Ava emit light to Beta for a period T . Beta receives the light

for a proportional time period kABT where kAB is the Doppler factor

between Ava and Beta. For as long as Beta receives the light, she

transmits to Cayla who receives it for a period kBC(kABT ) where

kBC is the Doppler factor between Beta and Cayla. At this point

we invoke the key feature of special relativity, the invariance of the

speed of light: we can view the direct transmission of light from Ava

to Cayla for a period T being received by Cayla for a time kAC with

the same photon lines that were already used for the previous two-

step process. This is because the light speed does not get boosted

in the two-step process as compared to the direct transmission. As

a result, we can equate the reception times by Cayla of the one-step

and two-step process. Canceling the common factor T , we have

kAC = kABkBC. (3.3)
cThe positive root solution is chosen to maintain the same direction of flow of

time for the two observers.
dCayla–“pure”.
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T)ABk(BCkT=ACk

T

Figure 3.3: Determination of the compounding velocities in relativity.
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Similarly, if we were to introduce a fourth observer Della (D)e, we

would have

kAD = kABkBCkCD (3.4)

and so on for an arbitrary sequence of observers. Let us now work

in units where c = 1 (we will restore the symbol later). Returning

to the three observers in Figure 3.3, from (3.1) and (3.3) we have

vAC =
kAC

2 − 1

kAC
2 + 1

=
kAB

2kBC
2 − 1

kAB
2kBC

2 + 1
. (3.5)

Now using (3.2) repeatedly in (3.5) for the k factors in terms of

relative velocities, after simplification we find (with the explicit c

now restored)

vAC =
vAB + vBC

1 + vABvBC/c2
. (3.6)

This is the familiar relativistic law for the composition of velocities.

If we let c approach infinity, we retrieve the usual Newtonian velocity

composition law

vAC = vAB + vBC. (3.7)

If the relative velocities of the observers are small compared to c,

the effect of using (3.6) instead of (3.7) is small. However, for “rela-

tivistic” velocities, the effect is dramatic. For example, with vAB =

vBC = 3c/4, the correct composition law (3.6) yields vAC = 24c/25,

a velocity less than c as must be the case and considerably different

from 1.5c that would result from (3.7).

Of particular interest is the elegant simplicity of the composition

law for Doppler factors as a simple multiplicative sequence in (3.4) in

contrast to the awkward composition law for velocities in relativity

(3.6). The simplicity of the former is understandable as it reflects

the invariance of the speed of light and it is the Doppler factor that

characterizes the connection between observers vis-a-vis light prop-

agation. Note, however, that the Newtonian composition law, (3.7)

(and its familiar extension to more observers, even non-collinearly)

for velocities does have the simplicity that the Doppler factor com-

position displays. This is a reflection of the absoluteness of time in

Newtonian physics. The Newtonian composition proceeds pictorially

eDella-English-“A woman from the island of Delos”.
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with vectors pasted end-to-end, having each observer’s clock in step

with all the rest.

In the next section, we display the non-absoluteness of time as

an algebraic formula.

3.4 Derivation of the Lorentz transformation

The Lorentz transformation is the recipe for the labeling of event

coordinates by one inertial observer relative to another. To derive

this recipe, we return to our two twin observers Ava and Beta and

consider an event E which Ava labels (t, x) and Beta labels (t∗, x∗).
Ava and Beta synchronize their clocks when they meet at O and Ava

decides to send a photon so that it arrives in coincidence with the

event E. At that point, it is reflected back to Ava. Since for Ava,

the event is at position x, the photon must have been sent from Ava

at time t− x/c to arrive at time t at E. It will arrive back to Ava a

time x/c later, i.e. at time t+ x/c.

Since the speed of the photon is also c for Beta, the photon in-

tersects with Beta at time t∗ − x∗/c for the inbound path and at

time t∗ + x∗/c for the outbound path. From our earlier discussion

regarding the relationship between time intervals, we see from Figure

3.4 that

t∗ − x∗/c = k(t− x/c) (3.8)

where k is the Doppler factor between Ava and Beta.

Similarly we can focus on an emission time interval of t∗ + x∗/c
from Beta to Ava with a reception time interval t + x/c by Ava’s

reckoning. Therefore we have

t+ x/c = k(t∗ + x∗/c) (3.9)

Eliminating x∗ between (3.8) and (3.9), we find

2t∗ = t(k + 1/k) − (x/c)(k − 1/k) (3.10)

2x∗ = x(k + 1/k) − (ct)(k − 1/k) (3.11)

Substituting the expression for k from (3.2) into (3.10) and (3.11),

we find as in (2.5), the important Lorentz transformation
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O
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t+(x/c)

re. B(t*,x*)

re. A(t,x)E:

t*+(x*/c)

t*-(x*/c)

t-(x/c)

Figure 3.4: Derivation of the Lorentz transformation by the Bondi
method.
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x∗ = γ(x− vt), ct∗ = γ(ct− vx/c) (3.12)

where γ = (1 − v2/c2)−1/2.

In the second of (3.12), we see the complexity of the relationship

between times read in the two frames in relative motion.

3.5 The twin or clock paradox

Because of the nature of time in the theory of relativity, it turns out

that we can describe a very interesting scenario involving our pair

of twins, Ava (A) and Beta (B). Ava stays home while Beta, the

adventurer, takes off on a long journey at high speed, turns around

eventually from homesickness and heads back to reunite with her

twin sister Ava. If the conditions of time interval and speed are

sufficient, Beta could return aged by let us say one year while Ava is

long gone, unavailable for the planned reunion. Instead, Beta finds

that she is meeting Ava’s great-great-grandchildren. The supposed

paradox consists of considering Beta to have been at “rest” while Ava

is to have made the long journey and returned. Then it might at first

glance appear from “relativity” that Ava should have aged only one

year while Beta’s space ship should have the future descendents of

Beta emerging for the reunion. Logically it cannot be both. Which

is correct?

The paradox is resolved using the k-calculus with some additional

logical arguments. There is an essential asymmetry between Ava and

Beta in this exercise in that while Ava follows an inertial spacetime

trajectory, Beta undergoes a period of travel where she undergoes

deceleration followed by acceleration. Acceleration and deceleration

in her spaceship are translated into sensations that Beta experiences

in her spaceship such as the variations in pressure against her seat.

Such physical manifestations are not felt by Ava. Thus Beta’s jour-

ney, unlike that of Ava, cannot be wholly one of following an inertial

spacetime trajectory. This is best illustrated by bringing in our third

observer Cayla (C) as shown in Figure 3.5.

At a velocity v, Beta leaves Ava at O where they synchronize

their clocks. Immediately upon separation, Beta sends light back to

Ava for a time T by Beta’s reckoning and Ava receives this emission

for a time kT . At the time T by Beta’s clock, she meets Cayla who is
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of times with three inertial observers.
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traveling towards Ava with velocity −v. Beta and Cayla synchronize

their clocks to the time T when they cross at which point Cayla

begins to beam light to Ava until Cayla meets Ava.

The mathematics is very simple. By symmetry, Cayla beams her

light to Ava for the same period T as Beta had beamed to Ava until

she met Cayla. Thus when Cayla meets Ava, Cayla notes that her

clock reads T + T = 2T o’clock. We recall that when v goes to −v,
k goes to 1/k. Therefore the period of light reception by Ava of

Cayla’s transmission to her is (1/k)T . From Figure 3.5, we see that

Ava has witnessed a period of time kT + (1/k)T = (k + 1/k)T from

the time she said farewell to Beta until she met Cayla. Since k+1/k

is greater than 2 unless k = 1 (in which case there would not have

been any relative motion), we see that Ava concludes that more time

has elapsed for her than has elapsed for the combined journeys of

Beta and Cayla between the three meetings.

Rather than introduce the third person Cayla, we could have

considered Beta to have undergone a short deceleration period just

before the point of Beta meeting Cayla followed by a short accel-

eration period. In this manner, her spacetime journey relative to

Ava closely approximates the three-person plot of Figure 3.5. In this

case, we have simulated the picture described earlier of Beta making

a return trip and meeting Ava’s great-great-grandchildren upon re-

turning home. It is the deceleration/acceleration phase of Beta that

is not present in the entirely inertial spacetime trajectory of Ava that

makes Ava and Beta physically non-equivalent.

Some have argued that the periods of deceleration and accelera-

tion will always compensate to remove the time difference and make

Beta return to Ava at the same time. This is an untenable argument.

Consider a sequence of journeys by Beta of different durations with

the same velocities and with the identical reversals at the turnaround

points as shown in Figure 3.6. Since the spacetime itself does not

evolve in time, the physical effects that accrue at each one of the

turnarounds must be identical because the turnarounds were iden-

tical. However, the return journeys of different durations require

different amounts of compensation at the turnarounds to have the

twins always unite with the same clock readings. Therefore the as-

sumption that the non-inertial periods of travel will compensate and

remove the time difference, is faulty.
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It is also to be emphasized that while it is the period of accelera-

tion by Beta that breaks the otherwise physically equivalent inertial

observer symmetry of the journeys of Ava and Beta, it is the lengths

in time of Beta’s segments before and after the acceleration period

that determine the extent to which their clock readings differ at the

time of reunion.

Even more significantly, experiments with atomic clocks taken

on return flights have displayed the effect. One might have objected

that since Ava is always an inertial observer and Beta is an inertial

observer for all but the very small spacetime trajectory segment near

the turnaround point, it would seem that they should read essentially

the same time upon reunion, i.e. that the spacetime segments are all

straight lines apart from a very tiny segment. Bondi provides a very

astute analogy as a counter to this argument. He considers journeys

of Ava and Beta in the x− y plane as shown in Figure 3.7, a plot in

two spatial dimensions as in a conventional map. Ava’s journey is a

straight line and Beta’s journey is almost a straight line apart from

the kink that changes Beta’s direction at the extreme point. It is

that kink at R that breaks the symmetry and renders Beta’s spatial

distance covered longer than that covered by Ava. The essential

point is that in relativity, time is a route-dependent quantity just as

distance is a route-dependent quantity. It is also to be noted that it is

the lengths of the segments before and after the kink that determine

just how much longer Beta’s journey will be than that of Ava. The

existence of the kink makes the journeys non-equivalent but it does

not determine how non-equivalent they are in distance covered. This

extends the analogy with the twins regarding the degree of time

difference between the clocks of the twins.

Another point to note is that while the greater distance covered is

pictorially greater for Beta than for Ava in the space-space diagram

of Figure 3.7 (the shortest distance between two points is a straight

line), the shorter time for Beta is pictorially longer than that for

Ava in the space-time diagram of Figure 3.6. This should come as

no surprise. Time is not just another dimension like x, y or z. Space

and time are different concepts.

Space and time are unified in Einstein’s special relativity but they

are not equivalent. They have a reciprocal connection, identified from

the outset by the differing signs in the spacetime interval. We have
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of times for two observers with journeys of
different durations.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of distance covered for two observers over
different routes.
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outlined the essentials of special relativity, Einstein’s theory of space

and time in the absence of gravity. The incorporation of gravity into

the relativistic framework is our primary focus in the chapters to

follow.



Chapter 4

Essentials of General

Relativity

4.1 The need for a new theory of gravity

Special relativity excludes gravity from its consideration. General

relativity introduces gravity into the fold of relativistic physics. In-

deed, general relativity is Einstein’s theory of gravity. Its underlying

basis is so novel that even from those who are versed in the theory,

one frequently hears the old Newtonian ideas and prejudices about

gravity brought into discussions involving general relativity. We will

be returning to this issue in the chapters that follow.

Once special relativity was in place with its limit on the speed

with which interactions could propagate, Einstein knew from the

outset that Newton’s theory of gravity would have to be replaced.

In the sections that follow, we will trace through the logic leading to

the new theory of gravity and its essential features. Newton’s field

equation for the gravitational potential φ

∇2φ(x, y, z, t) = 4πGρ(x, y, z, t) (4.1)

being an elliptic differential equation, necessitated that any change

in the mass density distribution ρ would change the gravitational

potential φ and hence the gravitational “force” (in the language of

Newtonian gravity) on any distant object, with no time delay what-

soever, contrary to the essential dictum of relativity. If one were to

move one’s arm, in principle the entire universe of Newtonian physics

47
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would be affected by this action instantaneously through the change

in the gravitational field so produced.

4.2 The Principle of Equivalence

In the process of rectifying the problem of the instantaneous prop-

agation of information in Newton’s theory of gravity, Einstein was

strongly influenced by the connection between the gravitational force

and the so-called “inertial” forces, the centrifugal and Coriolis forces.

These have the property, like the gravitational force, of being pro-

portional to the mass. As a result, with the mass canceling out of

Newton’s Second Law F = ma, the acceleration is independent of

the mass. (Recall the experiment of dropping a feather and a rock

in an evacuated cylinder: both hit the bottom together.)

In fact Einstein imagined an experimenter in an elevator whose

support cable had snapped, sending it into free-fall. The experi-

menter would now have the interesting sensation of weightlessness,

as do the astronauts far from Earth after their vehicle’s rockets are

no longer firing. If the experimenter were to release objects from his

pockets, they would be seen by the experimenter to hang suspended

next to him. This is because they have the same acceleration locally

relative to the Earth as does the person himself, and relative to his

local (elevator) frame, he, along with the objects, is at rest. In the

same vein, a rocket ship with this experimenter inside, and rockets

firing, accelerating at 9.8 m/s2 would feel as if he were at rest on

the surface of the Earth, now with his sensation of weight restored.

Objects released from his pockets would “fall” relative to the rocket

ship with an acceleration of 9.8 m/s2.

These observations are encapsulated into a general principle that

is known as the Principle of Equivalence: “a gravitational field is

locally equivalent to an accelerated reference frame”. This property

was retained by Einstein as one to be incorporated into a revised

theory of gravity. The importance of the local nature of this property

is frequently overlooked or minimized. This issue will arise in later

chapters.
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4.3 The metric tensor

The brilliance of the next step is easily underappreciated as we be-

come so accustomed to its use. Within the framework of special

relativity, i.e. spacetime without gravity, if we were to change from

an inertial reference frame to an accelerated reference frame such as

the frame of an accelerating rocket ship or of a rotating merry-go-

round, we would be using a coordinate transformation that, unlike

the Lorentz transformation (2.5), does not reproduce the metric form

of (2.4). Rather, it imposes a coordinate-dependent structure upon

the spacetime interval that we express in a very useful general form

as

ds2 = gikdx
idxk (4.2)

where the “metric tensor” gik is in general dependent on all of the

spacetime coordinates.a Since the coordinate-dependent metric ten-

sor carries within it the fact that the coordinate system is now ac-

celerated and since gravity is locally equivalent to an accelerated

reference frame, it was natural (in hindsight!) to make the deduc-

tion that gravity itself should be characterized by the metric tensor,

in concert with the Equivalence Principle.

However, here we must discuss an important issue concerning the

essence of gravity. In the above description, while the transforma-

tion to an accelerated reference frame simulates gravity, the inverse

transformation removes it and hence the actual spacetime is physi-

cally devoid of gravity. Gravity has only been simulated. It is then

well to ask what constitutes real gravity. Is gravity nothing more

than an artifact of an observer’s reference frame or does gravity have

an intrinsic nature, an intrinsic connection with spacetime?

For this, we consider a simple concrete example of real gravity

produced by an actual source, the Earth. If we re-examine the freely

falling observer and the objects that he releases in the elevator with

its cables having been severed, we realize that those objects will not

actually remain precisely at rest relative to the observer. Objects

displaced in a vertical direction will separate in the course of time

because those closer to the Earth will have a slightly greater ac-

aAs before, a repeated index with Latin indices denotes a summation from 0
to 3. This is usually referred to as the “Einstein summation convention”. Later
in this section we will provide the mathematical framework for the metric tensor.
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celeration relative to the Earth than those above them. Similarly,

objects displaced in a horizontal direction will approach each other

in the course of time during the free-fall because each one will fall

towards the center of the Earth, i.e. on converging as opposed to

parallel lines. This is in contrast to the situation of having the ob-

jects released within an accelerating rocket ship where all the objects

undergo the same acceleration relative to the rocket ship, i.e. along

parallel lines. Thus, the detailed picture is more complicated: the

field of the simulated gravity is not actually the same as the field

of true gravity. As we will see in what follows, the very essential

difference concerns the geometry of spacetime itself, its curvature in

the case of true gravity as opposed to lack of curvature, “flatness”,

in the case of simulated gravity. To describe the nature of curved

spacetime mathematically, we take a brief detour into tensor calcu-

lus. This mathematics will enable us to formulate general relativity.

4.4 Basic tensor calculus–introduction

While we first encountered the particularized four-vectors and ten-

sors in special relativity, the general description of such constructs is

more complex. In general tensor calculus, while the situation with

regard to scalars is the same as before, there are now two significantly

differentb kinds of vectors, “contravariant” vectors and “covariant”

vectors. The prototype contravariant vector is the differential of the

coordinates, dxi. When we transform to a new coordinate frame xi∗,
by the chain rule of calculus, their differentials transform as

dxk∗ =
∂xk∗

∂xi
dxi. (4.3)

In analogy to the procedure in special relativity, we designate any

set of four functions of the spacetime coordinates as the components

of a general contravariant four-vector if under a transformation of

coordinates xi to xi∗, the functions change to a new set in the same

way that was the case with the coordinate differentials (4.3).

bRecall that there are also the two kinds of vectors in the special relativity
described in Chapter 2 but they differ only in the signs of the spatial components
while their time components are the same.
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Similarly, we consider the prototype covariant vector, the gradi-

ent of a scalar function F , i.e. ∂F/∂xi. Again by the chain rule of

calculus,
∂F

∂xk∗ =
∂F

∂xi

∂xi

∂xk∗ . (4.4)

In both cases, we have transformed the quantities dxi and ∂F
∂xi from

the “old” (unstarred) system of coordinates xi to the “new” starred

system xi∗. They differ in that the coefficients for the transformation

in the former, ∂xk∗

∂xi , are the reciprocal forms relative to those of the

latter. We now define any set of four functions Ai as the components

of a contravariant vector if they transform in the same manner as

the coordinate differentials (4.3) and any set of four functions Bi as

the components of a covariant vector if they transform in the same

manner as the gradient of a scalar function (4.4),

Ak∗ =
∂xk∗

∂xi
Ai (4.5)

and

Bk
∗ = Bi

∂xi

∂xk∗ . (4.6)

Superscript indices denote contravariant and subscript indices denote

covariant.

As before, we now have the prescription to define tensors of sec-

ond and higher rank with each tensor index carrying a bank of trans-

formation coefficients. Tensors can be wholly contravariant, for ex-

ample Aik as a second rank contravariant tensor, wholly covariant,

for example Bik as a second rank covariant tensor or “mixed”, for

example Ck
i for a mixed second rank tensor. The transformation law

for the second rank contravariant tensor Aik is

Alm∗
= Aik ∂x

l∗

∂xi

∂xm∗

∂xk
. (4.7)

For the second rank covariant tensor Bik, it is

Blm
∗ = Bik

∂xi

∂xl∗
∂xk

∂xm∗ . (4.8)

The mixed second rank tensor Ci
k transforms with one of each type

of partial derivative

Cl
m∗ = Ci

k ∂x
i

∂xl∗
∂xm∗

∂xk
. (4.9)
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The metric tensor in (4.2) is an example of a second rank covariant

tensor, indicated by its two lower indicies. A vector is a tensor of

rank 1. A scalar is a tensor of rank 0.

We introduce the contravariant tensor gik “conjugate” to the met-

ric tensor gik as follows: we write gik as a matrix and produce its

inverse in the usual way by forming the cofactor matrix of its trans-

posec and dividing by its determinant. As a result, gik is related to

the metric tensor gik as

gilg
ik = δk

l (4.10)

where δk
l is the Kronecker delta, i.e. the unit matrix, with 1 values

on the diagonal and 0 everywhere else.

Related to a contravariant vector Ai is its “associate” covariant

vector Ak defined by taking the inner product with the metric tensor

as

Ak = gikA
i. (4.11)

Similarly, the associate contravariant vector Bk of the covariant vec-

tor Bi is

Bk = Big
ik. (4.12)

Similarly, this process of “raising and lowering indicies”d is applied to

tensors of second and higher rank with the metric tensor used repeat-

edly for each index that is raised or lowered. It is often convenient to

have expressions and equations expressed in covariant, contravariant

or mixed form in different situations and it is the inner product with

the metric tensor that accomplishes the transition.

It should be noted that in the flat space of special relativity in

Cartesian coordinates as discussed in Chapter 2, we had the coor-

dinates xi forming vectors but in general tensor calculus, they no

longer do so. In Chapter 2, a deviation from the precise formalism

of general tensor calculus was permissible. There, we had xi des-

ignated a contravariant vector and xi designated a covariant vector

with x0 = x0, x
α = −xα.

One of the strengths of tensor calculus lies in the freedom to

express equations in forms that are wholly general, applicable to

any reference frame, a property frequently referred to as “general

cTaking the transpose is not actually required here because gik is symmetric.
dSome colleagues have remarked that all that general relativists do is raise and

lower indices. Actually we do other things as well.
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covariance”. This is particularly appropriate for general relativity

which deals with arbitrary systems of reference. For example, by the

transformation rules discussed above, suppose in the frame xi, there

exists an equation of the form

Aik = Bik. (4.13)

Then the difference of the elements in (4.13) is the tensor Cik = Aik−
Bik = 0. If we transform to a new frame xi∗ by the transformation

rules discussed above, we see that in the new frame, C ∗
ik = A∗

ik −B∗
ik

is also zero because every term multiplying a partial derivative of one

frame with respect to the other is zero. Hence the equation is as in

(4.13) with the quantities starred. Equations so-expressed are said

to be “in covariant form”.e

To probe the mathematics of curvature, we require the covariant

generalization of the partial derivative of a vector or tensor. It can

be shown that while ∂F i/∂xk, or in the more compact F i
,k notation,f

is a mixed second rank tensor in special relativity in Cartesian co-

ordinates, it is not so otherwise [8]. The covariant generalization

is

F i
;k = F i

,k + Γi
klF

l (4.14)

where

Γi
kl =

gim

2
(gmk,l + gml,k − gkl,m) (4.15)

is called the Christoffelg symbol of the second kind and a semicolon

denotes “covariant differentiation”. Note that in the flat space of

special relativity in the reference frame where the metric tensor has

the only non-zero components with the everywhere constant values

g00 = 1, g11 = g22 = g33 = −1, their derivatives all vanish. Hence the

Christoffel symbols all vanish and the covariant derivative reverts to

the partial derivative. Moreover, it can be shown that F i
;k transforms

like a mixed second rank tensor and is thus the required covariant
eThe use of the word “covariant” in the two different senses is unfortunate but

it is a universal dual usage.
fWe will use the (..), k notation frequently to denote the partial derivative of

(..) with respect to xk.
gNote that in spite of its appearance, a Christoffel symbol is not a tensor

since its (complicated) transformation law differs from that of tensors (see [8]).
Students have been known to hyphenate the name after its first syllable to express
their feelings about this symbol.
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generalization for the partial derivative of a vector with respect to

the coordinates.h Specifically,

F;l
m∗ = F;i

k ∂x
i

∂xl∗
∂xm∗

∂xk
. (4.16)

Further, we require the covariant generalization of the derivative

of a vector or tensor with respect to a scalar such as the spacetime

interval. First, consider the derivative of the simplest tensor, the

scalar function F . By the chain rule, this can be expressed as

dF

ds
=
∂F

∂xl

dxl

ds
. (4.17)

Since the elements on the right hand side are tensors, this equation

is tensorial as it stands. However, if we were to replace the scalar

function F with a vector F i or a tensor of higher rank, say F ik

in this equation, the derivative with respect to xl of F i and F ik

would no longer be a tensor and the equation would not be tensorial.

Clearly the generalization required is the replacement of the partial

derivative with respect to xl by the covariant derivative. This yields

the universally applicable “intrinsic derivative”, denoted by D/ds, of

the tensor to which it is applied, the covariant generalization of the

ordinary derivative with respect to a scalar. As applied to F ik, the

equation is

DF ik

ds
= F ik

;l

dxl

ds
. (4.18)

It can be applied in a similar manner to any tensor.

4.5 Parallel transport, spacetime curvature

and the Riemann tensor

We now have the essential mathematical tools in position to explore

the very important spacetime curvature. To do so, we begin with

the process of translating a vector F i parallel to itself along a curve

hDetails of the tensor calculus for these results as well as for what follows
can be found in [8] and with the physics woven in at [3]. This mathematical
description is meant for physicists; for mathematical rigor, there are a variety of
mathematics texts available.
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that we parametrize by its arc length s, a process generally referred

to as “parallel transport”. In flat space in Cartesian coordinates,

clearly the components of the vector do not change in the process,

dF i/ds = 0. If we were now to change to a general coordinate system

to express this equation, we must express this parallel transport with

the intrinsic derivative
DF i

ds
= 0. (4.19)

It is natural to define parallel transport by this covariant equation

(4.19) even when the spacetime is curved.

At this point, the question arises: how does one distinguish locally

between a flat region and a curved region in a mathematically precise

manner? The answer lies in having a vector F i (or a more general

tensor) undergo parallel transport around an infinitesimally closed

loop and tracking the net change in the components over one circuit.

In a flat space, since the components of a vector do not change when

there is parallel transport, they will not change even when the loop

is closed. However, when the space is curved, a lengthy calculation

[3], [10] shows that in generality, the net change ∆F i is

∆F i = Ri
klmdx

kdxlFm (4.20)

where the important Riemann tensor Ri
klm is given by

Ri
klm = Γi

km,l − Γi
km,l + Γi

nlΓ
n
km − Γi

nmΓn
kl. (4.21)

This fourth rank tensor carries within itself the essence of curvature,

hence the essence of gravity. It vanishes in all of its components if

and only if the spacetime is flat, i.e. in the absence of curvature

or, physically speaking, in the absence of true gravity. Ordinarily,

given its fourth rank, it would be expected to have 256 (i.e. 44)

components in four-dimensional spacetime. However, because of its

various symmetries [8], this number is reduced to 20 independent

components. The symmetries are

Riklm = Rlmik, Riklm = −Rkilm, Riklm = −Rikml (4.22)

and

Riklm +Rimkl +Rilmk = 0. (4.23)
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As an exercise to familiarize oneself with the mathematics of curved

space, it is useful to step down in dimensions and consider the par-

allel propagation of a vector in the simplest interesting curved two-

dimensional surface, that of a sphere. It is developed in some detail in

[8] where it is seen that in general, the vector that is parallely propa-

gated, does not return to its original form on traversing a closed path.

The exception is the very important case when the chosen curve is a

“geodesic”, the curve of shortest distance between two given points.

For the sphere, these curves are the great circles.

An excellent visualization of the effect of curvature on the parallel

propagation of a vector is provided by cutting thin bands of material

around a selection of meridians of a sphere and laying them flat on

a plane. (Bands carefully cut from a hollow rubber ball or the peel

of a grapefruit would serve the purpose.) Note that the bands now

lie in curves on the plane apart from the special band encircling the

equator that unravels along a straight line. On the plane, parallel

translation can be done visually. If a vector is now drawn at the start

of these bands and repeatedly drawn parallel to the original until the

other end is reached, the following results are seen: when the bands

are repositioned on the sphere, the end vectors, now rejoined at the

same point, do not match in general. However, they do match in the

special case of the equatorial band, the geodesic. In performing this

exercise, we are exploiting the fact that the local geometry of this

curved surface is approximately flat.

4.6 Geodesics

Mathematically, the geodesic is characterized as the curve along

which its tangent vector ui is parallely propagated,

Dui/ds = dui/ds+ Γi
klu

kul = 0. (4.24)

As we are familiar from elementary physics, what is the tangent

vector for mathematics is the velocity for physics, in our case four-

velocity. The equation of motion of a free particle in special relativity

in Cartesian coordinates is dui/ds = 0. In an arbitrary coordinate

system, this is expressed in the generally covariant form Dui/ds = 0,

i.e. (4.24). The Equivalence Principle guides us to adopt (4.24) as

well for the equation of motion of a free particle in a gravitational
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field. This is one of the key equations of general relativity. It must be

said that the Equivalence Principle has served as a very useful guide

indeed, in spite of its being only an approximation to truth. To

first order, the solutions of these equations recover the closed elliptic

motions of the planets around the Sun. For the weak field of the solar

system, the corrections due to general relativity are very small.i To

first order, the second term with the Christoffel symbol in (4.24) plays

the role of the gradient of the gravitational potential in Newtonian

gravity. Examining to greater accuracy, here as in various instances

in general relativity, the possibilities and subtleties as compared to

Newtonian gravity, are richer and more interesting. In general, we

see that there is a nonlinear interplay between the metric tensor and

its partial derivatives that govern the motion of bodies in general

relativity. This equation was used with great success in accounting

for the residual 43 seconds of arc per century perihelion precession of

the planet Mercury, a major source of confidence in the correctness

of general relativity. We will discuss this further in Section 5.4.

4.7 Covariant conservation laws and the

Einstein field equations

The next key issue concerns the determination of the metric tensor

for a given physical situation: what are its sources and what are the

field equations that will connect the field to source? From (4.1), we

recall that in Newtonian gravity, the field φ has mass density ρ as

its source. In the appropriate limit, general relativity must reduce to

Newtonian gravity since the latter, for hundreds of years, has served

physics well under the right conditions. So we seek the appropriate

relativistic mathematical structure that incorporates the density ρ.

Since we observed that it is the metric tensor that is playing the role

of the gravitational potential φ and since the former is a second rank

tensor, the natural choice is the energy-momentum tensor T ik. From

special relativity, this is a second rank tensor that has the energy

density as its T 00 component. (The T 0α

c components comprise the

momentum density or 1/c2 times the energy flux density and the T αβ

iSee however in later chapters where the corrections become important for
many-body systems with comparable mass constituents, even when the field is
weak.
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components represent the stresses and the momentum flux densities.)

Thus, to maintain a covariant structure, we replace ρ with T ik on

the right hand side of the generalized equation that we seek.

For consistency, we must have a second rank tensor incorporat-

ing the gravitational field (now the metric tensor) with appropriate

structure, on the left hand side. In this regard we have a constraint:

energy-momentum conservation. Recall that conservation of a quan-

tity is expressed mathematically by the vanishing of its divergence.

For example, in electromagnetism, the conservation of charge is ex-

pressed asj

Jα
,α +

∂ρ

∂t
= 0 (4.25)

where here, Jα is the three-current ρvα, ρ is the charge density and

vα is the velocity of the charges. With ρc expressed as J 0 and ct as

x0, (4.25) can be written as the vanishing ordinary four-divergence

Jk
,k = 0. (4.26)

Similarly, in standard special relativity, the conservation of energy-

momentum is expressed by the vanishing of the ordinary four-divergence

of the energy-momentum tensor

T ik
,k = 0. (4.27)

If we wished to work in special relativity in general coordinate sys-

tems, the conservation equations of (4.26) and (4.27) are employed

with (..), k replaced by (..); k, i.e. the partial derivative replaced

by the covariant derivative. As well, to convert (4.26) and (4.27)

to their corresponding forms applicable to general relativity, i.e. to

incorporate conservation of charge or energy-momentum, we simply

substitute the partial derivative with a covariant derivative, i.e. a

semi-colon in place of a comma.

Thus, the latter becomes

T ik
;k = 0. (4.28)

Clearly this is also the expression for energy-momentum conservation

in general relativity. For consistency, the tensor to incorporate the

jAs before, a repeated Greek index denotes a sum over the spatial indices 1,
2, 3.
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effects of gravity on the left hand side of the field equation that

we seek must also have a vanishing covariant divergence. Moreover,

for consistency with the differential structure of the Newtonian limit,

there must be no higher than a second derivative of the metric tensor

present in this tensor. After some effort, Einstein deduced that the

required tensor is (now appropriately named) the Einstein tensor

Gik = Rik − 1

2
gikR (4.29)

where the Ricci tensor Rik is the contractionk of the Riemann tensor

given by Ri
kim and the Ricci scalar R is the contraction of the Ricci

tensor, Ri
i. The Einstein tensor has an identically vanishing covariant

divergence as a consequence of the contracted Bianchi identities [3]

[8].

These Bianchi identities are

Ri
jkl;m +Ri

jmk;l +Ri
jlm;k = 0. (4.30)

After appropriate inner multiplication of this identity with the metric

tensor and two contractions, the result is

Ri
j;i −

1

2
R;j = 0. (4.31)

Thus, we have the replacement for ∇2φ of Newtonian gravity on

the left hand side of the field equations in the form of the Einstein

tensor Gik. On the right hand side, we have the covariant source of

gravity, the energy-momentum tensor T ik replacing the mass density

ρ of Newtonian gravity. Finally, incorporating all of these factors,

we have the very important Einstein field equations, the essential

equations of general relativity

Gik =
8πG

c4
T ik. (4.32)

These equations are 10 in number because of the symmetry in i and

k. The numerical coefficient 8πG
c4 of the right hand side has been

kA contraction is the setting of a covariant index equal to a contravariant
index and summing from 0 to 3. Each contraction reduces the rank of a tensor
by 2. Thus the Ricci tensor is of rank 4− 2 = 2 and the Ricci scalar R is of rank
2 − 2 = 0, named “scalar” appropriately.
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chosen to have the (i, k) = (00) term of the Einstein field equations

reduce to (4.1) in the Newtonian limit. (It is to be noted that the

derivation of the Einstein equations is achieved with the full power

of the Action Principle in [3]. Note also that the standard symbol G

in this equation is the constant of universal gravitation. It is not to

be confused with the trace Gi
i of the Einstein tensor.)

Many physicists have come to view the Einstein equations (4.32)

as the most beautiful or even the most important equations in all

of physics. Beauty and importance are of course subjective terms.

One could argue that the Maxwell equations of electromagnetism or

the Schrödinger and Dirac equations of quantum mechanics are also

beautiful and in the case of Maxwell, find far more direct and practi-

cal utility than do the Einstein equations. However the existence of

such testaments to the significance of (4.32) is presented to convey

the sense of impact that they have had on physics. One can only

stand in awe of the power of Einstein’s imagination to identify the

curvature of spacetime geometry with the phenomenon that we know

of as gravity. While pre-Einsteinian physics had come to see grav-

ity as just another field, conceptually as the fields of electricity and

magnetism, general relativity had cast the matter and fields other

than gravity onto the right hand side of (4.32) and embodied gravity

uniquely into the Einstein tensor of the left hand side as a feature

of geometry. In his later years, Einstein’s quest was for the unifi-

cation of all fields, for the removal of the energy-momentum tensor

on the right hand side with its replacement by a geometrical struc-

ture to appear on the left hand side as had been achieved with the

geometrization of the gravitational field.

However, there is an alternative view that we favor. We see

all particles and fields as existing in spacetime but that gravity is

spacetime, i.e. its curvature. Gravity is not a field in the sense of

other fields and it is not a force like other forces. We are comfortable

in seeing gravity as unique and therefore the quest to unify gravity

with the other forces in nature as uncompelling at best. (We will

return to this issue in Chapter 12.)
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4.8 Einstein–Maxwell equations and motion

of a charged body in general relativity

Electromagnetic fields and charges exist within spacetime. They are

governed by the Maxwell equations, the set of differential equations

for the Maxwell tensor. The Maxwell tensor incorporates the compo-

nents of the electric and magnetic fields [3]. The first set of Maxwell

equations incorporating the four-current J i as source for the Maxwell

field are

F ik
,k =

4π

c
J i (4.33)

in Cartesian coordinates in flat space (i.e. for standard special rel-

ativity). In arbitrary coordinate systems (as well as to incorporate

gravity for general relativity), these become

F ik
;k =

4π

c
J i. (4.34)

The second set of Maxwell equations for flat space in Cartesian co-

ordinates are

Fik,l + Fli,k + Fkl,i = 0. (4.35)

For arbitrary coordinate systems and hence also to incorporate

gravity, the commas are replaced by semi-colons in (4.35). However,

it turns out that after the replacement, all of the extra terms cancel

identically and hence the original equation with partial derivatives is

correct as it stands in general relativity as well as in flat space. It is

remarkable that the entire set of Maxwell equations are converted to

the form applicable to general relativity merely by the replacement

of a single comma with a semi-colon!

The Einstein equations (4.32) with the energy-momentum tensor

for the electromagnetic field [3]

T ik =
1

16π
(gikFabF

ab − 4F ijF k
j ) (4.36)

provide us with what are sometimes referred to as the “already uni-

fied field equations” for gravity and electromagnetism. The complete

set of Einstein–Maxwell equations are (4.34), (4.35) and (4.32) with

(4.36) in “electro-vacuum”. They are suitably augmented within

matter with additional contributions to T ik. An example, frequently
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applied, would be one of adding the energy-momentum tensor for a

perfect fluid to the right hand side of (4.36).

In special relativity, a particle of charge e, mass m and four-

velocity ui moving in an electromagnetic field F ik has its motion

determined by the Lorentz-force equationl

mc
dui

ds
=
e

c
F ikuk. (4.37)

This becomes

mc
Dui

ds
=
e

c
F ikuk (4.38)

to incorporate gravity. This is the equation for the general relativistic

dynamics of charges.m

4.9 Summary of the steps from Newtonian

gravity to Einstein’s general relativity

Let us summarize the sequence of steps leading to the basic equations

of general relativity:

i. The understanding that effects in nature propagate with at

most speed c led to the rejection of the Newtonian equation for grav-

ity, (4.1), as the latter embodies infinite propagation speeds.

ii. Locally, the dynamical effects of gravitation are equivalent to

accelerated reference frames (the Principle of Equivalence).

iii. The acceleration of a reference frame is revealed through its

modification of the form of the metric tensor gik.

iv. Because of the local gravity-acceleration equivalence and the

invariance of the spacetime interval of special relativity, the metric

tensor is seen as the replacement for the Newtonian gravitational

potential φ in a relativistic theory of gravity.

lThis is with neglecting radiation reaction. The inclusion of radiation reaction
is a rich and interesting subject in its own right (see [3] and [6]).

mOf course it is also the equation for the special relativistic dynamics (where
gravity is neglected) of charged particles in arbitrary coordinate systems.
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v. In general relativity, the replacement for the mass density ρ as

the source of the gravitational potential of Newtonian gravity is the

symmetric second-rank energy-momentum tensor T ik. This tensor,

already an important element in special relativity, is also naturally

chosen for its generally covariant character and its embodiment of ρ

in its T 00 component.

vi. The conservation of energy and momentum are expressed by

the vanishing of the ordinary divergence of T ik in special relativity

in Cartesian coordinates and by its vanishing covariant divergence in

general coordinate systems. The latter generally covariant property

is required for the incorporation of gravitation.

vii. In the quest for the appropriate replacement Gik for ∇2φ of

the left hand side of the Newtonian gravity field equation, the focus

turns to a search for a second rank symmetric tensor with vanishing

covariant divergence that is composed of the metric tensor and no

higher than its second partial derivatives.

viii. The root for this tensor lies in the geometry of curved spaces

and the essential fourth-rank Riemann tensor Riklm (4.21) which is

the key to spacetime curvature.

ix. That the Riemann tensor provides an invariant local measure

of curvature is seen in its role in changing a vector under parallel

propagation around an infinitesimal closed path, (4.20).

x. The covariant expression for conservation of the quantity ex-

pressed as a vector or tensor is the vanishing of the covariant diver-

gence of the vector or tensor as in (4.28) for energy and momentum

conservation.

xi. From the contracted Bianchi identities (4.31), the required

Einstein tensor Gik is found in the form (4.29). The Einstein field

equations are thus determined as (4.32) with coefficient 8πG/c4 to

reduce to the Newtonian gravity equation in the appropriate limit.

xii. The equation of motion of a freely moving body in spe-
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cial relativity is expressed in an arbitrary system of coordinates as

Dui/ds = 0 (4.24). By the Equivalence Principle, this must also be

the equation of motion of a free body in a gravitational field, i.e. in

general relativity.



Chapter 5

Schwarzschild Solution

and its Consequences

5.1 The metric

Over the years, thousands of papers have been devoted to the study

of the Einstein equations. In contrast to the single linear Poisson

equation (4.1) for Newtonian gravity with only the mass density as

source of gravitational field, the Einstein equations are ten highly

nonlinear partial differential equations for the metric tensor gik with

many terms and having as source, the full richness of the energy-

momentum tensor T ik. By “nonlinear”, we mean that there are

products of the functions present in the equations. This makes the

mathematics far more complicated. Researchers have found a variety

of exact solutions and have studied their properties. Physicists have

explored the application of certain solutions to physical problems.

Most prominent among these solutions is Schwarzschild’s exact

solution for the spherically symmetric field in vacuum. We imagine

a spherical mass such as the Sun or other spherical body as source

and concentrate upon the spacetime geometry in the vacuum out-

side of the source. Much of the early history of general relativity

centers around the analysis of this solution, both in its exact and ap-

proximate forms. It can be shown [11] that the most general metric

form for spherical symmetry using spherical polar coordinates can be

expressed with only two arbitrary functions of r and t in the form

ds2 = eν(r,t)dt2 − eΛ(r,t)dr2 − r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2). (5.1)

65
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An important theorem by Birkhoff has shown that in vacuum, the so-

lution is intrinsically static. This has the interesting implication that

arbitrary spherically symmetric disturbances of the interior source

cannot have any consequences for the vacuum region that surrounds

it; the exterior field must remain unaltered.

The solution in simplest time-independent form isa

eν = 1 − 2m

r
, eΛ =

(

1 − 2m

r

)−1

(5.2)

reflecting the fact that this field is intrinsically static.

5.2 The measurement of distance and time in

general relativity

At this point, it is appropriate to develop different aspects of mea-

surement in relativity. In the special relativity sections, we intro-

duced the concepts of proper distance and proper time, distance and

time as read, respectively, in the rest frames of a meter stick and

a clock. There, the focus was on Cartesian coordinates where the

coordinate differentials dx, dy, dz were physical distance and dt was

physical time, quantities that were not merely of mathematical signif-

icance. These quantities were proper measure or non-proper measure

depending upon whether the frame of reference was or was not the

rest frame of the stick or clock in question. Regardless, they were of

physical significance.

Now suppose that we are not using Cartesian coordinates. As

a background to the new features to consider, we turn to the most

familiar and simple mathematics. Consider, in elementary spatial

geometry, the expression for an infinitesimal distance dl squared,

first in the Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z)

dl2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2. (5.3)

It can also be expressed as

dl2 = dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2sin2θdφ2 (5.4)
aIt should be noted that while one can express the solution in explicit time-

dependent form (and we will do so in Section 5.3), the intrinsic character remains
static. In what follows, we will generally use units in which G = c = 1. Thus,
what would appear in the conventional form as 2Gm/c2r, becomes 2m/r in (5.2).
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in spherical polar coordinates (r, θ, φ).

While the coordinate differential dr is distance in the radial di-

rection, the coordinate differentials dθ and dφ are not the distances

in the polar and azimuthal directions. Rather, these distances are

rdθ and rsin θdφ respectively. Note that these quantities are formed

from the square roots of the total quantities present in the sum of

three separate parts of the line element, not just of the coordinate

differentials. Thus, if we were to write (5.4) as

dl2 = grrdr
2 + gθθdθ

2 + gφφdφ
2, (5.5)

we would write the actual distances (dlr, dlθ, dlφ) in the three direc-

tions as

(dlr, dlθ, dlφ) = (
√
grr dr,

√
gθθ dθ,

√
gφφ dφ). (5.6)

While grr = 1 in (5.4), it is not 1 in (5.1) (with(5.2)). In the latter,

not even dr is an actual physical element of distance. Clearly, for

the Schwarzschild metric, the true physical distance in the radial

direction, what we call the “proper” radial distance dlr(proper), is

dlr(proper) =
√
grrdr = (1 − 2m/r)−1/2dr. (5.7)

Thus, with gravity present, physical distance takes on a different

and interesting character. While at great distances from the central

body, 2m/r � 1 and dlr(proper) is approximately equal to dr, for

r close to 2m, we have dlr(proper) � dr. Thus, gravity has the

effect of modifying the measure of physical distance in terms of the

coordinates. The length intervals dr perceived by distant observers

are much smaller than the corresponding length intervals dlr(proper)

perceived by a local observer at r when r is close to 2m. They

approach zero as r approaches 2m.

Even more interesting is that gravity also modifies the measure-

ment of time. Just as
√
grrdr is the physical or proper measure of

radial distance, clearly
√
gttdt is the physical or proper measure of

time. In general relativity, if gtt is not equal to 1, t is not the real

time. In general, t is often referred to as the “time-like coordinate”

or the “time parameter”. In the Schwarzschild spacetime, just as r

gained its character as physical radial distance for r � 2m, so too

gtt approaches 1 for very large r and t gains its character as physical

or proper time. However for r close to 2m, the proper time mea-

sure differs greatly from the quantity t. As we expect from previous
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arguments, we witness the reciprocal behavior for time. Noting that

dt(proper) =
√
gttdt = (1 − 2m/r)1/2dt, (5.8)

we see that dt(proper) � dt for r close to 2m. The time intervals

dt perceived by distant observers are much greater than the corre-

sponding time intervals dt(proper) perceived by a local observer at r

when r is close to 2m. They approach infinity as r approaches 2m.

5.3 The event horizon, black holes

and singularities

In the previous section, when we spoke of drastic changes in distance

and time intervals that arise when r is close to 2m, the question

naturally arises: what if r = 2m and indeed, what if r < 2m? These

are interesting issues and they have been discussed and debated, at

times with great intensity, from the early years of general relativity.

Normally one would say that with length intervals going to zero

and time intervals going to infinity as perceived by the distant ob-

servers, there must be a singularity at r = 2m. A singularity repre-

sents a breakdown of physics and some new theoretical construct is

then called for to remove it. Indeed Einstein and N. Rosen certainly

felt this way.b

Nathan Rosen (1909–1995) was arguably Einstein’s most important
collaborator. According to A. Pais, Rosen was the key contribu-
tor to the famous EPR (Einstein–Padolsky–Rosen) paradox paper
bringing into question a key element in quantum mechanics regard-
ing observables. Other famous works with Einstein included the
papers on cylindrical gravitational waves and the Einstein–Rosen
bridge. He was an inspiration to many.

In his early work, Einstein considered a spherically symmetric

swarm of test particles and showed that as the swarm condensed

towards a radius where r = 2m, the speed of the particles approached

the speed of light. Thus he saw the r = 2m surface as a physical

barrier that cannot be realized in nature. Later, Einstein and Rosen

bIn his later years, Rosen related to us that he remained of this opinion.
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[12] constructed a solution of two Schwarzschild spacetimes meeting

at their mutual r = 2m surfaces (now referred to as the “Einstein–

Rosen bridge”). The aim was to excise the region at and within the

troublesome surface.

Since then, a variety of authors debated the issue (see [13] for a

review). A major sticking point had been the issue as to whether a

test particle would actually attain the speed of light if dropped to

r = 2m. The answer is really very simple: relative to a sequence of

observers adjacent to the particle, the observers being at rest relative

to the central body, the velocity does indeed approach c. However,

these adjacent observers have a harder and harder time trying to be

rest observers as they are situated closer and closer to r = 2m. In

fact, it would be impossible for them to remain at rest at r = 2m

because to do so would require an infinite amount of reverse thrust

of rockets that they would have to carry to remain rest observers.

Thus the answer is that no observer can make this measurement.

An important insight was provided by Synge [14].

John L. Synge (1897–1995) was a highly distinguished mathemati-
cian and physicist. One of the most prolific authors in mathemat-
ical physics, classical physics and relativity, he was a man of great
intellectual depth and imagination.

He showed that the spacetime trajectory of such a test particle

lies not on the light cone (which would have made the r = 2m surface

undisputedly singular) but within the forward light cone at r = 2m

and therefore the particle would be following a physically allowed

timelike trajectory. Proceeding inwards, as the particle gets closer

to r = 0, the light cone at the particle’s position folds into a narrower

and narrower funnel until at r = 0, the light cone degenerates into

a straight vertical line (see Figure 5.1). Then the particle trajectory

merges with the light cone. At that point, everyone to our knowledge

agrees that the particle at r = 0 is at a true singularity.

Another argument that is used to demonstrate that the r = 2m

surface is benign, concerns the Kretschman scalar K. This is the

scalar product of the Riemann tensor with itself in the form

K = RiklmR
iklm. (5.9)
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τ

R

r > 2m

r = 2m

r < 2mr = 0

Escape

Figure 5.1: Free-falling particle, trajectories at fixed distances and
the light cones.
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Since K is a scalar, its value has an invariant significance. For the

Schwarzschild spacetime,

K = 48m2/r6. (5.10)

Its value is an innocuous 3/4m4 at r = 2m but at r = 0, K is

infinite. This bears out the view expressed earlier, that while the

r = 2m surface is non-singular, the r = 0 point is truly singular. But

the story does not end here.

In the present coordinates it is troublesome to deal with the anal-

ysis since metric components gtt and grr become 0 and ∞ respectively

at r = 2m. To investigate the dynamics of a particle further, a

new system of coordinates is called for. Various authors have pro-

vided these including Eddington, D. Finkelstein, G. Szekeres and M.

Kruskal. We will focus on the system described in [3]. These authors

change from the standard Schwarzschild coordinates (t, r) to (τ,R)

by the transformationc

τ = t+

∫

√

2m/r

1 − 2m/r
dr, R = t+

∫

√

r/2m

1 − 2m/r
dr (5.11)

with (θ, φ) left unchanged. Taking differentials of (5.11) and substi-

tuting into (5.1, 5.2) yieldsd

ds2 = dτ2 − (2m/r)dR2 − r2dΩ2, dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2. (5.12)
cNote that the choice of signs in the first of (5.11) is the one appropriate to

collapse (see [3]).
dTo achieve the new form of ds2 in (5.12), a cancellation of a factor (1−2m/r)

is required. This is not problematic for all non-zero r except for the value r = 2m.
All transformations of this kind which remove the infinity in the metric at r = 2m
are also required to invoke a cancellation from a fraction of the form 0/0 or the
equivalent at r = 2m, a point seldom brought up in the literature. When we
have raised it, some have responded to this point with the suggestion that the
transformation that brought the form of (5.12) into existence be ignored and that
the new form be treated as the starting point of investigation. While this can be
done, and there is merit to this stance as there is no longer any hint of unusual
behavior in the new coordinate system, it does hide the fact that the spacetime
is intrinsically static for r > 2m. The generally accepted present attitude is
that there is nothing more sinister about the singular aspect of the metric in
Schwarzschild coordinates than there is about the coordinate singularity at r = 0
in polar coordinates describing flat space. Thus, what used to be called the
“Schwarzschild singularity” for r = 2m is now called a coordinate singularity or
event horizon. The early name is now accorded to the singularity at r = 0 whose
singular character is unassailable.
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This new form is a hybrid in the sense that while it is expressed in

the new (τ,R) coordinates, the old radial coordinate r is still present

in the metric coefficients. To render the expression entirely in the

new coordinate system, we note from (5.11) thate

R− τ =

∫
√

r

2m
dr =

2r3/2

3
√

2m
. (5.13)

Hence the r in (5.12) can be replaced by

r =

[

3

2
(R− τ)

]2/3

(2m)1/3. (5.14)

Now the metric is expressed entirely in terms of the new coordi-

nates (τ,R, θ, φ). With this replacement, we see that the metric has

explicit time dependence through the presence of the timelike coor-

dinate τ . While the advantage in having this form is that there is

no explicit unusual behavior apart from where R = τ (the r = 0 sin-

gularity), what is masked in this form is the fact that the spacetime

is intrinsically static for r > 2m and it is intrinsically dynamic for

r < 2m.

Its intrinsic static character for r > 2m is revealed by the fact

that there exists a coordinate system in which the metric has no t

dependence in any of its components. This is the coordinate sys-

tem at rest relative to the central body. By contrast, for r < 2m,

the intrinsic dynamic character is revealed by the fact that no co-

ordinate system can be found in which the metric components are

independent of the time coordinate. This statement might appear to

be contradicted as (5.1, 5.2) could be used for r < 2m in addition to

the usual application when r > 2m. However, the unusual twist is

that for r < 2m, the r coordinate becomes the timelike coordinate

and the t coordinate becomes the spacelike coordinate. This is be-

cause the metric coefficients of dt and dr in ds2 change signs as the

r = 2m boundary is crossed. For r < 2m, the reader might feel more

comfortable in replacing r by t∗ and t by r∗. Thus, the point r = 0

is not really a “where” but rather a “when”, more aptly expressed as

t∗ = 0. In the new (R, τ) coordinates, each particle participating in

eAgain, this final simplified expression requires a cancellation in the form
1−2m/r
1−2m/r

.
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the collapse has its particular R value for all time. The proper time τ

which is the “when” for each particle to reach the singularity is given

by the translation of the condition t∗ = 0 to the new coordinates,

namely R = τ (c being 1). Rosen [15] has expressed considerable

concern about these and related aspects.

The metric in the new coordinate system has the structural formf

ds2 = dτ2 + gαβdx
αdxβ (5.15)

(i.e. no space-time cross terms and g00 = 1) where

gRR = −(2m)2/3

[

3

2
(R− τ)

]−2/3

,

gθθ = −(2m)2/3

[

3

2
(R− τ)

]4/3

=
gφφ

sin2 θ
.

(5.16)

A spacetime with metric of the form (5.15) is said to be in “syn-

chronous” form [3]. For such a case, an observer who has fixed spatial

coordinates in this system is physically in free-fall.g It can be visual-

ized by imagining the observer in free-fall dragging his spatial coordi-

nate system with him as he falls. It is an easy exercise to prove this:

setting (x1, x2, x3) all constant, we have uα = dxα/ds = 0. Also,

with dxα = 0, ds2 = dτ2 which implies that dτ/ds = 1. Thus the

four-velocity for such an observer is ui = (1, 0, 0, 0). If the observer

with this four-velocity is truly in a state of free-fall, his four-velocity

must satisfy the geodesic equation that we discussed earlier,

dui

ds
+ Γi

klu
kul = 0. (5.17)

Using the definition of the Christoffel symbol (4.15) with these com-

ponents of ui and the synchronous form of the metric, it is very easy

to show that (5.17) is indeed satisfied and the result is proved.

We will concentrate upon radially moving observers and photons

in what follows. Thus, θ and φ will be set to constants and will play

fRecall that Greek indices range over (1, 2, 3).
gAt this point, we can appreciate why the metric had explicit time dependence

when expressed in the form (5.12) with r given by (5.14): From the vantage point
of the free-fall observer, the central body appears to be approaching him in the
course of the fall and his view of the world is a continually changing one.
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no role in the dynamics. We now concentrate on one particular free-

fall observer. Since free-fall observers have fixed spatial coordinate

values in this coordinate system, this observer’s spacetime trajectory

is the vertical line (R = constant) in the (R, τ) plot in the Figure

5.1.

Having considered fixed R values, we now consider fixed r values.

From (5.14), we see that a given fixed r value corresponds to the

fixed value for R − τ given by (5.14), i.e. a straight line of slope

45 deg in the (R, τ) plane. In the Figure 5.1, we draw a series of such

trajectories for different fixed r values. Physically, such trajectories

correspond to different observers who are at different fixed physical

distances from the body outside of which they are hovering. (They

must blast retro-rockets with appropriate thrusts to maintain their

fixed positions rather than to fall towards the central body.) In the

Figure 5.1, we have drawn such trajectories for r = 0, r < 2m, r = 2m

and r > 2m.

We now consider radially moving light rays. Recall that light

rays have zero spacetime intervals. Thus, setting ds = 0 as well as

dθ = dφ = 0 in (5.12), we have

dτ/dR = ±
√

2m/r. (5.18)

Thus we see that the slopes of the light cones at different points in

the trajectory of the free-fall observer are:

a) slope < 1 for r > 2m

b) slope = 1 for r = 2m

c) slope > 1 for r < 2m.

Light cones have been drawn in the Figure 5.1 for these three

cases.

Much interesting information can be gleaned from the figure.

As the free-fall observer occupies steadily diminishing r values, his

choices vary. When his r value is greater than 2m, he can decide

to reverse his motion by firing rockets and blast his way to larger r

values. That he can do so is indicated by the existence of a wedge of

space in the diagram between the 45 deg constant r line at his posi-

tion and the positive sloped trajectory of the photon at his position.

This is indicated as the “escape” wedge in the figure. The choice of

escape is available to the free-fall observer because trajectories that

proceed into the escape wedge are timelike and hence physically per-
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missible trajectories. They are physically permissible because they

lie within the forward light cone.

At this point, the free-fall observer can escape with the help of

rockets (at which point he ceases to be in free-fall) or he can continue

to move inwards towards the center, to smaller r values. Similarly,

there are inward moving photon (negative slope) and outward moving

photon (positive slope) trajectories available at this point. While the

negative sloped photon trajectories proceed toward the source center,

the positive sloped trajectories proceed to larger r ′s. These photons

will escape.

Should the observer choose to continue in his fall, he will eventu-

ally reach the r value of 2m. At that point, his choices are severely

diminished. Any future-directed timelike trajectory (i.e. into the

forward light cone) for him at that point is heading towards smaller

r values: he can no longer escape and he cannot even stay at the

r = 2m position. He must continue to move towards the source

center. Moreover, the photon trajectory with the positive slope is

coincident with the constant r (at 2m) trajectory so in a sense, this

photon hovers at r = 2m. The reader might question this as photons

always travel at speed c. They do so indeed, relative to local ob-

servers. For example, the free-fall observer, as he crosses the r = 2m

surface, would measure the speed of this photon to be c. However,

from the vantage point of the distant observer who notes that the

photon is always at r = 2m, he would say that the photon is at

rest as far as he is concerned! Of course the frequency is infinitely

red-shifted so this is a statement in principle.

This is an excellent example of the relativity of velocity in general

relativity. It will be of great importance in later chapters.

If we examine the situation for r < 2m, we see that even the

“outward” (positive sloped) photon trajectory actually proceeds to

smaller r values. In other words, all physical trajectories, whether

they be timelike or null (in the case of photons), must be inward-

directed for r < 2m.

The surface r = 2m is the divider between being able to escape

and/or to send messages to the outside versus being trapped and

being unable to communicate with the world beyond r = 2m. Once

that surface is reached, all contact with the world outside is impos-

sible. For this reason, the r = 2m surface is referred to as the “event
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horizon”. A body, once having reached a point of collapse where its

r value crosses the 2m threshold, is said to have formed a “black

hole”. It is referred to as black because not even light can emanate

from it.

At r = 0, the light cone closes up into a vertical line. The free-fall

observer merges with the light cone in a singularity, a total break-

down of physics. Some researchers accept such singularities as possi-

ble occurrences in nature. Probably most researchers do not regard

them as a real part of physics. R. Penrose proposed a hypothesis

that systems proceeding toward complete gravitational collapse will

invariably develop event horizons, preventing the outside world with

having to face the prospect of an unphysical singularity. It has be-

come known as the “cosmic censorship hypothesis”, the censor pro-

tecting us from unsavory sights. Outside observers would be shielded

from this horror and the singularity within the horizon could form

without any physical crisis. However, even if the hypothesis should

prove to be true, what can be said for the observer who does cross

the horizon? He is not shielded from the singularity. Therefore, in

our view, even if the hypothesis should prove to be correct (at least

in some sense), the Penrose hypothesis is not the shield for physics

that is often believed. Moreover, we [16] showed that for a range

of equations of state, spherical gravitational collapse will lead to the

formation of a “naked singularity”, a singularity that is not shielded

by an event horizon.

There are a variety of views regarding the issue of singularities.

Some take the stance that the singularity at r = 0 does not actually

form, that it is illegitimate to accept classical general relativity at

such extreme levels of spacetime curvature. Rather, it is argued,

quantum mechanics somehow takes over and prevents the breakdown

of physics, that matter does not actually crunch to zero volume as

a result of gravitational collapse. If the matter did manage to reach

the state of zero volume, there is a further issue to face.

If we assume that time must continue to advance, the question

arises as to where that matter goes at that point. As we discussed

previously, once we have r < 2m, r becomes a timelike coordinate

and t becomes a spacelike coordinate. This is seen from the changes

in sign of the metric components gtt and grr. Thus, while r is seen

as spacelike for outside observers, i.e. those for r > 2m, giving
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a proper measure of circumference of value 2πr (noting that the

angular part of the Schwarzschild metric is the same as that of flat-

space geometry), for the interior the r coordinate is timelike. Thus,

if time must continue to run, the matter having reached r = 0 must

continue beyond r = 0 to negative r.

Some have proposed that the matter under complete gravitational

collapse emerges as a “white hole” in another universe (the negative

r referred to above). The white hole is the time reverse of the black

hole. Instead of taking positive signs before the two terms on the

right-hand-side of the first of (5.11), one can use negative signs. In

that case, instead of having a picture of a particle inevitably drawn

towards r = 0 once having crossed r = 2m, the picture is the time-

reverse: a particle emerges from the interior to r = 2m and beyond,

i.e. the film run backwards.

Our own view is that while these studies are of interest for the

exploration of general relativity taken to extreme limits, it is possi-

ble that nature resists these catastrophes. While it is widely believed

that the existence of black holes in the centers of galaxies has been

thoroughly substantiated, one might question whether the concen-

trated material had really reached the point where it had to enter

complete gravitational collapse. It is well to ask how well we really

understand the nature of matter at extreme levels of compactifica-

tion. In the very early years, one would hardly have imagined the

existence of a neutron star, a nucleus-like structure that is kilometers

in size. What possibilities might exist with quarks and even beyond,

physics of matter that we can hardly imagine at present? Might

nature always intervene to prevent the formation of black holes and

singularities? We know that supernovae are a regular occurrence

of nature, blowing off immense quantities of matter during extreme

conditions. Is this indicative of nature resisting event horizon and

singularity formation? These are possibilities that are seldom dis-

cussed publicly.

While it is widely indicated by researchers that certain bizarre

phenomena are truly inevitable in nature, i.e. beyond their in-

evitability purely within the confines of the theory under investi-

gation, our view is that these researchers are being overly optimistic

about the powers of the theories. The history of physics has been one

of theories reaching limits of viability and new theories overtaking
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these to improve our understanding of nature. However, it is well to

recall the views of Einstein in resisting the extension of theorizing to

concepts that are out of tune with our experience, going beyond the

experimentation that is reasonably within our grasp. The key word

is “reasonably”. Of course each person will have his or her idea of

what is reasonable.

At this point, general relativity is performing admirably in ex-

plaining the observable phenomena that are clearly indicated. This

will be discussed further in later chapters to follow.

5.4 The tests of general relativity

The special theory of relativity is very well-tested. On a daily basis,

special relativistic dynamics is applied to particle motions in the

world’s particle accelerators with great success. However, it must

be said that general relativity enjoys a far more limited range of

verification. We will confine ourselves to a general description of

these verifications. It is customary to begin with the three “classical”

tests of general relativity and the issues that arise with them. These

are: a) The gravitational red-shift; b) The deflection of starlight by

the Sun during solar eclipse; c) The precession of the perihelion of

the planet Mercury.

• Gravitational red-shift

Since clock rates differ at different positions in gravitational

fields, the frequencies attributed to photons (and hence their

energies) must differ in these different positions. In particular,

photons from the relatively intense gravitational field of the

Sun, should be seen to have lower energies, lower frequencies

(hence, in terms of waves, longer wavelengths, i.e. shifted to

the red end of the electromagnetic spectrum) as compared to

what they would have if they had not come from the Sun’s

field. The comparison is possible and the identifications are

achieved from the known spectral pattern from given elements

as observed on the Earth.

However, there are various issues to consider. In terms of the

accuracy that has been achieved in measuring red-shift, there
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is another derivation that achieves the same result without re-

course to the field equations of general relativity. This is de-

scribed in [11]. The photon is viewed as an element of mass-

equivalent (not rest mass) through its energy divided by c2 ac-

cording to E = mc2. Newtonian gravity is applied to note its

change in potential energy for that amount of mass-equivalent

when located at different levels of gravitational potential. This

non-relativistic calculation gives a result that matches the low-

est order result using general relativity The observations are

only sensitive to this level and hence this cannot be viewed

with present accuracy as a test of general relativity.

A further complication arises from the fact that spectral lines

are broadened by the turbulent motions of the emitting atoms

in the Sun, thus reducing the accuracy of the test. This ef-

fect has been minimized in a celebrated terrestrial experiment

by Pound and Rebka [11]. They exploited the Mossbauer line-

width suppression effect to detect the frequency shift in gamma

rays from radioactive iron to high accuracy at different levels

of gravitational potential. While very successful to a level of

1% accuracy, it was nevertheless a lowest order test and hence

could not be seen to verify the field equations of general rela-

tivity. Vessot and Levine achieved an accuracy of 0.02% in an

experiment known as Gravity Probe A.

• Deflection of starlight

If we were to view photons as little balls with effective mass

given by their energies hν (h, the Planck constant and ν, the

frequency) divided by c2 according to Einstein’s E = mc2, then

by Newtonian gravity, these balls would be attracted by other

bodies such as the Sun. This attraction becomes significant

when the distance of separation is small. Thus, photons ema-

nating from a distant star and grazing the Sun on their way to

us on Earth, will be deflected from their straight paths. Such an

admixture of Newtonian physics and special relativistic ideas

can only be suggestive of a physical realization. The correct

approach is one that follows general relativity.

Using the null geodesics for the equivalent general relativistic

calculation of their trajectories, the result is a different degree
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of deflection from that based upon the Newtonian theory plus

special relativity combination. Of course under normal circum-

stances, these photons cannot be detected since they are lost in

the immense sea of light coming directly from the Sun. How-

ever, during a total solar eclipse, the solar disk is blackened for

viewers on the Earth and the faint light from the distant stars

skirting the disk become visible.

In the early years, A. S. Eddington was the most noteworthy

advocate of Einstein’s general relativity in the English-speaking

countries of the world and in 1919, he undertook an expedition

to Africa to observe the deflected starlight during the solar

eclipse of that year. Headlines appeared in the world’s news-

papers highlighting the subsequent success of the mission and

the triumph of Einstein’s theory. However, in later years, there

was some controversy regarding the accuracy of the measure-

ments taken by the astronomers on the expedition.

An issue of importance concerns the appreciation of what con-

stitutes a bona fide test of general relativity.

A true verification must invoke a solution to the field equa-

tions, not merely a test of the Equivalence Principle. Indeed

Synge [17] has argued with great vehemence that the Equiva-

lence Principle should be seen as nothing more than a kind of

signpost indicating the way to the real theory of gravity, gen-

eral relativity, with its field equations connecting real gravity to

geometry. Real gravity, Synge argued, has as its essence, space-

time curvature and the Equivalence Principle is devoid of any

connection to spacetime curvature. Nevertheless, it must be

noted that the Equivalence Principle has served as a very use-

ful guide toward the development of general relativity. It has

been reported that modern tests have been successful, going

beyond the Equivalence Principle, with an accuracy of 0.04%

using very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) (synchronized

radio telescopes) in the observation of the deflection from dis-

tant radio sources

• The precession of the perihelion of Mercury

According to Newtonian gravity, the planets move in closed el-

liptical paths with the Sun at a focus. This is based upon the
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treatment of the planets as mass points of sufficiently small

size as to be ignorable in terms of interfering with each other’s

paths. However, Newton’s theory provides for attraction be-

tween any two masses and therefore causing additional effects

on their motions when their masses are taken into account. As-

tronomers had calculated these perturbative effects from the

other planets on the motion of the most inner planet Mercury

and found that the orbit should not be that of a closed ellipse.

Rather, the perihelion shift for its orbit was calculated to be

on the order of 500 seconds of arc per century. The precisely

observed perihelion precession of Mercury’s orbit fell short by

43 seconds of arc per century. Such was the confidence of the

astronomers of the time in Newton’s theory of gravity that they

hypothesized the existence of a yet-unseen planet between the

Sun and Mercury that would provide the residual precession.

They even gave it a name, Vulcan, to match the high velocity

that it would have, being so close to the Sun. However, diligent

searches revealed no Vulcan.

The power of general relativity is manifest in the solving of this

problem. General relativity does not lead to closed elliptic or-

bits of mass points in the field of a dominant mass as does New-

ton’s gravity. Rather, the solution of the geodesic equations

leads to precessing elliptical orbits, even before perturbative

effects from other planets are taken into account. Moreover,

for the specifics of Mercury, the general relativity contribution

to that precession is 43 seconds of arc per century, a truly re-

markable achievement for the theory.

We have outlined the three classical tests of the theory of gen-

eral relativity. In terms of solid support, we see that it is only the

precession of the perihelion of Mercury that stands out. In modern

times, a more dramatic illustration of the precession effect has been

evidenced in the orbits of the binary pulsar, PSR 1913+16. This

system consisting of a neutron star plus companion exhibits preces-

sion on the order of degrees per year. Since then, at least eight other

such systems have been discovered, all showing similar changes in pe-

riods. In more recent times, a double pulsar has been discovered, two

pulsars in a tight orbit about each other, providing valuable timing

data from each constituent. This allows for mutual cross-checking of
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several general relativity effects at a claimed level of 0.05%.

Another test, the “fourth test”, formulated and carried out by

I. I. Shapiro [18], consists of sending pulsed radar signals from Earth

to Venus during superior conjunction with the Earth and Venus on

opposite sides of the Sun, and timing the returning echoes. Very ac-

curate agreement between theory and observation has been reported

and even better accuracy has been achieved by bouncing the mi-

crowaves off artificial satellites. The Shapiro test is regarded as the

one of greatest accuracy. It has achieved the strongest constraint on

the departures from the predictions of general relativity in the solar

system at the level of 0.002% from ranging to the Cassini spacecraft

near Saturn.

A test in progress consists of monitoring the spin axes of four

gyroscopes that have been placed in low orbit around the Earth.

This “Gravity Probe B” (GPB) experimenth [20] tracks the spin-axis

directions of these four gyroscopes relative to a distant guide star in

an effort to detect two predictions of general relativity: geodetic

precession and “frame-dragging” (which is often referred to as the

Lense–Thirring effect), the effect of a rotating mass to drag the local

inertial frames around in the direction of the rotation.

The geodetic effect is clearly visible in the preliminary data at

the 1% level, even before analysis. However unexpected systematics

have cropped up and interfered with a clear detection of the latter

(frame-dragging) effect, which is 100 times smaller than the geode-

tic precession. The GPB data analysis team is working hard on

modelling those systematics and hope to clarify the frame-dragging

situation at better than the 10% level in the near term (with geodetic

precession at better than 0.1%).

hThe theoretical basis for the axis shift was derived by A. Papapetrou [19].



Chapter 6

Gravitational Waves

6.1 Introduction

Just as there are water waves, sound waves and electromagnetic

waves, it is natural to consider the existence of gravitational waves.

As the oscillation of a charge generates electromagnetic waves, pre-

dicted and observed in accordance with Maxwell theory, the Einstein

equations predict that an oscillating mass will produce gravitational

waves. While various researchers through the years have questioned

the existence of gravitational waves, in our view it would be diffi-

cult to reconcile their non-existence with the basic tenet of relativ-

ity, that information can propagate at a maximum speed c. Waving

one’s arms produces a change in the mass density distribution of

the universe and one would expect the effect of that change to be

propagated through the universe as an outgoing wave of information,

a gravity wave. We have used the word “information” rather than

“energy” to describe what is flowing outwards for reasons that will

be developed in what follows.

6.2 Linearized field equations

We outline the steps that led Einstein to his equations for gravita-

tional waves. He considered a perturbation of his field equations to

describe weak gravity by having the metric tensor gik be nearly the

Minkowski ηik metric, ηik = diagonal(1,−1,−1,−1),

83
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gik = ηik + hik (6.1)

where the components of the hik perturbation are all much smaller

than 1 in magnitude. In such a weak gravity case, the Einstein

equations are “linearized”, i.e. higher order terms that are products

of the perturbation with each other are discarded. After substituting

this form of gik into the field equations, he found that the resulting

equations linearized in hik could be expressed in the suggestive form

(

∇2 − 1/c2
∂2

∂t2

)

ψk
i =

16πG

c4
T k

i (6.2)

where the ψk
i are defined bya

ψi
k = hi

k − 1

2
hj

jδ
i
k. (6.3)

The equations (6.2) emerge in this particularly convenient form when

the conditions

ψi
k
,k = 0 (6.4)

are imposed. Since spacetime is four-dimensional, four infinitesimal

coordinate transformations can be made which maintain the per-

turbative form (6.1). This “gauge freedom” is what permits the

imposition of these “harmonic coordinate conditions” (6.4).

These equations are suggestive in that they parallel the electro-

magnetic field equations

(

∇2 − 1/c2
∂2

∂t2

)

Ai =
−4π

c
J i (6.5)

for the four-potential Ai in the Lorentz gauge

Ai, i = 0. (6.6)

These are the inhomogeneous wave equations with the four-current

source J i. Electromagnetic waves in the case of the latter suggest

gravitational waves in the case of the former.b In electromagnetism,

aThe symbol δi
k is the Kronecker delta as defined in Chapter 4., taking on the

value 0 if the indices i and k are unequal and of value 1 if i and k are the same.
bSee [21] for a review of the early history of gravitational wave research.
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the lowest radiating mode is that of electric dipole radiation. How-

ever, because of linear momentum conservation, the lowest mode for

the emission of gravitational waves is that due to time variation of the

mass quadrupole moments of a source [3], [10], [22]. Partly because

of the higher multipole mode and partly because of the weakness of

the gravitational coupling constant G, the direct detection of grav-

itational waves remains to be achieved whereas the direct detection

of electromagnetic waves is the daily visual experience of the billions

of people on Earth.

6.3 The energy issue and the pseudotensor

We have carefully avoided the use of the word “radiation” in con-

nection with gravity waves. This is because the word “radiation”

connotes an energy flow and we have assembled reasons to question

whether these waves, whose existence we do not doubt, actually con-

vey energy [23]. To see this, we return to the equations describing

conservation, (4.25–4.28). In electrodynamics and fluid dynamics, we

expand the i = 0 component of (4.27) and integrate over a volume V

enclosed by a surface S. Using the Gauss divergence theorem, this

results in the global conservation equation

d

dt

∫

V
T 00dV = −

∫

S
T 0αdSα. (6.7)

The left side of (6.7) represents the rate of change of energy within

the volume V and the right side gives the rate at which energy is flow-

ing out of the bounding surface S.c Energy flowing out is matched

by energy lost within, the essence of conservation. It is interest-

ing to contemplate that this form of global conservation of energy

which builds upon the covariant energy-momentum tensor, appears

throughout physics except for the case of gravity.

To express global energy conservation, the traditional approach is

to retain the quadratic terms in the field equations. Then, by a vari-

ety of methods that have been chosen by various researchers through

the years, it is possible to express a vanishing ordinary divergence in

cdSα is an infinitesimal three-vector with magnitude equal to that of dS and
multiplied by a unit outward normal to the surface element.
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place of (4.27) in the formd

[

(−g)
(

T ik + tik
)]

,k
= 0 (6.8)

where (−g) is the negative of the determinant of the metric ten-

sor and tik is the “energy-momentum pseudotensor”, a complicated

product of derivatives of the metric tensor. As the name implies,

the tik is not a true tensor and in fact can be made to vanish at any

pre-assigned point by the right choice of coordinate system, unlike

the case for a true tensor such as T ik. This lack of covariance in the

case of gravity is a fundamental issue. While one can follow through

the steps with (6.8) as was done above with (4.27) to gete

d

dt

∫

V
(−g)

[

T 00 + t00
]

dV = −
∫

S
(−g)t0αdSα, (6.9)

with the suggested flux of gravitational field energy flow on the right

hand side with the aid of a pseudo-energy Poynting vector (−g)t0α,

the “pseudo” aspect cannot be ignored. Covariant structures are

to be sought and when none is available, alternative ideas must be

considered.

While some authors (e.g. [24], [25]) have developed a rational-

ization of the procedure using pseudotensors, our own preference has

been to consider what might seem to be a radical departure from

traditional thinking on the subject.

6.4 The energy localization hypothesis

Partly inspired by [26], we have brought forth an energy localization

hypothesis [23] that resolves the non-covariant issue of the pseudoten-

sor. The hypothesis is that energy, including the contribution from

gravity, resides in the regions where the energy-momentum tensor is

non-zero.f

dDifferent researchers have found a variety of forms for the pseudotensor, usu-
ally multiplying

√
−g rather than (−g).

eNote the absence of a T 0α term on the right hand side of (6.9). This is because
the assumption is made that there is no flux of matter or non-gravitational fields
across the very distant surface surrounding the distribution.

fWhile this might appear to be a somewhat radical proposal, to add some
perspective, a very profound thinker in the person of Synge suggested to us that
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Since the energy-momentum tensor is a covariant object, the hy-

pothesis has a covariant basis and the issue of the non-covariance

of the pseudotensor is removed. The implication of the localization

hypothesis is striking: since the energy-momentum tensor vanishes

in vacuum, gravity waves cannot convey energy through the vacuum.

Traditionally, we have come to view the meaning of the word

“wave” as a disturbance that carries energy. If the localization hy-

pothesis should prove to be correct, the word would have to carry

a different meaning in the case of gravity. Gravity waves would be

propagating spacetime curvature disturbances that do not convey

energy.

Various researchers have dismissed out of hand the very idea of

a gravity wave that does not carry energy. However, one such wave

has already been well-documented. It is that of a propagating field

of gravity, i.e. a wave, emanating from an asymmetrical collapse of

dust in the Szekeres exact solutions of the Einstein equations. All

the indications are that this wave does not convey energy (see [28]).

Rather than grope for rationalizations for this supposed anomaly as

others have done, we accept it as a pathway to a generalization in

the form of our localization hypothesis.

The points to consider regarding the localization hypothesis are:

• The nature of gravitational plane waves

The simplest electromagnetic wave that exists is a plane wave.

It has a well-defined energy Poynting vector and energy density

that are covariantly expressed in terms of the components of

its energy-momentum tensor. The experimental confirmation

of the energy that it conveys is realized routinely. However,

the waves that should be the analogous gravitational plane

waves belong to the class of spacetimes called “Kerr-Schild”.

These waves, when cast into Kerr-Schild form, have the inter-

esting property that all components of their associated energy-

momentum pseudotensor vanish globally [29]. We recall that

the pseudotensor can always be eliminated locally by the cor-

rect choice of coordinate system. This aspect alone places in

consideration should be given to the possibility that the very concept of energy
simply does not belong within general relativity. Very recently, an interesting
paper by M. J. Dupre [27] has brought forth the Ricci tensor as the key element
of energy localization, in support of our localization hypothesis.
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doubt the reality of their energy content. However, the abil-

ity to eliminate the energy content at all points simultaneously

with a single coordinate system is an even more severe con-

straint.

Thus, it would be difficult to rationalize any sense of energy

content and conveyance when it is possible to totally erase any

hint of energy to such waves merely by the judicious choice of

coordinate system. It is to be emphasized that such is not the

case for truly physical energy-carrying waves such as electro-

magnetic waves which are tensorially rather than pseudotenso-

rially based. These waves can never be erased by coordinate

transformations, not even locally.

• The essential nature of gravity

As we stressed in previous chapters, all particles and fields exist

within spacetime but gravity is spacetime, that is, its curva-

ture. To use an analogy, the particles and fields of nature (apart

from gravity) are like the actors on the stage whereas gravity

is like the stage itself. The difference is striking. Once the

difference is acknowledged, the perceived need to have gravity

waves fall into line with other waves is removed.

• The issue of quantization

It is generally believed that like other fields, the gravitational

field must have a quantum aspect. The quantum of gravity,

called the “graviton”, is believed to have spin 2, i.e. an an-

gular momentum of 2~ where ~ is Planck’s constant h divided

by 2π, and an energy 2hν where ν is the frequency of the un-

derlying wave. However, there is no observational support for

the existence of the graviton. At the turn of the 20th Century,

there was a basis for believing that classical electromagnetism

was inadequate. There was the unexplained photoelectric ef-

fect, the mysterious abrupt emission of electrons from a metal-

lic surface when light of a precise frequency was shone upon it.

There was the “ultraviolet catastrophe”, the inexplicable drop

in the high frequency emission intensity for blackbody radia-

tion rather than the classically predicted steadily rising inten-

sity with increased frequency. The quantization of the electro-

magnetic field with the introduction of the photon concept was
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the answer to the phenomena exhibited in nature. However,

without any experimental indicator for analogously anomalous

behavior, one is left to question the need for the quantization

of the gravitational field. If the gravitational field, i.e. space-

time itself, is not quantized, then the quantum barrier to an

energy-free vacuum gravitational field is removed.

• The Feynman thought experiment

Often cited as a proof of the existence of an energy transport

by gravitational waves through the vacuum is the following

thought experiment originated by Feynman (see [23] for further

discussion and references):

A stick, on which looped rings are free to slide with friction, is

oriented perpendicular to the direction of an oncoming gravity

wave. The wave forces the the rings to slide on the stick, gen-

erating heat. Energy is said to be transferred from the wave to

the stick. However, what was neglected by Feynman was the

effect of the wave on the stick.

We analyzed this aspect by considering an idealized elastic

stress configuration suggested by P. J. Westervelt. An element

of the elastic medium is simulated as follows: Two parallely

aligned perfectly reflecting capacitor plates holding equal and

opposite charges, are separated in a line. To counteract the

Coulombic attraction, a high frequency electromagnetic wave

is bounced between the plates, exerting radiation pressure. The

idea behind this structure is that it constitutes a system with

elastic properties yet has elements that can be readily analyzed

in terms of its reaction to a gravitational wave. This is seen as

follows: with the wave of properly chosen intensity, the result-

ing electromagnetic radiation pressure balances the Coulombic

attraction and the system remains in equilibrium. It is shown

that forcing the plates closer together increases the radiation

pressure while having a lesser effect on the Coulombic attrac-

tion [30]. The plates are made to move back, overshooting

their equilibrium position. At the increased separation, the

radiation pressure is too low to sustain the Coulombic attrac-

tion and the plates move back together, again overshooting the

equilibrium separation but now moving inwards. The process
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repeats, constituting an oscillator. The configuration simulates

the elastic property of an element of the Feynman bar. When

the gravitational wave impinges on the system, it moves the

plates harmonically. However, it also interferes with the high

frequency electromagnetic wave, periodically increasing and de-

creasing the radiation pressure. The net effect is to make the

system behave as an oscillator as described above. The plates

are seen to move in synchronism with the periodically expand-

ing and contracting simulated stress medium. We can think

of the plates as playing a role equivalent to the rings in con-

tact with the Feynman bar. The bar stretches and shrinks in

harmony with the motion of the rings so there is no equivalent

to the rubbing in the Feynman configuration. The missing el-

ement in the Feynman thought experiment is the effect of the

wave on the bar itself. As a stress medium, it is not immune

to the action of the gravity wave. Gravity acts universally.

• Other considerations

In an interesting paper, Bondi and his collaborators [31] argued

in favour of a mass loss for axially symmetric systems emitting

gravitational waves. They connected the energy flux to a “news

function” linked to the mass monopole moment of the source.

However, Madore [32] (and we [33] later, independently, for a

particular case) showed the equivalence of the news function to

the energy-momentum pseudotensor. Thus the news function

shares in its limitations. As well, the effort in [31] does not

achieve what would constitute the truly convincing proof of a

mass loss: the transition from initial to final stationarity with

the final state exhibiting less energy than the initial state.

It is often stated that the very slow period variation of the bi-

nary pulsar PSR1913+16 and the other known pulsars is direct

evidence for energy loss by the emission of gravitational waves.

This would be an attractive and natural deduction in anal-

ogy with electromagnetic radiation emission from accelerated

charges in orbit were it not for the unique aspects concerning

energy and its localization in general relativity. In this regard,

it is well to note that general relativity, being a non-linear the-

ory, would not be expected to yield purely periodic solutions.
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Indeed, this was proved to be the case by A. Papapetrou [34]. In

terms of energetics, we could understand the period diminution

of the binary pulsars in terms of energy conservation without

a radiative flow of energy. This would stem from an increase

in kinetic energy accompanied by a re-distribution of the grav-

itational contribution to the internal energy of the composite

system. In Newtonian physics, we are familiar with the inter-

change of kinetic and potential energies of the planets in their

elliptical orbits with energy conservation and no radiative en-

ergy flow. In Newtonian theory, the question as to where that

potential energy actually resides is not well-addressed. Here,

we propose that the gravitational contribution has a natural

home within the sources themselves and the twist that the gen-

eral relativistic binary system lacks periodicity is attributed to

the non-linearity of the theory.

While we have given reasons to question the generally-believed

energy content of gravitational waves while accepting their ex-

istence, the question arises as to how these waves could actually

reveal their existence. Experimental techniques hinge upon two

basic mechanisms, Weber bars and laser interferometers. With

the former mechanisms, gravity waves are supposed to deposit

their energy to the bars. This energy is detected in the strain

of piezoelectric crystals mounted on the bar. While Weber had

claimed that he had detected gravity waves in this manner,

other researchers were unable to duplicate his findings. Later

studies suggested that the technology had not reached the level

of sensitivity required to detect the waves. Research has con-

tinued over the years in attempts to improve the sensitivity to

a sufficiently high level. If our energy localization hypothesis

is correct and if it is the case that the bar detectors require

an energy deposit from the waves to be functional, then the

bars will never reveal the existence of gravity waves. Bel [35]

has also concluded that bar detectors will never be viable, but

by a totally different line of reasoning. However, it is unclear

whether the energy deposit is an essential aspect. If the bar

oscillations occur in a manner that is different from their effect

on the strain gauges, then it is conceivable that such a mecha-

nism could detect the waves without an energy deposit. There
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are subtleties here that require further investigation.

With laser interferometry, electromagnetic waves are bounced

between two sets of plates arranged at right angles. If the waves

recombine out of phase, interference fringes are produced. A

gravity wave impinges upon the array of reflecting plates, mov-

ing the plates and interfering with the waves. A careful analysis

[36] reveals that the gravity waves will cause the electromag-

netic waves to recombine out of phase, resulting in the produc-

tion of interference fringes. Energy is not required to create

this effect. Rather, it is simply a matter of timing, the issue of

a coincidence or lack of coincidence of electromagnetic signal

arrival times. Thus, we see laser interferometry as an unam-

biguous mechanism for the detection of gravity waves. This

detection approach is presently a very active area of experi-

mental research in different locations in the world.



Chapter 7

The Normal Scales of

Physics and the Planck

Scale

7.1 The hierarchy of scales

Scales are an essential part of physics. We examine the workings of

nature in very different ways depending on the characteristic size of

the elements in question. In the largest scale, cosmology, we speak of

the Hubble scale, the extent by which the universe has grown since

the Big Bang to the present era. The next largest scale, the scale of

clusters of galaxies, is what we will consider in Chapter 10. Below

this comes the scale of individual galaxies that we discuss in Chapter

9. Much of astronomy concentrates on the structure and evolution of

the key elements within galaxies, the stars themselves of which our

Sun is a member. Planetary astronomy comes next. It is interesting

to contemplate how different are the problems and issues that arise

in the physics of these different scales. (In modern times, essential

contributions to these larger scale studies have come from the atomic

and nuclear scales.)

In terms of human activity and involvement, the next scale of

everyday macroscopic physics brings in the wide array of disciplines

such as engineering which shape the everyday existence of the life

of our planet. In earlier centuries, most of physics was concentrated

at this scale where observations and experiments brought forth the

93
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beauty and simplicity of classical physical laws, the three laws of

motion of Newton, his law of universal gravitation and the simple

elements of electricity and magnetism. It is well to remind ourselves

just how remarkably far the classical laws of physics carry us in de-

scribing the everyday phenomena of our experience, from projectiles

and gyroscopes to vibrating strings, boiling water and magnetized

needles.

Below the macroscopic scale, we have the scale of the binding of

atoms that leads to the cohesion of matter in bulk. This is at the

scale of atomic physics. The scale of atoms, is commonly referred

to as the Angstrom scale, 10−10 meters. For many years, the atom

was regarded as a distribution of positive charge of this Angstrom

size with minute electrons of negative charge −e embedded within it

as are raisins in a jelly roll. Rutherford’s important scattering ex-

periments revealed that the positive charge of the atom was actually

concentrated as a nucleus of order 10−14 m in dimension. The atom

was then seen (for a simplified visual picture) as it is to this day as

a structure that is mostly empty space: the nuclear core compris-

ing almost the entire mass of the atom with the minute electrons

of charge −e circling this dominant massive core as the planets cir-

cle the dominant Sun of the solar system. Within the nucleus are

protons of charge e, the carriers of the positive charge and neutrons

of zero charge, each of order 10−15 m in extent. The contemporary

picture is that these particles, along with the mesons, although once

regarded as elementary, are actually composites comprised of quarks,

particles with fractional charges of magnitude e/3 and 2e/3.

Many particle physicists view the electron as a point, a parti-

cle with zero size. The upper limit to the size of the electron as

determined by high energy scattering experiments is of the order

of 10−18 m. Our view, shared by others, is that a point is an el-

ement of the idealized world of mathematics rather than the real

world of physics. Of great current interest is the theory that the

elementary particles are actually all comprised of structures called

“strings”, minute vibrating segments whose diameters are of the or-

der 10−35 m, the “Planck length”. String theory was put forth in

part by the perceived need to bring gravity into the quantum domain.

Still more recent theories extend the string concept to higher dimen-

sions in structures referred to as “branes”. To this point, strings and
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branes are at the purely theoretical stage, having no experimental

support. It is interesting to note that following ideas initiated in his

collaboration with Einstein [12], Rosen [37] launched a program with

elements somewhat similar to the brane concept, building models of

elementary particles as compactified bundles of fields which we would

now designate as “solitons”. The Rosen program was developed fur-

ther with multiple scalar fields [38] and in a more sophisticated way

in the form of solitons of Dirac–Maxwell theory [39]. Further plans

include the investigation of Dirac–Yang–Mills solitons to incorporate

the weak interaction. One of the aspects of similarity of Rosen’s

soliton program and string/brane theory is the notion of particle

hierarchies arising from excited states.

7.2 The fundamental interactions of nature

When we mentioned string theory above, we spoke of the diameters

of the strings being of the order of the Planck length, 10−35 m. This

dimension arose because of the desire of the string theory originators

to bring gravity into the fold of elementary particles. This in turn

is actually a carry-over from Einstein’s original vision of unifying

gravity with electromagnetism into what is usually referred to as a

unified field theory. In more recent times, this goal was expanded to

demand the unification of gravity with the now three known inter-

actions in nature, in order of descending strength, the strong inter-

action that binds the neutrons and protons in the nuclei of atoms,

the electromagnetic interaction that couples all particles that carry

electric charge (the original Einstein focus) and the weak interaction

that is responsible for the weak decays such as when a muon decays

into an electron, a neutrino and an anti-neutrino.

Understandably, particle physicists see gravity as just another

field and the graviton, the conjectured quantum of the gravitational

field, as just another particle, analogous to the photon as the quan-

tum of the electromagnetic field. They divide physics into four forces,

of which we have already mentioned the strongest three, the strong,

electromagnetic and weak forces. To this, they add the gravitational

“force” even though general relativity has taken us away from re-

garding gravity as a force. Rather, in general relativity, gravity is

seen as a manifestation of the curvature of spacetime. It is a prop-
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erty of the arena in which the particles of physics reside rather than

just another member of the particle family within the arena.

7.3 The Planck scale and the issue of the

quantization of gravity

However, it is natural to consider whether there may be a quan-

tum aspect of some kind to gravity, regardless of whether a gravi-

ton actually exists or not. It is reasonable and interesting to pose

the question: is there a dimension at which gravity might naturally

mesh with the quantum world? To explore this possibility, physicists

have constructed from the primary dimensional constants of nature,

namely c, ~ and G, a combination with the dimension of length. This

is the Planck length lp, referred to in Section 7.1,

lp =

√

~G

c3
. (7.1)

Similarly, combinations of the constants can be found with the

dimension of mass, the “Planck mass” mp,

mp =

√

c~

G
. (7.2)

This is approximately 2.2×10−8 kg, an extremely massive particle by

elementary particle standards. It is the typical mass of a bacterium,

which provides a sense of the extreme nature of the Planck scale.

Equally extreme is the value of the Planck length, approximately

1.6×10−35 m. It is to be noted that this length is 17 orders of magni-

tude below the current upper limit to the size of an electron. Probing

smaller and smaller distances demands greater and greater energy

and this level is likely many orders of magnitude beyond even the

most visionary of experimental designers. Some physicists have gone

so far as to dismiss any discussion of constructs with this Planckian

dimension, such as strings, as being outside of the domain of true

physics because it is beyond being subjected to experimental verifi-

cation. However, our view is that while it may be forever beyond the

scope of experimental physics, it is worth devoting some limited effort

(keeping Einstein’s justification of concepts in mind) to the explo-
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ration of the theoretical side as far as it may take us. There may lurk

hidden suggestions of deeper truths that are otherwise inaccessible.

A point to note is that by simply combining the fundamental

constants to derive a Planck length, there is no distinction between

the input of Newtonian gravity and that of general relativity, the

coupling constant G being the same for each theory of gravity. A

more meaningful approach would be to equate the Compton wave-

length of a particle of mass m with the “gravitational radius”, the r

value at which we encounter the event horizon of the Schwarzschild

spacetime, i.e.

~/mc = 2Gm/c2. (7.3)

This sets the quantum aspect of the particle through its Compton

wavelength to match the compactification scale at which the grav-

itational field becomes very strong where indisputably, gravity at

the small scale must be treated with the theory of general relativ-

ity. From (7.3), we find the same mass magnitude as before using

purely dimensional considerations apart from an insignificant factor

of 1/
√

2. Thus we see a convergence towards these scales from the

two approaches.

7.4 Adding spin and charge to the Planck

scale

While we have thus far a measure of mass for the Planck scale parti-

cle, there has been no reference to its spin angular momentum or to

its charge, which are fundamental quantized aspects of particles in

nature. To reflect the quantized union of gravity with matter, surely

spin and charge should be incorporated. There is a natural route to

doing so [40] in harmony with general relativity. The gravitational

field of a charged body with spin is expressed in general relativity by

the Kerr–Newman [41] metric. The gravitational radius corresponds

to the upper sign ina

r± =
G

c2

(

m±
√

m2 − q2

G
− c2

G2
a2

)

(7.4)

aHere, “a” is the angular momentum per unit mass.
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and the second radius with the lower sign is referred to as the “null

surface” radius. At this point, we turn to the earliest ideas in the

development of quantum mechanics and consider the ad hoc approach

of N. Bohr in his quantization of the hydrogen atom.

Max Planck (1858–1947) and Niels Bohr (1885–1962) were two of
the most influential physicists of all times. Their work spanned
various fields such as thermodynamics but they are best known as
two of the key founders of quantum mechanics. They were both
Nobel Laureates.

Here, we proceed in an analogous manner and firstly impose a

quantization of the charge of the Planck particle in units of the known

quantum of charge in nature, the charge of magnitude e of the elec-

tron and proton, labeling the quantum number N . Secondly, we

impose a quantization of the spin angular momentum in units of the

fundamental quantum of angular momentum ~, with quantum num-

ber s. Thus we have the total charge and spin angular momentum

q = N e , a = s
~

m
. (7.5)

(Note that the m appears again through the spin.) Setting the Kerr–

Newman event horizon and null surface (7.4) radii of the particles

equal to their Compton wavelengths, and substituting the quantized

charge and spin from (7.5), we have

~

mc
=
G

c2

(

m±
√

m2 − N2e2

G
− c2~2 s2

G2m2

)

. (7.6)

Solving for m, we find that this mass, which we now designate as

mplex is

mplex = mpl

√

2(1 + s2)

2 − αN2
(7.7)

for both cases, where α ≡ e2/~c ' 1/137 is the fine structure con-

stant and mpl designates the standard Planck mass
√

c~/2G . The

symbol mplex, that we now refer to as the “extended Planck mass”,

expresses the larger role that the Planck quantities now play with

charge and spin contributing to the mass value.
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From the extended Planck mass, the new Planck length and

“Planck time”,b i.e. the complete new Planck scale is found in the

usual manner.

From (7.7), we see that the presence of either spin or charge leads

to an increase in the value of mplex as compared to the traditional

mpl. It is also interesting to find that these two fundamental quan-

tities of physics, the (now extended) Planck scale and the fine struc-

ture constant, are actually linked. Moreover, the presence of the fine

structure constant in (7.7) provides an additional source of interest,

given the recent focus upon its apparent slow variation in time ac-

cording to some authors [42]–[43]. Following their recent claims that

the value of the fine structure constant underwent changes during

the last half of the history of the universe, we focus on the possibil-

ity that α could have had a considerably different value in the still

more distant past. If α undergoes significant variations, then mplex

does as well. Although rather unorthodox in the low-energy regime,

this idea appears quite naturally in the context of renormalization,

in which the coupling “constants” are actually running couplings. In

the standard model, the early universe expands and cools precipi-

tously in its very first instants when it emerges from the big bang,

and the energy scale drops substantially, allowing for significant vari-

ations in the values of the “running” couplings, the couplings that

vary with the evolution, as opposed to the older notion of couplings

fixed for all time.

If the fine structure “constant” changes at all, a change in ei-

ther c or e could be responsible (see [44] for a debate on the two

possibilities). A time-varying α can be accomodated in the context

of varying speed of light cosmologies, of which many proposals have

appeared recently [45]–[46]. While the reported variation of α over

the last 1010 years is minute (of the order of 10−5 [42]–[43]) and the

variation of fundamental constants is restricted by primordial nucle-

osynthesis, it is quite conceivable that more radical changes could

have occurred earlier in the history of the universe. Earlier evidence

had pointed to a small increase in α going forward in time but this

is now in question. Different limits on the variation on α are seen to

be inconsistent. For example, constraints from the natural reactor

bThe Planck time is the amount of time that light would take to move the
distance of a Planck length.
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in Gabon are incompatible with those from QSO’s (quasi-stellar ob-

jects) unless the variation in α differs from era to era in an unnatural

manner.

However, for the sake of argument, let us consider a potential

variation in α. To fix our ideas, suppose that N = 5 and s is of order

unity. Then, if at sometime in the past, α assumed a value close

to 8 × 10−2 (approximately one order of magnitude larger than its

present value), the value of the extended Planck mass mplex would

have been many orders of magnitude larger than its present-day

value, regardless of the value of the quantum number s (larger values

of N lead to large effects for smaller variations of α).

7.5 Quantum limits, spectra, the value of α

A very intriguing result arises when we consider how large a value

the quantum number N can attain. Extremal values are generally

useful to gain insight. In fact earlier, in Chapter 2 we discussed how

the fundamental laws of physics arise from the extrema of the action

integral. To determine the extremum here, we note that the critical

upper-limit N value in (7.7) is N = 16 for the present α value of

1/137.036. If N is 17 or larger, the denominator in the square root

of (7.7) becomes negative and the value of mplex would be imagi-

nary. We continue to examine the results that may be extracted

by seeking extremal values. With this extremal N value of 16, the

extended Planck mass becomes infinite for an α value of 1/128. Is

there anything significant about an α value of 1/128? Interestingly,

the α value governing high-energy radiation in Z-boson production

and decay has been measured to be 1/127.934. The Z-boson is elec-

trically neutral. Could it be that the connection to the extremal

value reflects this neutrality?

We recall that in the early years of development of atomic physics,

there was much interest in the value of α which was believed to be

precisely 1/137, i.e. that the denominator was precisely 137. Specu-

lations were entertained as to the possible importance of the integer

137, that it might have some deep significance. As the accuracy of

measurements were increased and the α value was determined to be

1/137.036 and not precisely 1/137, the interest in the idea faded.

However, now that we see that this extremal value for N gives an α
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value that is so close to a measured value of significance for another

area of particle physics, it is well to re-visit the notion that there may

exist some connection between the fundamental constants of nature

and pure integers after all.

We see that the scope for extending the Planck scale is severely

limited if we were to be restricted to the choice of the event horizon

radius r+ as opposed to the null surface radius r−. From (7.6) with

the positive sign in front of the square root, we find the inequality

~

mc
− Gm

c2
≥ 0. (7.8)

Therefore, with (7.7)

mpl ≤ mplex ≤
√

2mpl. (7.9)

These conditions in conjunction with (7.7) place the following

restrictions on the allowed spin and charge quanta:

s2 +N2α ≤ 1 , N2α < 2, (7.10)

(the latter condition already contained in the former) and they lead

to a spectrum of spin/charge values. The allowed values of s and N

for α = 1/137 are
a) for s = 0, N ≤ 11
b) for s = 1/2, N ≤ 10
c) for s = 1, N = 0.

Spin-two is not allowed in this case which might evoke some sur-

prise as the graviton is seen as a spin-two boson. However the ex-

tended Planck mass, as the traditional Planck mass, is very large

whereas the graviton mass is zero to a very high level of accuracy

(mgraviton < 10−59 g). These are very different concepts.

Given the new extended approach, it is natural to introduce an

extended Planck charge and a Planck spin. These quantities could

be defined by assuming that the “Planck particle” considered is an

extremal black hole, i.e. one defined by

m2 =
q2

G
+
c2

G2
a2 (7.11)

(corresponding to the equality in (7.10)) that is maximally charged

[s = 0, q = qmax] or maximally rotating (q = 0, s = smax). These
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requirements yield the extended Planck quantities

qplex =
e√
α

' 11.7 e, splex = 1 (7.12)

(corresponding to the Planck angular momentum Lplex = ~ and now

allowing for non-integral N). While qplex is large but not extraordi-

narily so, Lplex is rather ordinary on the scale of particles familiar at

an energy much lower than the Planck scale.

According to the third law of black hole thermodynamics, an

extremal black hole corresponds to zero absolute temperature, and

is an unattainable state. If the third law survives in the Planck

regime, the values of N and s are even further restricted, and the

first of (7.10) should read as a strict inequality.

If we consider instead the null surface of radius r− defined by

(7.4) and with (7.7), the inequalities

s2 +N2α ≥ 1, N2α < 2 (7.13)

follow.

In this case, the allowed values of s and N for α = 1/137 are:
a) for s = 0, 12 ≤ N ≤ 16
b) for s = 1/2, 11 ≤ N ≤ 16
c) for s = 1, 0 ≤ N ≤ 16
d) for s = 2, 0 ≤ N ≤ 16

In this case, spin two is readily allowed and with the extremal

N = 16 value, the α value of 1/128 gives an infinite mplex

Finally, a note is in order regarding the frequently mentioned

observation that the natural length scale of “grand unification”, the

merging of the strong and the electroweak interactions, is only a few

orders of magnitude larger than the standard Planck length scale.

Thus, the suggestion arises that ultimately, gravitation may hold the

key to a final “super-grand unification”, the unification of all the

interactions. It must be remarked that any spin or α modification

in the new Planck scale can only increase the mass scale and hence

lower the length scale. This favors the view that gravity is not to

be regarded as just another field that must follow in the pattern

of quantization that is obeyed by the other particles and fields of

physics.



Chapter 8

General Relativistic

Cosmology

8.1 Sizes of astronomical elements

In the previous chapter, we focused upon the smallest scales. We

now proceed in steps towards the largest scale of all, the scale of

the universe itself. In this process, it is useful to build an overall

picture of the astronomical dimensions by the use of relative scales

and comparisons with dimensions of our sphere of familiarity.

It is useful to begin with the Earth, the sphere with circumfer-

ence of approximately 40,000 km. We have a picture of a long trip

within any of the continents of 4,000 km so we can picture the Earth

as a whole being one order of magnitude beyond this for a circum-

navigation. The Moon orbits the Earth at a radius of approximately

10 times the size of the Earth’s circumference. We can get a good

picture of the size of the Sun by noting that the Earth with the

Moon in orbit around the Earth would easily fit as a package inside

our Sun. While these sizes are within our mental grasp, it becomes

more challenging to go beyond this in real distance terms. Instead,

we gain perspective by resorting to scaling.

Let us consider the Sun reduced to the size of the head of a

pin. At this scale, we can readily picture our solar system with

its array of planets by noting that at the outer edge, the now re-

named “dwarf planet” Pluto would be a microscopic speck 20 m from

the pinhead-sized Sun. This picture shows us clearly that there are

103
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vast spaces between the planets and we have no reason to expect too

many collisions.

At the pinhead scale for the Sun, the nearest star to our Sun

is 50 km in distance so again, we can appreciate that a collision

between two stars would be a rather exceptional event. We complete

the picture on this scale by considering the basic building block of

the cosmos, the galaxy, with its billions of stars. On this scale, the

diameter of the galaxy is approximately 300,000 km in diameter,

about 3/4 of the Earth-Moon separation. It is indeed a vast array

of pinheads but the visualization is within our grasp, having built

up a picture earlier of the distance from the Earth to the Moon.

We now compress the scale further. We imagine the galaxy reduced

to the size of a dime, i.e. the centimeter scale. Like a dime, a

galaxy typically has a radius of approximately ten times its thickness.

Having discussed the tremendous spaces between the planets of the

solar system and of the spaces between the stars within the galaxy,

it is somewhat surprising to note that on the dime scale, the typical

neighbor galaxy is located a mere one meter away. Such is the power

of current astronomical observations that quasars are observed at

about 6 km in distance on the scale of dime-sized galaxies.

Typically, a galaxy rotates with a period of 108 years. Galaxies

tend to cluster in widely varying numbers, from a very small number

and up to several thousand in number. Overall, the galaxies are seen

to be fairly isotropically distributed and this fits in well with the

nearly isotropic microwave background radiation that is observed at

2.7 K. This is generally interpreted as the cool remnant of the origi-

nal fireball from the “Big Bang” of the early universe that occurred

approximately 14 billion years ago.

8.2 Early ideas about cosmology

The prevailing overall picture of the universe in the early years (and

as late as the first three decades of the 20th Century) was one of

a static structure. To this day, we remain surprised that even the

greatest of thinkers such as Einstein entertained this view. After all,

gravity tends to draw unsupported masses together and it would have

seemed more reasonable from the outset to believe in a dynamical

universe. Moreover, it was shown that even if the universe were
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static, it would not be so for long: it was shown that even a small

perturbation of the static universe would continue to grow and the

perturbations that we see around us are unremitting. We will have

more to say about this issue in Section 8.4.

In 1823, H. W. Olbers reasoned that if one were observing the

night sky in the event that the universe were static and infinite, even

a small amount of radiation intensity from the stars in the universe

would cause the night sky to be a blaze of light. The darkness of the

night sky had been seen as a paradox. However, later work by E. R.

Harrison [47] and P. S. Wesson et al [48] showed that the darkness

of the night sky is due almost entirely to the relatively short age

of the universe which limits the amount of light that galaxies have

produced. If there were no expansion or red-shift at all, the intensity

of the background light from distant galaxies would increase by only

a factor of approximately two (see [49] for a review of this issue).

The observation of the red-shifts of the light from distant galax-

ies was a key indicator that the universe was actually in a state of

expansion. This was the important contribution of E. Hubble who

observed that the red-shifts were proportional to the distances of the

galaxies from us.a

Since red-shift is proportional to velocity by the Doppler relation,

the combination of the Hubble observations gives us the important

result that the velocities of recession of the distant galaxies are pro-

portional to the distances they are from us, the “Hubble law”

v = HD (8.1)

where v is the velocity of recession, D is the distance and H is the

“Hubble constant”. Actually, H is a time-varying parameter, chang-

ing as the universe evolves. When we speak of H as a constant, we

refer to its value at the present epoch. One of the key issues in cos-

mology has been the question of the present value of H as it ties in

with the basic structure of the universe. This will emerge in what

follows.

Under the assumption that we do not occupy a particularly priv-

ileged position in the universe, we adopt what is called the “Cos-

mological Principle”: At a given time, the universe has the same
aIt has also been reported in [50] that seven years before Hubble, K. Wirtz

in 1922 and L. Silberstein a year later remarked on the systematic red-shifts and
discussed the possibility of a Hubble-like law.
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averaged appearance for all observers. Earlier, we noted the high de-

gree of isotropy that we observe on the cosmic scale. Therefore, by

the Cosmological Principle, we assume that this will be the case for

all observers. It can be shown that this demand is readily expressed

in “co-moving”b polar coordinates in the metric form

ds2 = dt2 −R(t)2







du2 + u2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)
(

1 + ku2

4

)2






(8.2)

where k can assume the values 0, 1 or −1.

Clearly, if R(t) is a constant and k = 0, we can set Ru = r and we

retrieve the standard metric of flat spacetime in polar coordinates.

If R(t) varies with the proper time t and k still being 0, the spatial

slices are still flat but there is an overall expansion for dR/dt > 0 and

a contraction for dR/dt < 0. (There is still spacetime curvature as

the Riemann tensor will be different from 0.) For k = 0, we have an

open unbounded infinite universe. This is also the case for k = −1

however the spatial slices are not flat but rather are said to have

negative curvature. For k = 1, we have a closed finite universe but

still unbounded.

These three cases are best visualized by analogy with two space

dimensional surfaces. For k = 0, we can imagine an infinite flat sheet

of metal with Bunsen burners distributed uniformly under the sheet

in all directions. Spots are painted uniformly over the surface. As

time advances, the sheet expands homogeneously. For a circle drawn

in the sheet, the ratio of its circumference to its diameter is π. The

spaces between the spots grow with time and the view is the same

from the vantage point of any chosen spot.

For k = −1, we consider the central region of the surface of

a saddle. If we were to draw a circle there, we would find that the

ratio of its circumference to its diameter is greater than π, indicating

spatial curvature. If we were to try to flatten this section of the saddle

onto a plane, a section would have to be brought together and folded

to make a flap. Imagining the central saddle section in all directions

bIn this coordinate system, the elements of the matter are anchored to the
coordinates themselves for all time. Their physically changing separation arises
from the time-dependent R(t) factor.
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of this analogous two-dimensional space gives a picture of the actual

three (spatial) dimensional case.

For k = 1, the model to use is the surface of a balloon with spots

painted uniformly over its surface. Clearly for a circle drawn on

its surface, the ratio of its circumference to radius is less than π. To

attempt to flatten the drawn section onto a plane without stretching,

we find that there is an inadequate amount of material. It must be

slit to allow wedges to open, in contrast to the excess of material

in the k = −1 case. As we blow up the balloon, the spots separate

from each other in a totally uniform manner. Any spot chosen as

the center sees exactly the same picture of its neighbors retreating

from it radially and uniformly in all directions. Moreover, for this

case as well, there are no boundaries: a journey of any length on

this surface will never encounter a barrier. Of particular interest is

that this space is finite in size, namely 4πr2 in the value of its proper

surface area.

For the k = 1 finite universe case, the R(t) factor plays the role

of the physical radius of the universe. However, for the infinite k =

−1, 0 universe cases, the R(t) is no longer the radius, which is infinite

for an infinite universe. Rather, the R(t) plays the role of a “scale

factor”, providing the actual physically expanding distances between

galaxies which are anchored to the comoving coordinate grid (see

[51], [52], [53] for further discussions).

From the metric (8.2) and from our earlier discussion regarding

physical distance, we see that the physical radial distance D(t) from

us (that we take to be positioned at the origin of coordinates) to a

galaxy at radial position u is

D(t) = R(t)u. (8.3)

Therefore the velocity v at time t is

v =
dD(t)

dt
= u

dR

dt
=
Ṙ

R
D (8.4)

where a dot denotes d/dt and (8.3) has been used. Comparing (8.4)

and (8.1), we see that the current Hubble parameter H is

H =
Ṙ(t0)

R(t0)
(8.5)

where t0 is the present time, the present age of the universe.
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8.3 Friedmann universes

In 1922, A. Friedmann found the non-static homogeneous isotropic

universe solutions of the Einstein field equations. They were subse-

quently enhanced by Robertson and Walker and are now most of-

ten referred to as the FRW (for Friedmann–Robertson–Walker) uni-

verses. Some claim that Lemaitre deserves credit as well and with

those authors, an L is wedged in after the F. The solutions assume a

perfect fluid of galactic clusters with averaged density ρ and pressure

P . With the isotropy, the energy-momentum tensor in mixed form

has non-vanishing components only along the diagonal in the simple

form

T k
i = diagonal(ρ,−P,−P,−P ). (8.6)

The Einstein field equations in conjunction with the energy-momentum

tensor (8.6) yield

8πρ =
3k

R2
+

3Ṙ2

R2
(8.7)

and

−8πP =
k

R2
+
Ṙ2

R2
+ 2

R̈

R
. (8.8)

An equation of state linking the pressure and the density provides

the necessary third equation to determine the solution.

While there are numerous works that consider equations of state

with significant pressure (see, for example [3], [16]), we will focus

on the state of the universe at the present era where the density is

negligible in comparison to the pressure. With P set to 0, (8.7) and

(8.8) combine to yield

2RR̈+ Ṙ2 + k = 0. (8.9)

The first integral of (8.9) is

Ṙ2 + k =
C

R
(8.10)

where C is a constant of integration.

For k = 0, a shift of the time origin yields the simple form of the

solution as

R = At2/3 (8.11)
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where A is another constant of integration. For k = −1, the solution

of (8.10) is most conveniently expressed in the parametric form with

parameter τ as

t = B(sinh 2τ − 2τ), R = B(cosh 2τ − 1) (8.12)

where B is a constant of integration. For both of these solutions, R

increases monotonically from 0 to ∞. The 0 part of the range is not

significant because it is totally unrealistic to use the zero pressure

equation of state for the early universe of small R. However the fact

that R goes to infinity at the upper end indicates that these cases

entail an expansion of the universe without end.

For k = 1, the solution is again most conveniently expressed in

parametric form as

t = E(2τ − sin 2τ ), R = E(1 − cos 2τ ) (8.13)

where E is a constant of integration. This solution describes a cy-

cloidc with R starting from 0, reaching a maximum and then re-

tracing its steps to 0 value of R (although again, the start and end

regions of this solution are not significant with the P = 0 equation of

state). Thus, the finite universe analogous to the expanding balloon

of two spatial dimensions does not expand forever but will reach a

maximum size and then collapse. All of the red-shifts of the previ-

ous phase will turn to blue-shifts for the observers as the collapse

unfolds.

To see which of the cases would prevail, we re-express (8.7) in the

form

ρ− 3H2

8π
=

3k

8πR2
(8.14)

using (8.5) in reference to the present era. Thus, if the average

density ρ is less than 3H2

8π in the present era, the value of k will be

−1, the universe is of negative curvature analogous to the earlier

discussed saddle surface, and it will expand forever. If ρ has the

value 3H2

8π at the present value, it is of zero spatial curvature and it

will also expand forever. However, if ρ is greater than 3H2

8π at the

cA cycloid can be drawn by attaching a pen to a point on the circumference
of a disc and having the disc roll without slipping on the floor and flush with the
wall while the pen traces out the curve on the wall.
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present era, the universe is of positive curvature analogous to the

surface of a balloon of two spatial dimensions, finite in size, and it

will ultimately recollapse. The value of 3H2

8π at the present era is

of the order of 10−26 kilograms per cubic meter or approximately 7

protons per cubic meter. The present density of the visible matter

is two orders of magnitude below this, indicating that the value of k

is −1 and that at least as judged by the visible matter content, our

universe is infinite and will expand forever.

There was also speculation through the years regarding the very

early universe. With the evidence for a Big Bang, there were in-

evitable links to religious creationism. This would fit well with open

universes that expand forever. But if the universe were closed and

finite, the Einstein equations imply that the universe will reach a

maximum size and then contract, reversing its earlier steps of expan-

sion. The question naturally arises: will the universe end in a Big

Crunch or will it re-emerge as a new Big Bang, perhaps recycling ad

infinitum. Friedmann considered such an oscillating universe as did

R. C. Tolman. In this vein, M. Israelit and N. Rosen [54] introduced

a fundamentally new early universe model in which a singularity

was avoided. Upon contraction, the universe reached a minimum

size from which it re-emerged into a Big Bang. We [52] refined this

model as a field theory.d

In very simplified form, this was the picture of the state of rela-

tivistic cosmology up to the 1980s.

8.4 The cosmological term

As we discussed earlier, when Einstein turned his attention to de-

scribing the universe as a whole, he did so with his preconception

that in spite of the dynamical elements in play at the smaller scales,

the universe as a whole is static. Unfortunately, his theory of gravity

did not cooperate in this regard as it demanded that the universe

evolve with time. This is entirely natural as the galaxies are not

supported by struts to keep them in place and gravity attracts. In

our view, it remains a mystery as to why Einstein retained his static
dVery recently, Penrose has revived the oscillating universe concept, suggesting

that satellite microwave observations may reveal evidence to support the oscillat-
ing universe model.
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universe bias although it should be said that it was a widely held

view during his time and well before then. Far more reasonable, it

would seem, is an evolving universe with time.

Einstein’s creative imagination was not lacking. He searched for

a means to modify his field equations in such a way as to achieve a

static cosmological solution and this was found with the “cosmolog-

ical constant” Λ. To the Einstein tensor in (4.32), he added a term

Λgik where Λ is a constant,

Gik + Λgik = KT ik. (8.15)

This does not violate the covariant conservation laws as the co-

variant divergence of the metric tensor, gik
;k , is identically zero.e By

choosing the value of Λ properly, it provided for Einstein the re-

quired effective tension to offset the attraction of the gravitationally

attracting galaxies, thus providing him with his desired static uni-

verse model.

E. Hubble’s important discovery of the red-shift of the light ob-

served reaching the Mount Wilson telescope from distant galaxies

changed Einstein’s attitude. The observations indicated that the ob-

served red-shifts were proportional to the distances of the galaxies

from the telescope, codified into Hubble’s famous law that we dis-

cussed earlier

V = HD (8.16)

where V is the recession velocity, D is the distance to the observed

galaxy and H is the Hubble constant. (Recall that H is best termed

the Hubble “parameter” as it evolves with time. Its value at the

present epoch is what is meant by the Hubble “constant”.) Einstein

reversed himself at that point, accepting that the universe is actually

dynamic. It is often reported that he referred to the introduction of

the Λ term as the biggest blunder of his life. There is a widely

circulated photo of Einstein peering into the telescope with Hubble

looking on, no doubt with great satisfaction. Another factor that

helped convince Einstein of the correctness of the dynamic aspect of

the universe, as we discussed earlier, was the discovery by Friedmann

of exact dynamic homogeneous isotropic solutions of the Einstein

equations. These solutions presented the interesting possibilities of
eIt is an easy exercise to prove this result. An even stronger result is that the

metric tensor has an identically vanishing covariant derivative.
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infinite universe models of negative or zero spatial curvature as well

as finite positively curved models depending upon the mean density

of the universe at some given era. The measure of this mean density

has been an important issue of modern cosmology, given its scope

for determining the most basic nature of the universe.

With these events behind him, Einstein reversed himself regard-

ing the introduction of Λ and forcefully advocated a return to the

original form of the field equations, (4.32). However, once released,

Λ persisted in occupying the attention of many researchers in spite of

Einstein’s disclaimers. In recent times, it has grown greatly in pop-

ularity as a mechanism to account for the supposed current epoch

of acceleration in the expansion of the universe. Supernovae data

in recent times are said to provide solid evidence that the universe

is in a state of accelerating expansion. While Λ can be a tool to

enforce statics, with appropriate magnitude it can also be an instru-

ment to induce such an acceleration, hence the current focus of many

researchers on Λ.

What has helped its acceptance was the argument by various

researchers that the Λ term belongs quite naturally as a companion

to the Einstein tensor as an additional “geometrical” term in the field

equations. (Recall in Chapter 4 that the left hand side of the field

equations expresses gravity geometrically in the form of spacetime

curvature.) Moreover, some have argued, that to follow Einstein in

rejecting the Λ term is tantamount to fine-tuning, that the choice

of zero for Λ is such an incredibly special choice as to be absurdly

improbable. At first glance this seems reasonable as Λ is multiplied

by the metric tensor which in turn describes spacetime. However,

consider the expression of the Einstein equations in “mixed” formf

Gk
i + Λδk

i = KT k
i . (8.17)

With gik now absent in the Λ term, there is nothing “geometrical”

to be seen about the Λ term in this form, yet the Einstein tensor

term Gk
i continues to describe the geometrical aspect just as well as

it did in (8.15) in wholly contravariant form. We would argue that if

it is to be included, the Λ term belongs on the right hand side of the

fNote that the mixed form of the metric tensor gk
i is equal to δk

i . Thus, its
elements are simply the constants 0 and 1, regardless of the complexity of gik.
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field equations as an adjunct of the energy-momentum tensor :

Gk
i = KT k

i − Λδk
i (8.18)

(or more simply combined with T k
i into a newly defined generalized

energy-momentum tensor newTi
k). While this might appear to be a

trivial change, there is reason to feel that this change is of some im-

portance in shaping our attitude towards the significance of Λ. Once

it is no longer seen as a part of geometry but rather of matter, we

are in more familiar territory. We can evaluate it in relation to the

kinds of matter with which we are familiar, pre-dating the introduc-

tion of general relativity. From the structure of the Λ term in (8.18),

we see that it entails stress in the same magnitude as the density,

the kind of matter that, as Bondi used to say, “is not what we can

buy in the shops”. Currently, the most often expressed view is that

the matter constituted by Λ and referred to as “dark energy”, makes

up approximately 75% of the mass of the universe. This matter is

indeed highly exotic. Even an ultra-relativistic fluid has stress only

1/3 the magnitude of the density. We are not saying that we should

therefore discount the possibility of the physical existence of the Λ

term in nature.g Rather, the argument is to bring some perspective

into the discussion. The foregoing approach immediately removes

the fine-tuning argument: to take Λ to be precisely zero is seen in

the new context as the decision that none of this very exotic ma-

terial exists in nature. While this possibility would be viewed as

sheer heresy by many, others have felt it to be entirely plausible.

For example, E. W. (“Rocky”) Kolb has characterized dark energy

as “the ether of the 21st Century”. More recently, D. Wiltshire has

proposed a different solution to the issue of resolving the evidence

for an accelerated expansion of the universe [55] (see also [56] for a

comprehensive discussion). It is from the debates, from the clash of

ideas, that science progresses, but always with the experiments and

the observations to guide the way.

Given that general relativity has been the key theoretical ele-

ment in describing the universe, one might naturally regard it as

rather bizarre that in the scales just below the cosmological scale,

namely at the galactic and galactic cluster scales, that general rela-

tivity would be discarded and Newtonian gravity used in its place.
gIndeed we have added our own part to the study of cosmological models with

a variable Λ term [51].
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When surprisingly large velocities were discovered at these scales,

surprising on the basis of Newtonian gravity, researchers turned to

ad hoc modifications of Newtonian gravity rather than to general

relativity, the preferred theory of gravity. The latter was our course

of action and we turn to it in the chapters that follow.



Chapter 9

Motion of the Stars in the

Galaxy

9.1 Introduction

The essential building blocks of the universe consist of galaxies, vast

conglomerations of billions of stars bound together through their

gravitational interactions. They come in various shapes and sizes

but our focus will be on the magnificent spiral galaxies and the par-

ticularly noteworthy organized circular motions of the stars within

them.

What researchers had come to expect is that as they look further

from the axis of rotation of such a galaxy, the velocities of the stars

would be seen to diminish as 1/
√
r where r is the distance from the

axis of rotation. This is based upon our experience with the solar

system: for weak gravitational fields such as in the solar field and

for non-relativistic motion that is the case for the planets, Newton’s

theory of gravity is appropriately applied with the force law

GmM/r2 = ma = mv2/r (9.1)

for (nearly) circular planetary motion, where M is the mass of the

Sun, m is the mass of a planet, a is the acceleration and v is the ve-

locity. In applying this analysis, we are using the fact that the Sun’s

gravity dominates and the planets, large as they are with respect to

ourselves, are nevertheless treatable with quite reasonable accuracy

as test masses relative to the enormous mass of the Sun. They react

115
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to the gravitational field of the Sun but their own gravity is neglected

as being negligible in comparison.a

Precisely this kind of picture is what the astronomers had in mind

when it came to studying the motions of the stars in the galaxy.

While they certainly understood that the masses under study are

now stars rather than planets, it was felt that with the great bulk of

stars within a given radius tugging at an individual star, the picture

would be more or less what was described above for the solar system

and the velocities of the stars would fall off with distance as 1/
√
r.

To their surprise, it was found that the velocities of the stars re-

mained fairly constant as they were tracked with increasing distance

from the axis of rotation, quantified and illustrated in the so-called

“flat galactic rotation curves”. To account for this anomaly, it was

conjectured that there must be a great deal of matter in the form

of vast halos beyond the visible disks of these galaxies to serve as

tugs to speed up what would ordinarily be diminishing velocity with

distance. This matter, 5 to 10 times the mass of the visible galactic

contents, was given the name “dark matter” as it shed no light and

apparently displayed its presence only through gravitational inter-

action. The latter property has led researchers to characterize the

dark matter as “exotic”. The current widely held view is that dark

matter comprises approximately 23% of the mass of the universe as

compared to approximately 3% for the known baryonic matter with

the remainder, the dominant mass constituent, comprised of the even

stranger “dark energy” that we discussed in Chapter 8. A great deal

of effort and resources have been dedicated to finding verification for

the reality of dark matter at the level of elementary particles.

Even earlier than the discovery of the flat rotation curves of single

galaxies, such an anomalous phenomenon was realized at the still-

larger scale, that of a cluster of many galaxies. Zwicky had noted

that in the Coma cluster of galaxies, the velocities do not fall off

from the center with the expected 1
√
r form and had conjectured

that there had to exist a large reservoir of dark matter beyond the

visible contents to realize the indicated motions. In this, as with

the internal motions of stars within a galaxy itself, it was taken for

aFor more refined studies, the perturbations in the motions due to the masses
of the planets gravitationally interacting with each other and affecting the total
gravitational field, are taken into account.
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granted that Newtonian gravity was adequate to the task for the

analysis of these motions.

A variety of researchers through the years were skeptical about

the existence of this exotic dark matter and starting with A. Finzi,

began to modify the Newtonian force law to match the requirement

for the large velocities. M. Milgrom, and later in collaboration with

J. D. Bekenstein [57] [58] [59], was very active in this approach as

was J. W. Moffat and collaborators [61].

What was overlooked by these and the many other researchers

through the years was the possibility that the very best theory of

gravity, Einstein’s general relativity, could play a role in resolving the

dilemma of the large velocities. The common wisdom that prevailed

was that when the gravitational fields are weak and the velocities are

non-relativistic, it was taken for granted that general relativity was

never required to describe the system and that Newtonian gravity

theory would suffice. This is certainly an overly simplistic view.

As a simple counter-example, consider two masses on a spring in

oscillation or a spinning rod, systems studied in the very early years

of general relativity. In these, the fields are weak and the motions

non-relativistic yet Newtonian gravity predicts that these sources will

produce no waves of gravity propagating outwards from the masses

with finite speeds, as does general relativity.b

Also of interest is the early work of Eddington [62]. He pointed

out that when the bodies that are the source of gravity in a prob-

lem are in “free-fall” or “gravitationally bound”, i.e. moving solely

under the influence of their mutual gravitational fields, that even for

weak field non-relativistic motion, there is the potential for nonlinear

terms from the Einstein equations to compete with the linear terms

for significance of effect. Thus one must proceed with caution in

rejecting the need to consider possible effects of general relativity.

9.2 General relativistic effects on the stellar

motions in galaxies

With then-graduate student, (now Dr.) Tieu, we set out to explore

the possible effects of bringing general relativity into the analysis
bAt the present stage of technological development, this example is one of

principle rather than experimental confirmation.
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of the rotational velocities of the stars in spiral galaxies [63] [64]

[65] [66]. Much earlier, we had thought about the curious situation

that while general relativity was deemed necessary to deal with the

dynamics of the largest scale in nature, the scale of the universe, it

was thought adequate to switch to Newtonian gravity for the second

and third largest scales in nature, that of the galactic clusters and

the galaxies themselves. We had wished to apply general relativity

to the galactic dynamics but never had we imagined it technically

feasible until we happened to accidentally come across the paper [67]

of W. B. Bonnor. His paper provided the impetus for us to proceed.

For mathematical tractability, some simplifications are necessary. It

would not be feasible to deal individually with billions of stars so we

modeled the galaxy as a pressureless (hence elements in free-fall) fluid

in stationary motion with axial symmetry. A “stationary” system is

one in which there is no explicit time dependence but which allows

for a reversal of motion when the direction of the flow of time is

reversed. An example would be a perfectly homogeneous spherical

ball rotating with a constant angular velocity about a fixed axis.

A reversal of the direction of the flow of time would have the ball

rotate in the opposite direction. A “static system” is without explicit

time dependence and is also unchanged under a time-reversal. An

example would be the non-rotating ball.

The most general structure for such a stationary axially symmet-

ric metric is given by

ds2 = −eν−w(udz2 + dr2) − r2e−wdφ2 + ew(cdt−Ndφ)2 (9.2)

where u, ν, w and N are functions of cylindrical polar coordinates r,

z. However, u can be set to 1 for the weak field situations that we

will consider because the field equations show that retaining higher

orders for u induces corrections beyond the lowest order solution that

we seek.

There is the choice available as to which axially symmetric system

of coordinates to use. The two most natural choices available are

to have either the coordinate system at rest relative to the distant

galactic field of the expanding universe or to have the system of

coordinates co-rotating with the fluid (“co-moving coordinates”). We

follow van Stockum [68] in choosing the latter. In this case, the four-
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velocity U i is

U i = δi
0 (9.3)

where the delta is the Kronecker delta, defined earlier in Chapter

4. This form places the fluid at rest in this coordinate system. We

make a purely local transformation with (r, z) held fixed at each

point when taking differentials [69] [67]

φ̄ = φ+ ω(r, z) t (9.4)

in a special way to locally diagonalize the metric, i.e. to locally

remove the space-time cross term dtdφ. In so doing, we go from

“stationary” to “static” at each point since it is this cross-term that

makes the two directions of time flow un-equivalent. This enables us

to deduce the local angular velocity ω and the tangential velocity V

as (see also [70])

ω =
Ncew

r2e−w −N2ew
≈ Nc

r2
(9.5)

V = ωr (9.6)

where the approximate value has been chosen because we are consid-

ering the weak fields in the galaxy and we are expanding in powers

of the gravitational constant G, here taken as a smallness parameter.

To first order, the field equations (4.32) are

2rνr +N2
r −N2

z = 0,

rνz +NrNz = 0,

N2
r +N2

z + 2r2(νrr + νzz) = 0,

Nrr +Nzz −
Nr

r
= 0,

(9.7)

(

wrr + wzz +
wr

r

)

+
3

4
r−2(N2

r +N2
z )

+
N

r2

(

Nrr +Nzz −
Nr

r

)

− 1

2
(νrr + νzz) = 8πGρ/c2

(9.8)

where ρ is the mass density.c Combining the equations gives

∇2w +
N2

r +N2
z

r2
=

8πGρ

c2
(9.9)

cHere we are simplifying the notation using subscripts r and z without commas
to indicate partial differentiation with respect to r and z respectively.
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where the first term is the flat-space Laplacian operator in cylindrical

polar coordinates

∇2w ≡ wrr + wzz +
wr

r
(9.10)

and ν would be determined by solving the relatively simple differen-

tial equations.

It is easily shown that the choice of co-moving coordinates and

the fact that the system is gravitationally bound give w = 0 [64] [66].

With these simplifications, the field equations for N and ρ become

Nrr +Nzz −
Nr

r
= 0 (9.11)

N2
r +N2

z

r2
=

8πGρ

c2
. (9.12)

It is noteworthy that if the minus sign were changed to plus in (9.11),

N would satisfy the flat-space Laplace equation in cylindrical polar

coordinates. Other important points are the following: from both the

field equation for ρ (9.12) and the expression for ω (9.6), we see that

N is of order G1/2. Also, N cannot be eliminated without removing

the rotation of the source. That the galactic dynamical problem is

a non-linear one is now clearly seen from these equations, with a

quadratic term in N determining the mass density.d By contrast, in

Newtonian gravity, the relation between source (density) and field

(φ) is a linear one through the Laplace equation.

It is interesting to observe that (9.11) can be expressed as

∇2Φ = 0 (9.13)

where

Φ ≡
∫

N

r
dr. (9.14)

Therefore flat-space harmonic functions Φ are ultimately connected

with the axially symmetric stationary pressure-free weak fields that

we seek.e These harmonic functions are the generating potentials

referred to earlier. It is to be noted that these generating poten-

tials play a different role in general relativity than do the potentials
dSome of our critics have now acknowledged this to be the case.
eThe role of harmonic functions is even stronger than this: Winicour [71] has

shown that all such sources, even when the fields are strong, are generated by
such flat-space harmonic functions.
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Figure 9.1: Velocity curve-fit for the Milky Way in units of m/s vs
Kpc.

of Newtonian gravitational theory even though both functions are

harmonic. This is seen as follows:

Using (9.6), (9.5) and (9.14), we have the expression for the tan-

gential velocity of the distribution

V = c
N

r
= c

∂Φ

∂r
. (9.15)

Thus we see that in our general relativistic case, the gradient of

the harmonic generating function is linked to velocity whereas in

Newtonian gravity, the gradient of the harmonic potential function

is linked to acceleration. The distinction is quite striking.

9.3 Modeling the observed galactic rotation

curves

Non-linearity in differential equations is usually challenging and the

field equation for ρ is indeed non-linear. However, in the galactic

problem, we are fortunate in having N itself satisfy a linear equation

(9.11) and N is related to a harmonic function Φ, the generating

potential. Therefore, in galactic modeling, we exploit this by finding
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(a) Milky Way radial profile density
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Figure 9.2: Derived density profiles in units of kg/m3 for the Milky
Way at (a) z = 0 and (b) r = 0.001 Kpc.
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first the generating potential whose r gradient matches the observed

tangential velocity distribution of the stars in the galaxy under study.

This leads to the appropriate N function. With N found, (9.12) gives

the density distribution directly. If this leads to a distribution of mass

that is largely concentrated in the region of the visible symmetry

plane of the galaxy with mass as expected from the visible contents,

then general relativity will have resolved the issue of the observed

flat rotation curves without exotic dark matter. If, however, these

rotation curves cannot be realized without massive spherical halos

surrounding the flattened visible disks, then general relativity will

have given the same answer as had Newtonian gravity, i.e. that

the visible contents of galaxies are but a small fraction of the total

galactic mass. In that case, those of our critics who have asserted

that Newtonian gravity is adequate for the galactic problem would

have been indirectly vindicated, but their method of achieving this

conclusion would still have been faulty. This is because they would

not have used general relativity which we have seen to be necessary

for logical consistency. Which of these alternatives is correct? In

what follows, we will consider this issue carefully.

At this point, we consider the mathematical aspects of building

the required solution. For a given galaxy, the challenge is to deter-

mine the composing elements that make up the generating potential

for its rotation curve. Fortunately, with the generating potential sat-

isfying a linear differential equation, we are able to mold a solution

to satisfy a given shape through linear superposition. Further sim-

plifications accrue with the choice of separation of variables form of

solution. This yields the following base solution:

Φ = Ce−k|z|J0(kr) (9.16)

in cylindrical polar coordinates, where J0 is the Bessel functionm = 0

of Bessel Jm(kr) and C is an arbitrary constant.f To provide reflec-

tion symmetry of the distribution for negative z, this form of solution

requires that the absolute value of z be used. As a result, this pro-

duces a discontinuity in Nz at z = 0. While this has led to some

considerable discomfort in some quarters, we point out that in the

problem at hand, this discontinuity is consistent with the general case

fSee for example [72].
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of having a density z-gradient discontinuity at the plane of reflection

symmetry. We will elaborate on this in what follows.

Using the linearity of (9.13), we are able to write the general

solution of this form as a linear superposition

Φ =
∑

n

Cne
−kn|z|J0(knr) (9.17)

with the number n of terms in the series chosen appropriately for

the level of accuracy that we wish to achieve. This procedure is

reminiscent of standard Fourier analysis. From (9.17) and (9.15),

the tangential velocity is

V = −c
∑

n

knCne
−kn|z|J1(knr) (9.18)

using dJ0(x)/dx = −J1(x) [73].

In our galactic modeling, we chose the kn to make the J0(knr)

terms orthogonal. The Bessel functions J0(kr) satisfy the orthogo-

nality relation
∫ 1
0 J0(knr)J0(kmr)rdr ∝ δmn where kn are the zeros

of J0 at the r limits of integration. An excellent fit to the rotation

curve for the Milky Way was achieved using only 10 functions with

parameters Cn, n ∈ {1 . . . 10} [63], [66]. It should be noted that such

curve fits are constrained by the demand that they be created from

derivatives of harmonic functions. The curve fit is shown in Figure

9.1. The J1(x) Bessel functions have the correct basic properties for

the problem at hand, being 0 at x = 0 and falling as 1/
√
x asymptoti-

cally. However, this feature alone does not assure a realistic fall-off of

matter. We will discuss this aspect in what follows. Also, the present

curves drop as r approaches 0. This is in contrast to alternative pro-

posed means of accounting for the rotation curves given by L. Mestel

[74] and MOND authors [57], [58], [59] that lead to flat plots even

up to r = 0. From (9.15) and (9.18), the N function is determined

in detail and from (9.12), the density distribution follows. This is

shown in Figure 9.2 as a function of r at z = 0 as well as a function

of z at r = 0.001 Kpc. We see that the distribution is an essentially

flattened disk with good correlation with the observed overall aver-

aged density data for the Milky Way (see Figure 9.3). Moreover, we

see that in the cross-sectional density plot, the equidensity contours

are approximately elliptical around the visible galactic region. With
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this model, we compute the integrated mass as 21 × 1010M�. This

is at the lower end of the estimated mass range of 20 × 1010M� to

60 × 1010M� as established by various researchers. It is to be noted

that the approximation scheme would break down in the region of

the galactic core should the core harbor a black hole or even a naked

singularity (see e.g. [16]). The essential point is this: the matching

of the flat velocity curve is achieved in general relativity with con-

fined mass in the disk up to an order of magnitude smaller than the

envisaged halo mass of exotic dark matter.g It should be emphasized

that in our general relativistic models, we are dealing with a generic

continuous mass density ρ. The reality is a very lumpy distribution

of luminous stars as well as planets, comets, burnt out stars, neutron

stars, dust, etc., the non-luminous but normal baryonic matter that

is well-understood in physics. We are aware that in nature there

exists both light-emitting and “dark”(i.e. non-light-emitting) mat-

ter and both kinds of matter are part of this density ρ of which we

speak. The expression “dark matter” by contrast, has come to sig-

nify the enormous quantities of matter in the vast extended halos

surrounding the galaxies, matter with no known connection to the

normal matter that is a part of current physics, “exotic” matter that

displays its proposed existence only through its gravitational inter-

action. From the density distribution function, each term within the

series has z-dependence of the form e−kn|z| which causes the steep

density fall-off profile as shown in Figure 9.2 (b). This is consistent

with the picture of a standard galactic essentially flattened disk-like

shape rather than a halo sphere.

From the rotation curve data that we have available to this point,

there is no support for the widely accepted notion of the necessity for

massive halos of exotic dark matter surrounding visible galactic disks.

We see that when our premier theory of gravity, general relativity, is

brought into the analysis, the observed flat galactic rotation curves

linked to essentially flattened disks can be realized with no evident

need for exotic dark matter, given the data that we have at present.

We have also performed curve fits for the galaxies NGC 3031,

NGC 3198 and NGC 7331. The data are given in [66]. The remark-

ably precise velocity curve fits are shown in the figures in [66] and

here, we display only that for the galaxy NGC7331, Figure 9.4. The
gSee e.g. [60] for proposed values of extended halo masses.
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Figure 9.3: Cross-sectional density contour plot for the Milky Way
model.

density profile is given for r at z = 0. Again the picture is consistent

with the observations and the mass is found to be 10.1 × 1010M�
for NGC 3198. This can be compared to the result from Milgrom’s

[57], [58], [59] modified Newtonian dynamics of 4.9 × 1010M� and

the value given through observations (with Newtonian dynamics) by

S.M. Kent [75] of 15.1 × 1010M�. For NGC 7331, we calculate a

mass of 26.0 × 1010M�. Kent [75] finds a value of 43.3 × 1010M�.

For NGC 3031, the mass is calculated to be 10.9 × 1010M� as com-

pared to Kent’s value of 13.3×1010M�. Our masses are consistently

lower than the masses projected by models invoking exotic dark mat-

ter halos and our distributions roughly tend to follow the contours

of the optical disks.

From the figures provided by Kent [75] for optical intensity curves

and our log density profiles for NGC 3031, NGC 3198 and NGC 7331,

an interesting result emerges: we find that the threshold density for

the onset of visible galactic light as we investigate the data in the

radial direction is at 10−21.75 kg·m−3 (Figure 9.5 and Figure 9.6). We

have hypothesized that this density is the universal optical luminosity

threshold for galaxies as tracked in the radial direction. Should this
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(a) NGC 7331 velocity curve-fit
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Figure 9.4: Velocity curve-fit and derived density for NGC 7331.
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(a) Milky Way log10(density)
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Figure 9.5: Log graphs of density for (a) the Milky Way and (b)
NGC 3031 showing the density fall-off. The dashed line at the −21.75
logarithmic density level provides a tool to predict the outer limits of
visible matter. The fluctuations at the end are the result of limited
curve-fitting terms.
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(a) NGC 3198 log10(density)
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Figure 9.6: Log graphs of density for (a) the NGC 3198 and (b) NGC
7331 showing the density fall-off. The −21.75 dashed line provides
a tool to predict the limits of luminous matter. As before, there are
fluctuations near the border.
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hypothesis be further substantiated, the radius at which the optical

luminosity fall-off occurs can be predicted for other sources using this

special density parameter. The predicted optical luminosity fall-off

for the Milky Way is at a radius of 19–21 Kpc based upon the density

threshold indicator that we have determined.

It was interesting to witness the strong response to our first

posted paper [63] as well as the continued interest indicated by

many researchers as we proceeded with our work. The frequently

expressed message to us was that of a shared skepticism regarding

the reality of exotic dark matter. With no evidence for exotic dark

matter dominating ordinary matter in the universe by a factor of

5–6 other than an apparent extraordinary gravitational tug,h more

conservative physicists were less inclined to rush to such radical con-

clusions. However, such sentiments do not generally lend themselves

to research papers. Rather, it is usually the critics who express them-

selves in papers. As a result, many have come to view this essentially

one-sided expression in print as evidence for a disbelief in our work.

Therefore it has been incumbent upon us to bring forth the range of

views and arguments and to counter our critics. It must be stressed

that the large volume of criticism is understandable given the deeply

ingrained belief that Newtonian gravity should suffice for galactic

dynamics. We have welcomed the scrutiny as a spur to greater levels

of investigation on our part.

In Appendix A, we have included a review of the challenges to

our work and our replies.

9.4 A velocity dispersion test for the

presence of extra matter

To this point, our goal was to explore whether the premier theory

of gravity, Einstein’s general theory of relativity, could account for

the observed flat galactic rotation curves without the requirement

for vast stores of mysterious dark matter. We showed that this was

possible. At the same time, it is important to realize that systems

could conceivably exist with large halos of matter of whatever form

and if so, it would be incumbent upon us to deduce the criterion for

hBut see later, regarding evidence from other channels.
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Figure 9.7: Velocity dispersion at r = 20 kpc for the Milky Way.

their existence. To achieve this, we have developed a test in prin-

ciple that relies upon data in the visible/HI regime which makes

it particularly useful. When we examine Figure A.4, we see that

different constructed velocity fall-off profiles beyond the HI region

imply different mass accumulations in those external regions. Carry-

ing these back with continuity into the visible/HI region, we find that

the extent of the velocity dispersion as we track curves at different

non-zero z values depends on the assumed external velocity profile

fall-off. (See, for example, Figure 9.7.)

Therefore, it is hoped that the astronomers will focus on gath-

ering data for rotation curves in planes of different z values. With

sufficient data, it should be possible, at least in principle, to provide

limits on the extent of extra matter that might lie outside of the vis-

ible/HI region. To this point, we have only the data provided in [76],

[77], [78] but far more data will be required to provide an adequate

discriminating test.

9.5 Summary comments on rotation

velocities of galaxies

It is natural to question how such a large departure from the Newton-

ian picture of galactic rotation curves could have arisen using general

relativity since the planetary motion problem is also a gravitationally
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bound system and the corrections there using general relativity are

so small. The reason is that the two problems are very different: in

the planetary problem, the source of gravity is the Sun and the plan-

ets are treated as test particles in this field (apart from contributing

minor perturbations when necessary). They respond to the field of

the Sun but they do not contribute to the field. By contrast, in the

galaxy problem, the source of the field is the combined rotating mass

of all of the freely-gravitating elements themselves that compose the

galaxy.

We have seen that the non-linearity for the computation of den-

sity inherent in the Einstein field equations for a stationary axially-

symmetric pressure-free mass distribution, even in the case of weak

fields, leads to the correct galactic velocity curves as opposed to

the incorrect curves that had been derived on the basis of Newton-

ian gravitational theory. Indeed the results were consistent with

the observations of velocity as a function of radius plotted as a rise

followed by an essentially flat extended region and no halo of ex-

otic dark matter with multiples of the normally computed galactic

mass was required to achieve them. The density distribution that

is revealed thereby is one of an essentially flattened disk without an

accompanying overwhelmingly massive vastly extended dark matter

halo. With the “dark” matter being associated with the disk which

is itself visible, it is natural to regard the non-luminous material as

normal baryonic matter.

It is unknown how far the galactic disks extend. More data points

beyond those provided thus far by observational astronomers would

enable the extension of the velocity curves further. We have made

simplifying assumptions for various velocity fall-off scenarios and we

have seen that these can readily yield a picture of galactic structure

devoid of huge extended very massive halos of exotic dark matter.

Of particular interest is that we have within our grasp a criterion

for determining the extent, if of any significance, of extra matter

beyond the visible and HI regions of a galaxy. We emphasize that it

is possible in principle to determine this with data solely within the

visible/HI region by plotting the velocity dispersion of rotation curves

for various z values. This is an attractive area for future research. In

particular, it expands the demands upon not only our galactic model

but also upon any other proposed model by other researchers. It
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asks for consistency between observation and theoretical prediction

for the overall averaged picture of stellar motions within the galaxy.

Nature is merciful in providing one linear equation that enables

us by superposition to model disks of variable density distributions.

This opens the way to studies of other sources and with further re-

finements. It is to be emphasized that what we have taken is a first

step, a general relativistic as opposed to a Newtonian analysis at

the galactic scale. It is noteworthy that others have now come to

recognize that the galactic problem is a nonlinear general relativistic

problem even given the conditions of weak fields and non-relativistic

velocities. It will be of interest to extend this general relativistic ap-

proach, with the hitherto neglected consideration of non-linearities,

to the other relevant areas of astrophysics with the aim of deter-

mining whether there is any scope remaining for the presence of any

exotic dark matter in the universe.

For example, at the scale of clusters of galaxies, the virial theorem

of Newtonian physics is used. However, such a system, albeit now

chaotic, can again be viewed as a continuum of free-fall matter as

was the case for the galactic scale. Indeed at the scale of individual

galaxies as units within the cluster, the motions comprise a multitude

of randomly oriented free-fall rotations. While the chaotic nature of

these rotations within a cluster might have the effect of minimizing or

even erasing the kind of phenomenon that we have witnessed in the

systematic rotation of stars within an individual galaxy, it might be

otherwise. Since general relativity was seen to make such a difference

in the case of the galactic scale, clearly it is necessary to analyze the

scale of the clusters anew.

The first step in this direction is described in the next chapter

with an idealized spherically symmetric model of a cluster of galax-

ies. The results are both interesting and surprising. Moreover, they

provide further evidence to counter the claims of some of our critics

that it is the presence of singularities that led to our having general

relativity account for the flat galactic rotation curves.

We emphasize that our focus to this point on single galaxy dy-

namics constitutes a first step. Apart from the need to fully extend

the study to galactic clusters of a chaotic nature, the issue of gravita-

tional lensing studies and the currently favoured structure formation

models that appear to support the presence of non-baryonic dark
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matter have yet to be considered. With regard to the lensing data,

what is now to be taken into account is the non-linearity in the grav-

itational field solution for a rotating dust distribution that we have

found. Up to this point, the mathematics of lensing had been treated

as if the gravitational field were simply a Schwarzschild field. The

current evidence for dark matter is discussed more fully in the next

chapter.

The scientific method has been most successful when directed by

“Occam’s razor”, that new elements should not be introduced into

a theory unless absolutely necessary. If it should turn out to be the

case that the observations of astronomy can ultimately be explained

without the addition of new exotic dark matter, this would be of

considerable significance. After all, a reduction of the mass of the

universe by about one quarter of its assumed value, would have to

be seen as worthy of note.



Chapter 10

Clusters of Galaxies

10.1 Preliminary comments

To this point, our focus has been on the dynamics of a single galaxy.

We have seen that the observations of higher-than-expected veloc-

ities of stars within a galaxy could be rationalized with essentially

the visible mass alone, within the context of Einstein’s theory rather

than Newton’s theory. The latter requires vast stores of dark mat-

ter to accomplish the task. While it is almost everyone’s preferred

theory of gravity, Einstein’s theory is far more complex and mathe-

matically demanding. Many, if not the majority of astronomers (and

a sizable fraction of physicists) have not studied general relativity

to any depth, if at all. Therefore it is understandable that there

should be such a high resistance on their part to consider that the

cherished Newtonian gravity could be inadequate. However, almost

everyone would acknowledge that there would be nothing wrong in

using general relativity for galactic dynamics; only that it would be

a waste of effort if Newtonian theory would be of sufficient accuracy

and this sufficiency is what has been generally believed. Many have

challenged our work to date using general relativity, and we have

patiently replied to every challenge. Future challenges lie ahead in

coming to grips with our central hypothesis that the exotic dark

matter advanced by many researchers does not actually exist.

In this chapter, we consider the next astrophysical scale, the scale

of a cluster of galaxies. Rather than the essentially organized rota-

tional pattern of stars within a typical spiral galaxy, we are gener-

135
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ally dealing with disorganized motions of a multitude of individual

galaxies within a cluster. Ideally we should be turning to the general

relativistic analysis of such a disorganized group of many mutually

interacting gravitating elements. We would hope to achieve the gen-

eral relativistic equivalent of the virial theorem of Newtonian physics,

averaging over a chaotic system of very many elements. This is for

the future. However for the present, we have succeeded in shedding

light on the problem from quite a different direction.

10.2 Spherical dust collapse

Rather than dealing with the extreme of disorganization, we ana-

lyze the ultimate in organization. We focus on an idealized cluster

of galaxies, a spherically symmetric swarm of particles with each

particle in purely radial motion under the influence of gravity alone

[79]. This system could be referred to as “spherical dust collapse”—

“dust”, because it is pressure-free motion and “collapse”, because the

particles of the structure are driven inwards by gravity. It should be

noted that many researchers have come to view the use of the word

“collapse” to signify the total crunching of matter to a singularity

at the center. In this book, we are using the word to describe the

radially infalling motion in generality.

We will see how considerable insight into the galactic cluster dy-

namics can be gained from the study of such a pure system. There

are features that make it particularly desirable. Firstly, unlike our

previous single galaxy study with stationarity, this system is dynamic

with an explicit evolution in time. Secondly, the solution is simpli-

fied because of the spherical symmetry. No gravitational waves are

produced for purely spherical systems. Thirdly, we benefit from the

fact that the exact mathematical solution for this system is known

[3]. The general solution can be particularized to a system of mass

distribution and epoch of value for our study. We choose it to be one

for which a ball structure of mass is evident with vacuum outside.

In addition, we choose the stage of collapse where the field is weak

everywhere at the epoch being analyzed, long before the crunching

to a singularity has occurred.

To our knowledge, this state has never been considered before

within the context of general relativity. We would suspect that such
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a configuration would have been dismissed out of hand as one that

could be analyzed effectively with Newtonian gravity. In the past,

general relativistic collapse studies have focused on the extremes of

strong gravity where the singularity is approached. Indeed we have

participated in such a study with colleagues from the Tata Institute

[16] where we studied the collapse with pressure. The great bulk of

the research efforts with strong fields previous to our work had dwelt

upon dust collapse. But this is totally unrealistic physically: for

the stage at which the collapse is nearing a singularity, the densities

mount to tremendous levels as the size shrinks towards zero volume

and the pressures become enormous. However in simulating an ide-

alized spherically symmetric cluster of galaxies such as we observe at

present, it is globally weak gravity with relatively low density that

exists and pressure can be ignored. The galaxies are seen as indi-

vidually freely moving elements under their mutual gravity without

collisions. This is ideal for our present purposes as there can be no

question of any singularity issues arising at this stage of collapse,

issues that have fixated our critics in the past when we studied the

single rotating galaxy model.

We will consider this spherically symmetric collapsing system to

exhibit high (but “non-relativistic”, i.e. v � c) velocities for its el-

ements, considerably higher than would be expected on the basis of

its total mass according to Newtonian gravity. In doing so, we are

retracing the situation confronted by Zwicky in the 1930s who was

led on the basis of high galactic velocities within clusters to propose

the existence of dark matter to provide the means to propel these

galaxies. That he did so on the basis of observations of galaxies in

the non-symmetric Coma cluster system rather than the presently

considered idealized spherically symmetric model system is not im-

portant for our purposes; it is the principle that is important. We

will consider whether general relativity rather than Newtonian grav-

ity can explain the high velocities without any extra dark matter.

We reiterate for emphasis: by “high velocity”, we mean velocity

high compared to the expected Newtonian velocities but still much

smaller than the speed of light, c. Later, we will be referring to

“general relativistic velocity” which is velocity based on the theory

of general relativity and which can take on the entire range of val-

ues. It should not be confused with the commonly used expression
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“relativistic velocity” derived from special relativity which connotes

velocity approaching c.

10.3 Velocity of particles falling in vacuum

toward a spherical concentration of mass

To familiarize ourselves with the concepts and to develop a valu-

able basis for later comparison, we first develop the particulars of

the motions of radially falling particles in the vacuum Schwarzschild

spacetime. This has been expounded with particular clarity in [3]

which we will now refer to as “LL”. The spacetime geometry for the

spherically symmetric mass m was given in (5.1) and (5.2).

We recall some of the development in the case of spherically sym-

metric vacuum spacetime that we described in Chapter 5. Because

of the issues surrounding the metric functions when r = 2m, LL

transform the coordinates r, t to a new system of coordinates R, τ

(θ and φ are left the same) in which radially freely falling particles

are at rest relative to the new coordinate system. As well, the 0 − 0

component of the metric tensor is 1 and there are no space-time cross

terms in the metric. LL refer to these coordinates as “synchronous”.

The transformation is

τ = t+

∫

f(r)

1 − 2m
r

dr

R = t+

∫

1

f(r)
(

1 − 2m
r

) dr

(10.1)

where f(r) is taken as

f(r) =

√

2m

r
. (10.2)

The result can be expressed as a simple relationship between the

coordinates

r =

(

3

2
(R− τ)

)2/3

(2m)1/3 (10.3)

in the two reference systems.
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The expression of the metric form is

ds2 =dτ2 − dR2

(

3
2(2m) (R − τ)

)2/3

− (2m)2/3(dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2)

(

3

2
(R − τ)

)4/3
(10.4)

in these new “comoving” (R, τ) coordinates. We recall that the met-

ric has explicit time dependence in terms of the new coordinate sys-

tem in spite of the fact that the spacetime is intrinsically static for

r > 2m. This is understandable as particles at rest relative to these

coordinates are physically in a state of free-fall, a feature of all syn-

chronous systems [3]. As a result, from the vantage point of these

particles, the view of the system is continually changing as the cen-

tral mass draws continuously closer to the free-fall observer (who is

at a given fixed R) as time advances. For a particle at a given R,

the field at its position grows in strength as the proper time τ in-

creases and becomes very strong as τ approaches R. In the process,

this particle at R approaches the singularity and the corresponding r

value approaches the singularity at r = 0. From the vantage point of

the free-falling observer, the appearance of the spacetime is changing

dramatically even though the intrinsic character of the spacetime is

static.

In our later work on galaxy cluster simulation, we will concentrate

on the weak gravity regime where R � τ for all R. In terms of the

original system, this implies that r � 2m for all r in the (r, t) frame.

The distinction in time measurement to keep in mind is this: the

time coordinate τ measures proper time, the time read by the clock

of an observer in free-fall. The time coordinate t measures time read

by the observer who is very distant from the central mass. (For the

latter, whose distance from the source is very large, the distinction

between free-fall and being at rest relative to the source becomes

negligible.)

In the majority of papers on general relativity, the assumption

is made that the gravitational field is strong. This is because of the

ingrained bias that general relativity is only of real significance for

such fields. An important goal of this book is to show that gen-

eral relativity has consequences for weak field situations that are of
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considerable physical significance. However, it is worthwhile for the

sake of contrast, to work through a case where the general relativity

treatment in the weak field limit does not produce anything new. We

do so for the study of velocity.

Suppose we were to inquire as to the evolution of the radial ve-

locity of a freely falling particle moving in the radial direction in the

Schwarzschild field. Velocity is a relative quantity. Velocity relative

to what? Velocity observed by whom? These are essential ques-

tions that come to mind immediately. As to the first question, of

most interest is the velocity relative to the central mass. Even in

Newtonian physics, when we study the solar system, it is the Sun

as reference anchor that is the choice of interest. As to the second

question, there are two observers of interest: first, the observer who

is at rest relative to the central body adjacent to the falling particle

as it passes him by and second, the observer very far from the central

mass, the “asymptotic” observer, who is also at rest relative to the

central body. In relativity, the perspective of the observer is also an

issue. To find these particle velocities, it would be futile to work in

the (R, τ) coordinate system because the particle is always at rest in

this system.

Instead, we calculate in the familiar (r, t) system which is ideal for

our purposes because the asymptotic observer reckons radial distance

and time intervals as dr and dt respectively. He does so because for

him, the metric is

ds2 = dt2 − dr2 − r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2) (10.5)

i.e. (5.1) with ν = Λ = 0 which is the value approached by these

functions as r approaches infinity.

The radial motion of the particle that is released from rest at

infinity is described by the first integral of the geodesic equation

(4.24), which can be expressed in the form [3]

dr

dt
= −

(

1 − 2m

r

)

√

2m

r
. (10.6)

This is the radial velocity of the freely falling particle at any given

r > 2m as reckoned by the asymptotic observer. It is explicitly

seen to be 0 at infinite r and of particular interest, it is also 0 at

r = 2m where the gravity is very intense. An integration of (10.6)
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reveals that r approaches 2m as t approaches infinity. Thus, from

the vantage point of the distant observer who measures the time t,

the particle never actually reaches r = 2m but only approaches it

asymptotically, as suggested by the zero velocity value.

We now consider how an observer who is adjacent to the falling

particle but is also at rest relative to the central body would reckon

the velocity. With his different distance and time measures, he would

use the more complicated proper measure ratio of radial distance to

time in the form

v = −
√

−g11
g00

dr

dt
(10.7)

where we adopt the naming of the coordinates as

(x0, x1, x2, x3) = (t, r, θ, φ). (10.8)

When the metric coefficients and (10.6) are substituted, this

proper local velocity is seen to be

v = −
√

2m/r (10.9)

for the case where the particle is released from rest at infinite r.

Consistently, when r is infinite, this velocity is again 0. However,

at r = 2m, this velocity is 1 in magnitude, the speed of light in our

system of units where we have taken c = 1.a This is in the ultimate

sharp contrast to the value 0 as gauged by the asymptotic observer;

it is an example of “relativity” in the extreme.

For our purposes it is of particular interest to contrast this relative

observer issue with the case where the gravity is weak, r � 2m.

Then, the (1 − 2m/r) factor in (10.6) is approximately 1 and the

local proper and asymptotic measures of velocity are approximately

equal in the value −
√

2m/r. It is for this reason that we did not

have to ask the “relative to whom?” question in the case of weak

gravity. For particles falling at r values much greater than 2m, we

see that the general relativity measurements revert to the Newtonian

measurements.

Given the blending of results in the case of weak gravity, it is

perhaps understandable that prior to our study of radially falling

aRecall that no physical observer can be at rest at r = 2m to make this
measurement.
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dust, it would have been assumed that the situation would follow

in step with what was just described for the problem of a falling

particle in empty space. However, we shall see that just as in the

case of a single rotating galaxy that we considered in Chapter 9,

the nonlinearities of general relativity bring interesting new elements

into the analysis of falling dust. The interacting elements of the

conglomerate do not contribute in a linear fashion.

10.4 The velocity of dust in collapse

It is particularly useful to begin with comoving coordinates for the

analysis of dust collapse [3]. The metric is expressed as

ds2 = dτ2 − eλ(τ,R)dR2 − r2(τ,R)(dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2) (10.10)

where a freely falling dust particle maintains constant space coor-

dinate values for all time. In terms of these coordinates, the four

non-trivial Einstein field equations are [3]

−e−λ(r′)2 + 2rr̈ + ṙ2 + 1 = 0, (10.11)

−e
−λ

r

(

2r′′ − r′λ′
)

+
ṙλ̇

r
+ λ̈+

λ̇2

2
+

2r̈

r
= 0 (10.12)

−e
−λ

r2
(

2rr′′ + (r′)2 − rr′λ′
)

+
1

r2

(

rṙλ̇+ ṙ2 + 1
)

= 8πρ (10.13)

2(ṙ)′ − λ̇r′ = 0 (10.14)

where a dot denotes the partial derivative with respect to τ and a

prime denotes the partial derivative with respect to R.

The exact solution of this complicated set of very nonlinear par-

tial differential equations assumes a surprisingly simple form:b

eλ =
(r′)2

1 +E(R)
(10.15)

ṙ2 = E(R) +
F (R)

r
. (10.16)

bHowever, it should be noted that the form is simple only when the coordinates
from both systems, i.e. r and R, are employed together.
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where E(R) and F (R) are functions of integration. We will con-

centrate on the special case where E(R) = 0 corresponding to the

configuration where the particles have been released from rest at spa-

tial infinity in the infinitely distant past. The solution expressions

for positive and negative E(R) add extra complications which would

detract from the essentials of the problem but could be useful for

more detailed analysis. The three possible cases are analogous to

the familiar classical mechanics problem of the toss of a ball in the

vertical direction: if the imparted velocity is too small (the normal

case for human pitchers), the ball will eventually stop and fall back

to the ground. This corresponds to E(R) < 0. However, if the toss

is of super-human strength, the ball will never return, corresponding

to positive E(R). The critical case corresponds to our E(R) = 0 case

for dust; the ball just makes it to infinity, asymptotically approaching

zero velocity in the process.

For E(R) = 0, the r value of the collapsing dust solution can be

expressed in terms of the comoving coordinates as

r =

(

9F

4

)1/3

(τ0(R) − τ)2/3 (10.17)

with τ0(R) being an arbitrary function of integration. For our pur-

poses, we choose τ0(R) = R so that this solution interior to the ball

of dust joins smoothly with the exterior vacuum Schwarzschild met-

ric (10.4) describing the geometry of the empty space surrounding

the collapsing ball of dust.

In general relativity, the entire energy-momentum tensor drives

the evolution of the gravitational field. However, with dust, there

is no pressure present, and therefore, the field is produced by the

density alone. For all three cases, positive, negative or zero E, the

density ρ couples to the field by the T 00 field equation

8πρ =
F ′

r′r2
. (10.18)

By a simple integration of (10.18) (see [3]), we find that the mass

M(R) within the region of the ball defined by the radial coordinate

R is

M(R) = F (R)/2. (10.19)

Therefore the entire mass M is given by M(R0) where R0 is the outer

comoving radial coordinate of the entire dust ball.
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The matching of the interior dust solution to the exterior vac-

uum Schwarzschild solution is easily achieved. With this spherically

symmetric geometry, there is no scope for confusing the presence of

a boundary surface layer of mass. The matchings of spherically sym-

metric interior matter distributions with the Schwarzschild exterior

vacuum metric are present in the literature. Probably best known is

the Schwarzschild static constant density ball with pressure matched

to the exterior Schwarzschild vacuum metric. One of the motivating

factors for our study of spherical dust collapse was to show that the

importance of general relativity that we witnessed for the stationary

rotating galaxy problem re-appears here where there is no issue of

singular mass layer that can be raised.

Our astronomers on Earth are “asymptotic” observers, very dis-

tant from the galaxies being observed. Therefore the radial dust

velocity that we require is that measured by these observers, the

dr/dt that we discussed previously in the case of test particle mo-

tions in vacuum. The local velocities, those measured by observers

adjacent to the matter, are not relevant for the distant observers here

on Earth.

The field equations and solutions have been conveniently set up

in terms of the comoving frame of reference. However, to determine

the velocity recorded by the asymptotic observers, we must again

change to a non-comoving frame since velocities are zero relative to

the comoving frame. For this purpose, we continue to follow the

approach taken by LL for vacuum and evaluate the radial velocity

dr/dt in the Schwarzschild-like (r, t) coordinate frame. However, for

our dust collapse case, there are some interesting differences. In

the vacuum case, there was no material present whose motion we

could otherwise track. Instead we injected a test particle to probe

the geometry’s effect on matter that would be driven by this field

were it to come into the environment. Being a test particle means

that it is affected by the field but it does not alter the field. The

test particle’s motion is derived from the geodesic equations that we

discussed before in Chapter 4.

However, in the case of dust, we already have the motion de-

scription implicit in the solution to the field equations but in an

inconvenient reference frame, the comoving frame, relative to which

the particles are all at rest. Therefore the approach here is somewhat
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different in that we only need to transform the known solution to the

convenient (r, t) coordinate frame to render the motion explicit. It

should be noted that any infinitesimal element of dust also satisfies

the geodesic equations because it is a test particle in having negli-

gible mass and is moving freely under gravity alone, as there is no

pressure. However, it should be kept in mind that it moves under

the influence of the conglomeration of all of the dust elements in the

distribution. While as individual elements, each can be treated as

a test particle, as a collective their character is subsumed into the

form of a nonlinearly interacting mass.

Thus, while the motion could have been derived for the dust using

the geodesic equations applied to the dust metric, the mathematics

required would have been daunting. While still fairly challenging,

the mathematics required to change the existing dust solution to the

(r, t) frame is considerably easier.

There is another useful aspect to the (r, t) frame: since the co-

efficient of the angular part of the metric in this frame is r2, the

circumference of a ring of particles at r assumes the familiar flat-

space value 2πr for both the proper measure and for the measure

as judged by distant observers. Thus, a flat space aspect is retained

which helps in the visualization of the structure.

We now outline the procedure for deriving the velocity of the ra-

dially falling elements of the distribution as gauged by the distant

observers. For consistency with the solution form of (10.3) for later

blending with the vacuum solution at the boundary of the dust ball,

we choose τ0(R) = R. For maximum generality, we express the gen-

eral form of transformation with initially arbitrary functions p(r, t)

and q(r, t) in the form
√
FR = p(r, t),

√
Fτ = q(r, t) (10.20)

with the constraint

p(r, t) − q(r, t) = (2/3)r3/2 (10.21)

for consistency with the solution. From (10.21), we see that

p′(r, t) − q′(r, t) = r1/2, ṗ(r, t) = q̇(r, t) (10.22)

where a dot over these functions denotes the partial derivative with

respect to t and a prime on these functions denotes the partial deriva-

tive with respect to r.
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To assist those readers who might wish to delve into the details of

the rather lengthy and complicated derivation of the velocity, we out-

line the steps with some detail in Appendix B. The essential quantity

for consideration is the final result of this derivation, the velocity as

viewed by distant observers in (10.23):

dr

dt
= −(α+ β)(1 − β2)

8πr2ρ2

[

α

F
+ β

(

F ′′

(F ′)2
− 1

2F

)]−1 ∂ρ

∂t
(10.23)

where, from (B.2) and (B.3),

α =
rF ′

3F
, β =

√

F

r
. (10.24)

It stands in sharp contrast to the very simple Newtonian-like expres-

sion

vlocal = −β = −
√

F

r
(10.25)

for the velocity vlocal as gauged by observers at rest relative to the

center of the distribution who are in the vicinity of the radially falling

material. While it would greatly simplify computations if one were

to use (10.25) to refer to radial velocity for distant observers as a

Newtonian would wish to do, one who regards general relativity as

the correct theory of gravity would have to use (10.23). While one

might lament the complexity of the latter, alternatively one could

rejoice in its richness. Regardless of the emotions, this is the result.

For a Newtonian observer, it is simply the mass interior to the

sphere at the radius of the matter being observed, that drives the

velocity. For the general relativity observer, it is this value as well

but only if he is doing the measuring in the locality of the material.

However, for the distant observers, the velocity expression (10.23) is

the relevant expression for velocity and it is far more complicated: it

depends not only on the usual interior quantity of mass but also the

reciprocal of the local density squared and its time rate of change

(which can also be expressed as the time rate of change of reciprocal

density 1/ρ) and using (10.19), the gradient of the mass within the

radius in question, M ′(R) as well as its gradient, M ′′(R).

Using general relativity, it is interesting to compare the velocities

of the dust elements in a distribution with the velocities of test par-

ticles in vacuum for both very strong gravity and for weak gravity.
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From (10.23), in the limit of very strong gravity, with β approaching

1, the observations parallel what was the case in vacuum. The local

observers see the velocity approach 1 in magnitude while the external

observers see the velocity approach 0.

However these equations show that for weak gravity with β � 1,

the vacuum and dust comparison is very different. While from (10.9)

and (10.6) the local and asymptotic velocity measures for observers

plotting freely falling test particles in vacuum in the field of a con-

centrated mass are approximately the same, namely −
√

2m/r, the

corresponding velocities for local and asymptotic measure in the case

of dust are very different in general: the velocity is simply β for the

local measure whereas the asymptotic measure is given by the vari-

ous factors in (10.23) with 1 − β2 approximated by 1. Indeed, given

the complexity of the form of dr/dt in (10.23), it would be a very

special occurrence for dr/dt to have the value β. Therefore, had the

astronomers in the 1930s been using general relativity rather than

Newtonian gravity, they would not have had any reason to expect

to see β values for velocities and the need for additional mass in the

form of some mysterious dark matter would not have arisen.

10.5 Observing an idealized galactic cluster

Thus far in this chapter, we have considered a purely radially moving

conglomeration of dust within the context of general relativity and

have suggested linkages to the motions of galaxies within a cluster.

Now we will develop the linkage further with fit to known data.

It is interesting to consider that while most of the gravity in the

universe is weak gravity, most of the interest in general relativity

concerns situations where the gravity is very strong. This is under-

standable as general relativity had been thought to be of real conse-

quence primarily in those situations where the gravity is very strong.

Newton’s gravity had been considered perfectly adequate for most

situations, a notable exception being cosmology where the global

structure of possibly infinite matter cannot be adequately dealt with

in Newtonian gravity. Thus books have been written on astrophysics

in which general relativity has been given only lip service, even while

acknowledging it to be the premier theory of gravity.

At the scale just below cosmology is the scale of clusters of galax-
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ies. When the gravity was deduced to be weak within these clusters,

astronomers naturally turned to Newtonian gravity to correlate the

seemingly anomalously large galactic velocities that they measured

with the masses that they believed to be present. In this manner

they initially deduced that there must be unseen “dark matter” in

the order of 100 times as much as the visible matter to make the mass

totals accord with the velocities. However, with the later discovery

of very large quantities of gaseous matter, this figure was reduced

dramatically but there still remained a large quantity of matter yet

to be accounted for. This apparent need is still promoted vigorously

by researchers throughout the world. It has spawned a plethora of

papers advocating new particles that would conceivably play the role

of this exotic missing material. However, we have seen that insofar as

high rotational velocities of stars in galaxies as the basis for the need

for dark matter is concerned, the replacement of Newtonian gravity

by general relativity gravity removes this requirement. An essential

point is that the nonlinearities of general relativity play an impor-

tant role in systems of freely gravitating masses, leading to expressly

non-Newtonian behavior, even when the gravitational field of such

systems is weak.

Insofar as gravitational field strength is concerned, we focus on

the Coma cluster of galaxies for which we have some directly useable,

albeit very limited, data provided by J. P. Hughes [80]. For this

cluster, the ratio 2M(R0)/r0 is of order 10−4 if we assume as would

a Newtonian, that there exists dark matter present to account for

the observed velocities and of the order 10−5 if we accept only the

existence of the matter that we see. In either case, with this ratio

being much smaller than 1, the gravity is very weak.

In this ratio, the subscript 0 indicates the outermost radius of

the cluster. However, this outer radius is expressed in terms of the

two coordinate systems. As well, in its most convenient form, the

radial velocity (10.23) is also expressed in terms of r and R. The

r coordinate has a direct measurable connection to the source in

that 4πr2
0 is the surface area of the system as a whole. However,

R is a comoving radial coordinate, an abstract labeling of the radial

positions of the elements of the system for all time. The R coordinate

has no a priori geometrical connection. Consequently there is a great

deal of arbitrariness attached to the choice of the numerical value of
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R0. From the transformation equations, we see that for a given

value assigned to r0, different settings of the zero value for the clock

will change the number attached to R0. Clearly a logical form of

normalization is called for. For the sake of coordinated measurement,

we attach the same geometrical scale to the R coordinate as we attach

to the r coordinate and we can achieve this by the proper zero setting

of the clock. By the correct choice, we make R0 = r0 so that the

average density of the system calculated using r0 will equal that using

R0 and the surface area measure of the system will be equal in the

two systems using the same numerical value for the radius.

A typical cluster of galaxies would consist of elements whose mo-

tions are randomized and in future research, it will be valuable to

develop a framework for virialized motion within general relativity.

What we do have at present is the required structure to analyze an

idealized system of purely radially moving elements. We apply this

as a test model for the Coma Cluster of galaxies. As reported in

[80], at a radius of 1 Mpc, the total cluster mass, including dark

matter, is given as 6.2 × 1014M�, with the 13%–17% portion being

normal baryonic matter. Within a radius of 3 Mpc, the total mass

is reported to be 1.3 × 1015M�, with the normal luminous matter

portion within the wide range of 20%–40%.

We can fit these data with an accumulated mass function

F (R) = k1R
k2 , (10.26)

(k1, k2 constants) as shown in Figure 10.1. By choosing the function

in this form, we have F (0) = 0 from (10.26). Thus, there is no mass

present in the vanishing volume of R = 0. As a consequence, there

is no singularity at the origin [3]. Using (10.26) in conjunction with

(10.18), we are able to plot the density profile for the distribution.

The graph of the densities for the two extremes of the uncertainty

range and the average is shown in Figure 10.2.

From the viewpoint of the distant observer, the velocity asso-

ciated with each F (R) is given by (10.23). Clearly, it would be a

unique unusual circumstance to have this velocity be the same as

the normally attributed velocity β that a Newtonian observer would

deduce. We are interested in determining what conditions are re-

quired to have this velocity match the actual velocity as viewed by

astronomers from the Doppler shifts. It is convenient to introduce a
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Accumulated Mass vs Radius
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Figure 10.1: The upper, middle and lower limits of mass accu-
mulation vs radius are described by the functions, F = 6.641 ×
10−16R1.453, F = 1.244 × 10−12R1.305 and F = 2.531 × 10−7R1.066

respectively.
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Mass Density Profile
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Figure 10.2: From the three functions, F = 6.641 × 10−16R1.453,
F = 1.244 × 10−12R1.305 and F = 2.531 × 10−7R1.066, we can derive
the mass density profile as shown in the graph.
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numerical “boost” factor n with the “boosted” velocity defined by

dr/dt = −nβ. (10.27)

Here β, as throughout the book, is composed from the baryonic mass

alone and n is the booster number to bring dr/dt to the observed level

of velocity. In general, n could be less than 1 as well as greater than 1.

However, in the present context, we are interested in the conditions

that make n greater than 1 to accord with the observations, hence

the description “booster”.

Assuming the baryonic mass is 20%, 30% and 40% of 1.3 ×
1015M�, we find that the boost factors n are 2.23, 1.82 and 1.58,

respectively to bring nβ to the observed value of velocity. With the

aid of the accumulated mass function (10.26), we can determine all

of the elements of the RHS of (10.23) apart from the time rate of

change of density, ∂ρ/∂t. We equate the RHS of (10.23) to nβ and

solve for ∂ρ/∂t. The results are: 2.13 × 10−41kg/m3/sec, 2.62 ×
10−41kg/m3/sec and 3.02 × 10−41kg/m3/sec, respectively. Rates of

density change of the order of magnitude 10−41kg/m3/sec are quite

reasonable as over a period of one billion years, the density would

grow by the order of 10−25 kg/m3, roughly doubling the value of the

present density.

While this is only one example, and a very rough one at that, it

can be said that we have been able to account for the observed veloc-

ities of galaxies within a cluster. This has been accomplished with

the simplification of spherical symmetry, simply using the reasonable

ingredients furnished to us and solely within the framework of general

relativity and without any extraneous dark matter. While Newtonian

gravity required only the accumulated mass within a given radius to

determine the velocity of the material at that radius, using general

relativity, we now require the new elements of local density, its time

rate of change, the gradient of the mass interior to the observation

point as well as its gradient as additional factors. It is interesting to

reflect that the usual Newtonian factor would come into play were

the observer viewing the galaxy motion in the neighborhood of the

galaxy rather than at a distant point. We should not be surprised

by this: general relativity, just as we are familiar from special rela-

tivity, brings in the state of the observer as a particularly important

element in the perception of physical phenomena.
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An immediate objection one might raise is that we have consid-

ered here an idealized case of perfect spherical symmetry. However, it

would seem reasonable to expect comparable effects for non-spherical

accumulations of freely-gravitating collections of bodies as we have in

clusters of galaxies. Had Zwicky made this calculation 70 years ago

with general relativity in mind, he might have come to very different

conclusions regarding the requirement for vast stores of exotic dark

matter.

In this chapter, we have focused on the simplest case, E(R) = 0,

of an idealized cluster, with perfect spherical symmetry. Firstly,

even within the confines of this perfect symmetry, it will be useful to

explore the effects of both positive and negative E values. Secondly,

it will be of great interest to work at the extreme opposite to perfect

spherical symmetry, namely chaotic motion. In Newtonian gravity,

it is the virial theorem that plays this role. The challenge will be to

achieve the equivalent within general relativity. Also to be considered

is the issue of the interpretation of lensing as a mechanism for the

deduction of mass. For consistency, lensing must show the same

mass as the observation of Doppler shifts. Therefore the subtleties

of general relativistic weak gravity that we have discussed in this

chapter must now be directed to the consideration of lensing.

As we saw in Chapter 9 in the description of the rotational veloci-

ties of stars in spiral galaxies and in [65], [66], we see in this modeling

of an idealized cluster of galaxies the effect of the nonlinearities in-

herent in general relativity in the context of weak gravity to effect

very significant changes relative to the results expected on the basis

of Newtonian theory.

With these new results at hand, it is natural to consider whether

there exist other problems in astrophysics that could lend themselves

to reinterpretation with the application of general relativity where

Newtonian gravity had been used to this point. As well, we suggest

that an experimental design could be considered to formulate a di-

rect controllable test of what we have developed here. This could

ultimately lead to a new independent test of general relativity.
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10.6 Current evidence for dark matter

It is generally acknowledged that the flat galactic rotation curves of

stars in spiral galaxies and the observations of the high velocities of

galaxies in galactic clusters have provided the most compelling long-

established sources of evidence for the existence of vast stores of dark

matter. The 1975 deduction by Rubin that about half the mass of a

galaxy was contained in a mostly dark galactic halo was eventually

revised drastically upward. This came about from measurements of

diffuse interstellar gas at the edge of galaxies with application of the

Newtonian virial theorem. At the present time, dark matter is typ-

ically assigned to constitute up to approximately 95% of a galaxy’s

mass on this basis. However, given our results that general rela-

tivity provides a more complex picture of the dynamics than that

from Newtonian gravity, such a Newtonian-based deduction cannot

be relied upon. The required general relativistic equivalent of the

Newtonian virial theorem which would be definitive, is yet to be

realized.

We have shown that general relativity could accommodate typical

galactic rotation curves with relatively small amounts of dark matter

and hence not of the exotic variety that the description “dark mat-

ter” generally connotes. This was achieved with given velocity data

over a plane through the visible disk. Our work brought into ques-

tion the existence of the large spherical halos of dark matter that

are currently believed by probably most astronomers to surround

the visible contents of galaxies. The question naturally arises: could

general relativity also accommodate the presence of these massive

external halos with the given flat rotation curves over a single plane?

The answer is “yes”. General relativity demonstrates its greater rich-

ness than Newtonian gravity in this way. While Newtonian gravity

demands the extra matter from the limited data, general relativity

declares that this data is insufficient to determine the full extent of

the matter. We then discussed a velocity dispersion test with data

beyond the plane. This would determine the actual extent if any,

of matter beyond the visible disk with general relativity being the

guiding theory. After all, if nature should actually present us with

systems of mass distributions as presently generally believed to exist,

general relativity as the premier theory of gravity should be brought

to bear as the best indicator of such distributions. With such sparse
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dispersion data presently available, the dispersion test is yet to be

applied. Hopefully adequate data will eventually be available for the

dispersion test.

Working against the presence of dark matter, however, is the dark

matter theory of galaxy formation. The theory predicts that 10 to

100 times the number of small galaxies than that which are observed

are permitted. In our view, this fact alone should be an issue of

concern for those who accept the dark matter premise without reser-

vation. Other challenges to the existence of dark matter that have

been brought forward by researchers involve density cusps and the

distribution of angular momentum. However, many see these issues

as having been resolved (see for example [81]).

Earlier, we mentioned gravitational lensing which has emerged as

an important tool in astronomical research. Foreground masses act

as lenses for the light coming from background masses that gets bent

by the foreground mass in its journey to us on Earth. In so-called

“strong lensing”, the background galaxies appear distorted into arc

shapes as a result of the gravitational lens. While the claim has been

made that the interpretation of the arcs translates into the presence

of large reservoirs of dark matter within clusters, it is unclear whether

the subtleties of general relativity have been fully implemented in the

analysis. In the previous sections as well as in Chapter 9, we have

seen the richness and the complexities of general relativity in action in

rendering unsuspected interpretations and results. Insofar as lensing

by galaxies is concerned, an immediate consideration is the role of

general relativity in a careful consideration of rotating mass metrics.

The same could be said of “weak lensing” results, in which the large

number of very small distortions due to foreground masses of light

from background galaxies are observed and statistically analyzed.

This is an area for future research.

Turning to clusters of galaxies, we have seen in our simple model

that the connection between the observed velocities of the individual

components and the mass of the system driving the components is

far more complicated on the basis of general relativity than is the

case when simple Newtonian gravitation is applied. We have seen

that on the basis of the simple model, the observed Coma Cluster

velocities can be rationalized with general relativity applied to only

the visible contents of the system. While the model is simplified
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as an idealized perfectly spherical system, and a general relativistic

formalism for chaotic systems is yet to be realized, this result is

further cause to question the pronouncements that have been made

concerning supposed vast quantities of dark matter within clusters.

A key cited indicator for the reality of dark matter is derived from

the “Bullet Cluster” [82]. The claim is that in this system, there

was a collision between two clusters of galaxies which resulted in a

separation between the dark matter and the normal visible baryonic

matter contents, the latter being concentrated in the middle of this

complex system. According to the researchers, weak lensing data

suggest that much of the system’s mass, which is dark, lies outside

the central region. On this basis, a scenario is formulated as follows:

In the process of the collision, electromagnetic interactions between

passing gas particles broke their speed, concentrating them near their

region of collision at the center whereas the dark matter which does

not interact electromagnetically, sailed through and is located outside

the central region.

While this might at first glance appear to be solid evidence for

the existence of dark matter, a study of the cluster Abell 520 [83]

indicates a more complicated picture. In the authors’ words: “The

rich cluster Abell 520 (z = 0.201) exhibits truly extreme and puzzling

multi-wavelength characteristics. It may best be described as a ‘cos-

mic train wreck.’ It is a major merger showing abundant evidence for

ram pressure stripping, with a clear offset in the gas distribution com-

pared to the galaxies (as in the bullet cluster 1E 0657-558). However,

the most striking feature is a massive dark core (721h70M�/L�B) in

our weak lensing mass reconstruction. The core coincides with the

central X-ray emission peak, but is largely devoid of galaxies. An

unusually low mass to light ratio region lies 500 kpc to the East,

and coincides with a shock feature visible in radio observations of

the cluster. Although a displacement between the X-ray gas and

the galaxy/dark matter distributions may be expected in a merger,

a mass peak without galaxies cannot be easily explained within the

current collisionless dark matter paradigm.” (Italics are our own.)

What this indicates to us is that the state of the dark matter the-

ory is extremely fragile. There is much more to observe and consider

before one can reasonably accept what has become the prevailing

dark matter picture.
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Currently, various researchers cite the evidence from the density

fluctuations in the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB)

as the very best evidence for the existence of both dark matter and

dark energy. The spectrum of density fluctuations from the WMAP

data is analyzed and the primary peak is said to be a direct measure

of the total energy density of the universe. The view is that the last

scattering surface at decoupling, the baryons falling into overdense

regions and bouncing back in response to radiation pressure, is being

recorded. The analysis is said to involve few uncertainties and leads,

according to the proponents, to a deduction that the universe is

of the spatially flat variety, k = 0 or at least very close to this

value. Thus, if this result is truly so reliable, and with visible matter

making up only a few percent of what would be required to produce

a k = 0 universe, the great bulk of the universe mass must come

from dark matter and the mass equivalent! of the dark energy. The

split between the two types could be debated but the majority favor

the percentages discussed earlier. The early universe studies are the

glamorous focus of current interest by the scientific community. This

is understandable as the microwaves reaching us have come to us from

such an enormous distance and given the finite speed of propagation,

they reflect the state of the matter of the universe from the very

distant past. This is archaeology on the cosmic scale. Some have

even waxed poetic, referring to the CMB maps as the face of God.

However, while progress in early universe study has certainly been

impressive, it strikes us as somewhat presumptuous to rush to firm

pronouncements as to what the true implications of the CMB data

entail. Further alternative scenarios should be, and surely will be

explored in the years to come.

Returning to the envisaged unknown material that is said to

dominate the matter content of the universe, the potential exotic

non-baryonic dark matter has in the past been divided into three

categories:

1) Ultra-relativistic particles called “hot dark matter”.

2) Non-relativistic particles called “cold dark matter”.

3) Relativistic particles called “warm dark matter”.
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For many readers, this might begin to have similarities to the tale

of Goldilocks and the three bears. We now proceed to do a taste test

from the dark matter menu.

While the first variety is generally regarded as least favored if

not totally rejected, it is ironic that in this class, we have dark mat-

ter particles that in fact are well-established elements of particle

physics, namely neutrinos. However, being well-established leptons,

we should not really regard them as exotic. While their existence is

secure, current bounds on ordinary neutrinos indicate that they con-

tribute only a small amount of dark matter. As well, hot dark matter

does not fit into the currently favored scenario of galaxy formation

after the Big Bang.

Cold dark matter is generally regarded by the great majority of

dark matter proponents as the most likely form of dark matter. As

a result of their becoming non-relativistic at the very early stages,

they are hardly diffused and hence are said to provide the required

clumping mechanism for structure formation in the early universe.c

The COBE and WMAP satellites have measured the very small de-

viations from perfect isotropy of the early universe and these are

interpreted as small-scale clumping, providing the seeds of galaxy

formation. The problem, however, is one of identifying the source

for this clumping. A lack of inventiveness has never ailed the par-

ticle physics community. While big bang nucleosynthesis has been

deemed to rule out regular baryonic matter in the form of MACHOS

(massive compact halo objects) as an adequate source, new never-

seen particles beyond the Standard Model of particle physics have

been proposed for this purpose. Candidates are WIMPS (weakly-

interacting massive particles), some varieties derived from a proposed

theory extension to the Standard Model called Supersymmetry. In

this theory, every known lepton has a supersymmetric bosonic part-

ner and every known boson has a supersymmetric leptonic partner.

A variety of other kinds of WIMPS have been proposed such as ax-

ions (see [84] for a brief review).
cIn building a scenario for dark matter in the early universe to provide a

clumping mechanism, it is easy to lose sight of the fact that speculation is inherent
in the process. CMB maps detect the clumping but there is no definite knowledge
as to what came before this earliest snapshot of the universe. There is only
speculation that the earlier picture had no clumping and that dark matter was
required for the realization of the revealed picture.
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WIMP enthusiasts face a delicate problem however, in that if

they exist, trillions of these particles must pass through the Earth

every second. While a great effort has been launched in laboratories

around the world (and yet further searches are being planned), the

awkward fact is that not a single confirmed WIMP detection has ever

been made. Part of the interest in the current LHC (Large Hadron

Collider) experiments at CERN entails the search for WIMPs.

A very small contingent of researchers aims to avoid such diffi-

culties by favoring warm dark matter (but often as a small admix-

ture to cold dark matter), consisting of particles more massive than

neutrinos. Candidates for this class are sought once more in the su-

persymmetry zoo, this time in the form of partners to the photon

and the graviton, called photinos and gravitinos repectively.

The reader will be excused for wondering whether this kind of

theorizing may have gone a bit too far. From our perspective, we

have to wonder how different physics might have evolved had the

early astronomers made themselves more knowledgeable about gen-

eral relativity and had made the kinds of calculations for galactic

velocities that we have described in this book. Indeed for the most

part, astronomers continue to ignore general relativity in making de-

ductions from their observations. Thus, an industry has arisen of

massive computer simulations with billions of conjectured dark mat-

ter particles. The claim has been made that these simulations con-

firm that the CDM (cold dark matter) model of structure formation

is in accord with observed structures in galaxy surveys such as the

Sloan Digital Sky Survey. However, the basis for these simulations is

Newtonian gravity. The lesson from our work is that the best theory

of gravity, general relativity, is capable of providing surprises.
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Chapter 11

Closed Timelike Curves

and Time Machines

11.1 The background

A recurring theme in science fiction and the popular media centers

on the notion of time travel. Typically the hero travels into the

past and performs some miraculous deeds to the delight of everyone,

most of all the promoters of the tale. The hope of the latter is that

the consumers of such inventions will suspend thought and happily

digest the product. However, some alert consumers might feel un-

comfortable with the idea that the hero could have just as well been

a villain and could have murdered his great-great-grandmother who

was a child at the time of his travel into the past. Then the disturb-

ing question arises: how could he have lived to take this journey in

the first place?

Good question. Surprisingly, some physicists to this day have

maintained the possibility of such time travel, skirting around the

causality issues by proposing the following: while the traveler could

indeed co-exist with his distant forebear, he would not be able to

perform the evil deed. Hmm.

It is well to ask how the notion of travel to the past entered the

realm of physics. To our knowledge it began with the distinguished

academic K. Gödel.

161
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Kurt Gödel (1906–1978) was one of the most highly renowned logi-
cians and mathematicians of the 20th Century. His contributions
to the fields were varied but his best known works were his two
“incompleteness” theorems. He developed a close friendship with
Einstein. Sadly, in later life he became obsessed with fear of being
poisoned and he starved himself to death.

In an interesting paper, I. Ovsvath and E. Schucking [85] describe

Gödel’s excitement in 1949 upon learning that in his new cosmolog-

ical solution of the Einstein equations, one has the ability to “travel

into the past”. They discuss a lecture on the subject that he gave at

the renowned Institute for Advanced Studies with the attendance of

such luminaries as Einstein, Oppenheimer and Chandrasekhar. We

might suppose that the lecture was possibly preceded by a hearty

lunch for the trio followed by intervals of slumber during Gödel’s

presentation as there is no record of their having raised any objec-

tions at the time.

In 1956, W. Kundt investigated the Gödel solution and calcu-

lated the geodesics for this spacetime [86]. Chandrasekhar returned

to the issues raised by Gödel as he and J. P. Wright [87] indepen-

dently re-calculated the geodesics. From the geodesics, they found no

evidence for travel into the past. Technically, the capacity for such

travel translates mathematically into the presence of “closed timelike

curves” (CTC’s) in the spacetime. The curves being timelike renders

them capable of being traversed physically by a time-traveler, and

being closed means that the traveler returns to earlier spacetime

events. (Unstated in the wording of the definition is that the curves

must always be future-directed, that they always proceed into the

future part of the light cone.) As a result, they rejected the claim of

Gödel.

However, in 1970, H. Stein [88] noted that Gödel had never

claimed that his CTC’s were geodesics, suggesting that time travel

was still a possibility. If it were travel with a spaceship, the difference

would be in the necessity of having the rockets turned on rather than

off (i.e. free-fall) for the voyage.

The interest in the subject as a part of physics as expressed by

publications and citations was rather limited for many years. How-

ever, in their well-known book, S. Hawking and G. F. R. Ellis [89]
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included the spacelike, null and timelike curves of the Gödel space-

time in a diagram. It is possible that this inclusion was the factor

that led many authors to take the subject more seriously. Subse-

quently, quite a variety of papers on CTC’s, time machines and re-

lated exotica (see, e.g. [90], [91], [92]) appeared. Claims were made

that CTC’s were necessarily present in a variety of other spacetimes.

Surprisingly, there are researchers who have even taken the CTC no-

tion so seriously as to propose experiments to look for the presence

of CTC’s in nature. In addition to the issue of causality violation,

the acceptance of CTC’s as an element of physics brings in the issue

of entropy flow as one would have to face the violation of the Second

Law of Thermodynamics, one of the holy grails of physics.

11.2 Creating closed timelike curves and

Gödel’s spacetime

It is very simple to create a CTC in flat space. Suppose one were to

follow a circular path starting at the angular position θ = 0 at some

time, let us say 1 PM and completing the journey, reaching θ = 2π

at 2 PM. This is a very mundane journey and we raise no alarms

when we identify the angular positions θ = 0 and θ = 2π. However,

suppose we were to identify the time 1 PM with the time 2 PM

creating a CTC. Mathematically, there is nothing to prevent such a

identification. However, we would reject this time identification but

not the space identification because of our experience in the physical

world: physically we understand that we can return to the same

place but only at a later time, never the same time. This naturally

raises the question as to whether the identifications in the Gödel

spacetime follow the same pattern or whether for this case, there

does exist some underlying physical basis for the identification of the

time coordinates as well as the space coordinates to actually produce

a physical as opposed to a purely mathematical CTC.

To answer this question, we probe the Gödel spacetime. The

Gödel metric is a member of the class given in [93]:

ds2 = −f−1[eν(dz2 + dr2) + r2dφ2] + f(dt̄− wdφ)2 (11.1)

where f , ν and w are functions of r and z with coordinate ranges

−∞ < z <∞, 0 ≤ r, 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π, −∞ < t̄ <∞ (11.2)
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and φ = 0 and φ = 2π are identified as usual. There is an interesting

issue that emerges with this metric insofar as time is concerned. It

arises because of the change of sign of the gφφ component of the

metric. The sign flips when

f2w2 = r2 (11.3)

in the metric component

gφφ = −f−1(r2 − f2w2). (11.4)

As a consequence, the normally spacelike coordinate φ becomes a

timelike coordinate for

f2w2 > r2. (11.5)

In this case, the spacetime curve

t̄ = t̄0, r = r0, φ = φ, z = z0 (11.6)

with z0, r0, t̄0 being constants has been created as a CTC as a result

of the now-timelike coordinate φ having φ = 0 and φ = 2π still being

identified as we had when φ was a spacelike coordinate. When

f2w2 < r2 (11.7)

the situation was quite different. The same identification in φ led to

the curve as again being closed but now spacelike at a given value

of time rather than being timelike. Note that in (11.5), the metric

has two timelike coordinates t̄ and φ. For the curve under consid-

eration, one coordinate t̄ is held fixed while the other coordinate φ

advances. This is certainly unusual but in actuality there is nothing

mathematically wrong in coordinatizing a spacetime with more than

one timelike coordinate.

Synge [94] has given an extreme example where a spacetime is

described with four timelike coordinates. Having four timelike coor-

dinates refers to having all of the diagonal terms of [gij ] positive. If

it is a physical spacetime, the signature, derived from its eigenval-

ues, will still have the signs (+ − − −). However, it is confusing to

have a timelike coordinate held fixed in the description of a timelike

curve. But of essential concern to us is the issue of physical reality.

Is the usual interpretation that has been attributed to the CTC’s of

the Gödel spacetime necessarily the physical necessity that has been

believed prior to our work?
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11.3 Re-examining the standard closed

timelike curve interpretation

There are two points that should have raised concerns as to the

viability of the standard CTC interpretation:

Firstly we would argue that the interpretation becomes suspect

when a timelike coordinate does not advance in the description of a

timelike curve for which the physical proper time must necessarily

advance.

Secondly we would question the continuation of identifying the

φ values of 0 and 2π when φ becomes a timelike coordinate. The

φ values identification is logical when φ is spacelike because this is

our understanding of the azimuthal spatial symmetry that is our

experience in nature. We understand the act of returning to the

same spatial position as a common experience of perception. More-

over it is supported by our physical participation as an anchor of

our very existence. However, our experience with time is that it is

non-periodic. While some might argue that in spite of our lack of

experience with a true time, general relativity is surprising us here

with a distinctly new phenomenon. They could claim that continuity

demands the identification when φ becomes timelike. However there

is in fact a discontinuity in the process of the transition, the abrupt

change from spacelike to timelike. Hence this continuity rationale is

not at all compelling.

A very simple example illustrates how the CTC phenomenon can

be produced. Consider flat spacetime in cylindrical polar coordinates

ds2 = dt2 − dr2 − r2dφ2 − dz2 (11.8)

with the standard coordinate ranges and where φ = 0 and φ = 2π

are identified in the usual manner,

(t, r, 0, z) = (t, r, 2π, z). (11.9)

We effect a coordinate transformation as follows:

t̄ = t+ aφ, φ̄ = φ, r̄ = r, z̄ = z (11.10)

where a is a constant, while we maintain the identification in φ for

0 and 2π as we did in (11.9).
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Figure 11.1: Tipping light cones produce a CTC for r < a in the (t̄, φ)
coordinates. Boxes at the bottom follow the curves for constant t̄.

After the transformation, the metric becomes

ds2 = dt̄2 − dr2 − 2adt̄dφ− (r2 − a2)dφ2 − dz2 (11.11)

which is precisely of the type (11.1) with f , w and ν taking on

constant values. If we were to follow the Gödel approach with (11.11),

we would identify the events as

(t̄, r, 0, z) = (t̄, r, 2π, z). (11.12)

(t̄0, r0, φ, z0) for r2
0 < a2. The positive sign of the gφφ component of

(11.11) when r < a shows that the character of φ is timelike and the

imposed closure characteristic of the φ coordinate, (11.12) creates

the closure of the curve that advances from φ = 0 to φ = 2π. An

essential point is that this identification is not equivalent to (11.9).

It is helpful to express in a diagram Figure 11.1 the transition of

the curve structures as we pass from the spacelike to null to timelike

curves.

The transition is seen by the light cones: when the curves are

outside of the light cones at successive events, the curves are space-

like and when inside, the curves are timelike and since the curves

are closed, for the latter we do indeed have CTC’s for these inner

curves. This situation is similar to that expressed in the CTC fig-

ure in [89] for the Gödel universe. However, the latter is cloaked in
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the camouflage of exotic gravity whereas we remind ourselves that

the present example is simply flat spacetime. It arose by virtue of

an unusual coordinate transformation (11.10) while insisting that in

the new system, the φ coordinate continue to be identified at 0 and

2π. It is well to reflect on the fact that this phenomenon is absent

before the transformation where the only physical closed curves are

spacelike. Since a mere manipulation of coordinates with an identi-

fication of points can produce CTC’s that have such a similarity to

the classical Gödel CTC’s, we are led to question the legitimacy of

the claim that there is any truly physical aspect to the CTC concept.

We can see the effect of the coordinate transformation in another

useful manner. For this, we transform the light cones of Figure 11.1

back into the original (t, r, φ, z) coordinates that displayed flat space

in the standard transparent form. Now the evolution of the light

cones is seen in Figure 11.2.

The curves t + aφ = t̄0, r = r0, z = z0 are seen as helices in

this plot and these helices are inside the light cone for r0 < a and

they are outside the light cone for r0 > a. However, the paths now

being helices do not close as opposed to the previous circular paths

that are closed paths. Thus we have removed the CTC feature by no

longer identifying the points as previously when φ became timelike.

Now the successive periodic encounters in spatial position occur at

successively later times as we are familiar in real life.

The same type of situation occurs in the Gödel [95] spacetime.

Here the metric is expressed in the confusing form with two timelike

coordinates t̄, φ̄ everywhere as

ds2 = a2

(

dt̄2 − dr̄2 +
1

2
e2r̄dφ̄2 + 2er̄dt̄dφ̄− dz̄2

)

. (11.13)

As discussed previously, the essential 3+1 nature of the spacetime is

camouflaged. For clarity, it is necessary to display the 3+1 character

explicitly which we do with the transformation

t̄ = t+
rφ

2
(1 − ln r) +

1

2
ln r

r̄ = rφ

φ̄ = −1

2
e−rφ ln r

z̄ = z.

(11.14)
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Figure 11.2: As in Figure 11.1, the boxes are used as visual aids to
illustrate the evolution of the curves. By contrast with the previous
figure, the boxes here are at constant t. In the (t, φ) coordinate
system, the spacelike, null and timelike curve are seen as a unified
family of curves advancing monotonically in time t. Evolving curves
never close in terms of t and hence there are no CTC’s with the
periodic time restriction removed. Here, the fixed t̄ = t̄0 surface is
actually helicoidal.
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The Gödel metric now takes on the form

ds2

a2
=dt2 −

[

φ2 +
1

8r2
(rφ ln r − 1)2

]

dr2

−
[

3

4
r2 +

1

8
(r ln r)2

]

dφ2 − dz2

− 1

4

(

8rφ+ rφ(ln r)2 − ln r
)

drdφ+ rdtdφ.

(11.15)

As a result of this transformation, φ dependence appears in the

metric. With such explicit dependence, it would not be suitable to

impose periodic identification in φ: doing so would induce a metric

discontinuity which is unacceptable for a spacetime.

To view the imposed periodicity properly, we determine how the

φ̄ in (11.13) appears in terms of its appearance in the unbarred co-

ordinates of (11.15).

Since we have two timelike coordinates in the barred system, we

can have time continuing to advance even when we hold one of the

two timelike coordinates fixed. The periodic identification in the

barred coordinates

(t̄, r̄, 0, z̄) = (t̄, r̄, 2π, z̄)

is transformed to

(t, 1, φ, z) = (t+ 2π(1 − φ)eφ, e−4πeφ
, φe4πeφ

, z).

We note that in this unbarred coordinate system that displays the

3+1 character of the matric, there is no longer even a suggestion of

any identification of spacetime points.

We now re-examine the general metric form (11.1) and consider

the transformation for the curve in the case where (r, z) are held con-

stant. Since f , ν and w are functions only of r and z, these functions

are also kept constant on this curve. As a result, the differentials

transform as

dt = dt̄− wdϕ (11.16)

dΦ =
w2f − r2f−1

2fw
dϕ− dt̄. (11.17)
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For this curve, the line element takes the form

ds2 =
f

(w2f2 + r2)2

(

(w2f2 − r2)2dt2

− 8f2w2r2dΦdt− 4f 2w2r2dΦ2
)

.

(11.18)

Note that here, t is a timelike coordinate and Φ is a spacelike coor-

dinate regardless of whether (11.5) or (11.7) holds. This is the type

of behavior with which we are familiar and comfortable. Moreover,

We see that the azimuthal coordinate Φ is maintained explicitly as a

truly angular coordinate throughout, unlike the case with the Gödel

approach. Here, we see that there is no room for ambiguities of

interpretation, making these coordinates particularly valuable.

Since we have two timelike coordinates in the barred system, we

can have time continuing to advance even when we hold one of the

two timelike coordinates fixed. As a particular simple choice, we let

t̄ = 0. The curve equation in parametric form becomes

t = −wϕ

Φ =
(w2f − r2f−1)ϕ

2fw

(11.19)

with parameter ϕ. When we eliminate ϕ between the two equations,

we see that Φ is a linear function of t with proportionality factor that

depends on the particular (r, z) chosen.

Now working in the familiar system of cylindrical-like polar coor-

dinates, we are able to connect the mathematics with our experience.

We can use t as a reliably transparent timelike coordinate because

it is the sole timelike coordinate. Similarly, we can appreciate Φ as

the azimuthal angle coordinate as opposed to ϕ. Thus we ascribe

periodicity to Φ, identifying the values 0 and 2π. On the other hand,

there is no reason to ascribe periodicity to t. We choose to have time

flow monotonically without repitition as it does in conventional flat

space, as is our experience in nature. The spatial points are retraced

ad infinitum and they do so at successively later times. They do so

here as in the previous examples in Figure 11.2.
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11.4 The role of our experience in nature

There is an interesting issue involved here. In the study of CTC’s,

our experience in nature has already been imposed prior to any anal-

ysis. We demand that curves always evolve into the forward light

cone, that time for a physical observer is monotonic in its evolution.

As well, we recognize that once the forward direction of time is set,

we demand that it always continues to flow in that direction, in con-

formity with our experience. To be noted is that if we were to allow a

reversal in the flow of time, CTC’s would be trivially created. Since

we have already injected rules based upon our experience, in our view

there is no logic in accepting periodicity in the time coordinate for a

physical solution. Our experience in nature is that while we readily

re-visit spatial locations, we do not re-visit points in time.

The essential confusion that arises with the Gödel spacetime is

the notion that an angular coordinate, once set logically to have a

certain periodicity when spacelike should by necessity maintain that

periodicity when it becomes timelike. While it is certainly a choice

that can be made, there is nothing that makes it a necessity. Indeed,

to adopt that choice is to force the realization of a CTC in a particular

spacetime. However, the choice we would argue as more natural, is

not to force the periodicity and this does not yield a CTC in this

different spacetime. It is important to note that there is nothing in

the field equations to guide us in one direction as opposed to the

other. We would argue that the choice of a system of coordinates

in which there are two timelike coordinates with one held fixed for

a timelike curve is an unfortunate choice from the point of view

of clarity. Our choice is to select coordinates that maintain their

timelike or spacelike character. In so doing, we recognize that the

imposition of periodicity is a choice rather than a necessity.a

Returning to the issue of whether or not the CTC’s of Gödel are

geodesic, we would argue that the authors in [87] were justified in

raising this point. To be a geodesic curve is to be traceable without

aThis also applies to the spacetime referred to in section 8 of [96]. Having
the coordinates run from −∞ to +∞ does not alter the fact that to have a CTC
of interest, one must return to the same spacetime point after a journey in the
forward light cone. For closure, the points with φ = 0, 2π, 4π etc. are identified.
Again, this is a choice and not a necessity.
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any extraneous elements, i.e. to “fall freely”. Had it been the case

that the Gödel CTC’s were geodesic, then one might have argued

that the deviation from our normal experience would not be so radi-

cal. However, once it is seen that they are not geodesics, there is the

immediate requirement for an agency to force the particular space-

time trajectory, i.e. a mechanism of sorts to provide the required

non-gravitational force, which could be labeled a ”time machine”.

This is more serious in that to recreate the conditions for total clo-

sure of the system, the elements of the time machine must also follow

closure in time. In so doing, there will be a reversal in entropy flow

that further compounds the demands upon one’s credulity, since the

Second Law of Thermodynamics is an additional strong element of

our experience in nature.

It is our contention that the essence of CTC creation stems from

the process of identification of spacetime points, that the CTC is

a mathematical man-made choice rather than the result of general

relativity and the solutions of the field equations.

11.5 Gott’s moving cosmic strings

This applies to even the modern versions such as the example put

forward by J. R. Gott [92]. This case was examined by Tieu as first

discussed in [97]. In the Gott system, a CTC is constructed using

two moving cosmic strings and the mathematics of Lorentz boosts.

A pair of simple examples will illustrate its main feature and how

the existence of such CTC’s arises.

First, consider a flat 1+1 spacetime in which a strip −1 < x̄ < 1

is removed, i.e. the points identified are (t̄,−1) and (t̄, 1). For this

example, we shall call the region x̄ < −1 the negative side and the

x̄ > 1 the positive side. If one applies a Lorentz boost from (t̄, x̄) to

(t, x) before identifying the points, the two edges of the cut as seen

in the new coordinate system will “slip” as shown in Figure 11.3.

It is seen in Figure 11.4 that any object from the positive side,

crossing the identified strip to the negative side will be displaced back

in t value. In a sense, making the transition over the identified points

e1 and e2 in this direction allows travel into the past. In spite of this,

causality is not violated because any attempts to close the object’s
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Figure 11.3: In the left figure, the identifications after the removal
of the strip −1 < x̄ < 1 are shown using horizontal line-segments.
The right figure illustrates the same identification of points after the
Lorentz boost.

world line would require another crossing through the identified strip.

However, traveling through this strip in the opposite direction would

have the t value increased by the same amount. Thus, no events in

the future of e2 coincide with e1, i.e. it is impossible to return to the

initial event via a timelike trajectory.

On the other hand, if the identification were made before the

Lorentz boost was applied, the spacetime would be continuous. All

events would be mapped smoothly from one coordinate to another

without any jump in “time”. This will be the key feature to be

employed in the next example. The choice of appropriate order of

identification will be discussed later.

Next, we consider a 2+1 system (t̄, x̄, ȳ), as opposed to the 1+1

dimensional system in the previous example. Instead of having one

strip −1 < x̄ < 1, −∞ < t̄ <∞ removed for ȳ = 0, we will consider

two strips removed: the “front” strip being −1 < x̄ < 1, −∞ <

t̄ < ∞, ȳ = y1 where y1 is a positive constant and the “back” strip

being −1 < x̄ < 1, −∞ < t̄ < ∞, ȳ = −y1. Consider a Lorentz

boost with velocity +βs in the positive x̄-direction for half of the
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Figure 11.4: This shows a possible worldline of a massive object as
it crosses the identified strip. Events e1 and e2 are identified. In this
coordinate, the t-value of e2 is less than that of e1 so one can say
that e2 occurred before e1.

space ȳ ≡ y ≥ 0 and another boost in the negative x̄-direction for

the other half, y < 0. Following this, we stitch the two half-planes

together. This is possible because the two half-spaces are flat and

hence, they can be stitched together [92].

That there is a violation of causality can be seen as follows: A

traveller starts at an event E1 on the right side of the front strip

(with the front being y = y1) and crosses over the +βs Lorentz-

boosted strip to travel “back in time” to event E2 as seen in Figure

11.5. With y1 sufficiently small, he could proceed via a timelike path

to the back strip (y = −y1) at event E3. At this point, he crosses

over the −βs Lorentz-boosted strip to event E4. From E4, he could

follow a timelike trajectory to return to his original position in space

and time at event E1. Thus, his worldline is a CTC. This illustration

captures the essential mechanism of the Gott-produced CTC [92].

The primary difference between this scenerio and that of Gott is

in the choice of coordinate system. Gott chose a coordinate system

where each cosmic string is at rest (in the barred coordinates) and

thus E1, E2, E3, E4 and all intermediate events are simultaneous in
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Figure 11.5: These are two Lorentz-boosted strips in opposite direc-
tions: the front being y = y1 and the back being y = −y1. Points E1

and E2 are identified as with points E3 and E4.
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that system. Either system of coordinates is acceptable.

The presence or absence of a CTC rests in identifying respectively

the points after or before the Lorentz boost is applied. Gott chose the

first form of identification and hence he realized a CTC. The ques-

tion arises as to which approach is the more natural one in dealing

with such a system. Regardless of the viability or non-viability of

cosmic strings, one would expect continuity and axial symmetry of

the spacetime around one cosmic string at rest, i.e. the “wedge” that

is removed in the construction of a cosmic string from non-singular

flat spacetime should not be detectable. This is just as in the case of

an axially symmetric cone which does not display the wedge that one

would create to paste it together into a cone from the original plane.

As a string is Lorentz-boosted, this continuity should be maintained

even though the axial symmetry is lost. On the other hand, if there

were a discontinuity, there would be no preferred location for it to

appear because of the ultimate axial symmetry. Thus, the more rea-

sonable scenerio from the point of view of physics (at least to the

extent that one is inclined to regard these constructs as physical) is

in the identification of points before the Lorentz boost. In so doing,

one rules out the closed timelike curve as envisaged by Gott.
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Chapter 12

The Direction of Physics

Research

In a very interesting recent book The Trouble With Physics [98],

the author, L. Smolin provides his views on the misdirection of cur-

rent physics research. His delineation of the sociology of theoret-

ical physics research is astute and insightful, delivered with great

panache. After a particularly scathing assessment of the string the-

ory community and what is in his view a rather limited set of achieve-

ments, he leans towards his own favored directions in quantum grav-

ity, decrying the dearth of revolutionary fervor in the physics commu-

nity. Ironically, from our perspective, what is particularly valuable

about this work is that it encapsulates the commonality of mind sets

of what has become the dominant string theory group “A” and the

supposed independents “B”.

What A and B share is a preoccupation, perhaps “obsession”

would be a more apt description, with “unification”, which has be-

come the mantra of theoretical physics research. In [98], that au-

thor recalls the usually described progression, how Maxwell unified

electricity with magnetism, how S. Weinberg, A. Salam and S. L.

Glashow unified the weak and electromagnetic interactions and how

gauge theory brought further unification into all but gravity, the lone

hold-out in the dream of ultimate unification.

Taken for granted is that gravity must fall in line with the rest

of physics as a quantum phenomenon with its spin-two graviton

quantum and that quantum gravity is where physics theory is to be

179
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focused.

While we have taken a brief excursion (Chapter 7) into the Planck

scale where any quantum effects from gravity would be expected to

show up if at all, we stress that there are very solid reasons to resist

the pouring of all efforts into quantum gravity. Some efforts are laud-

able but balance, moderation and perspective have been lost. First

and foremost is that the experimental underpinnings for theoretical

research in some of the leading-edge areas is largely absent, and in

the case of quantum gravity, totally absent. Physics drifts towards

metaphysics when the experimental support becomes more and more

remote. Particularly distressing is the human factor: with no objec-

tive standards for success that experiments provide, the politics of

physicists takes over, a point well-documented in [98]. With human

beings there will always be some politics but with no objective guide-

lines, politics can become tyranny.

At the turn of the previous century, there was adequate exper-

imental evidence that the existing theoretical tools in physics were

lacking. The remarkable edifice of Maxwell’s classical electromag-

netism was exhibiting serious deficiencies:

• 1. There was the photoelectric effect, the abrupt onset of elec-

tron emission from a metal surface only when light of a par-

ticular frequency was shone upon it. If the frequency was too

low, there were no electrons emitted, regardless of the intensity

of the light.

• 2. There was the “ultra-violet catastrophe” in black-body ra-

diation emission: rather than increase monotonically, the spec-

trum for the intensity of the radiation fell sharply towards the

ultra-violet end of the spectrum.

• 3. There was the mysterious behavior of electromagnetic radia-

tion from atoms: accelerated charges did not emit a continuum

of emissions at the atomic level but rather emitted at discrete

frequencies. This quantification of emissions had no place in

classical electromagnetic theory. (It is fortunate for us that

classical electromagnetism breaks down at the atomic level as

otherwise, the electrons that constitute the atoms of our bod-

ies would radiate continuously as they spiraled into our nuclei,
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and our structure would be severely compromised.)a

There was also the observation of “zitterbewegung”, the jerky

motions of suspended granules in a fluid. These observed phenom-

ena spurred Planck, Bohr and Einstein towards their remarkable

achievements. By contrast, what failures of existing theory do we

have today to tell us experimentally that there is something wrong

with the classical picture of gravity: a continuous curved spacetime

provided by Einstein’s original general theory of relativity? None of

which we are aware. It is interesting to contemplate the influence

that Einstein’s two “mistakes” have had on contemporary physics

thinking, the Principle of Equivalence and the injection of the cos-

mological constant into the field equations. One might raise one’s

eyebrows when reading of the Principle of Equivalence as a mis-

take. Nevertheless, a mistake it is, at least in its most common form.

Simply put, an accelerated reference system is not equivalent to a

gravitational field. True gravitational fields such as those produced

by real bodies cause the paths of neighboring free-fall particles to

converge or diverge in particular manners depending upon the ori-

entation whereas accelerated reference frames cannot exact the same

effects. While this is fairly widely understood, nevertheless this basic

fact continues to be ignored or minimized in its importance. As a

result, a certain misconception commonly enters current thinking to

the effect that Einstein had “unified” acceleration with gravity (as

presented for example, in [98]). If the Equivalence Principle really

were precisely true, there would have been a basis for this claim. But

it is only an approximate truth, gravity is locally equivalent to an

accelerated reference frame. One does not eliminate gravity by free

fall.

The essence of the phenomenon that we call “gravity” arises in

general relativity as the curvature of spacetime. This curvature re-

veals itself in an invariant manner through the non-vanishing of the

Riemann tensor. One commonly encounters the misconception that

as a result of the Equivalence Principle, one has produced true grav-

ity by proceeding to an accelerated reference frame while still actu-
aActually the Pauli exclusion principle also plays an assisting role in main-

taining our integrity, preventing the electrons from piling themselves together
into the ground state innermost shell, even given the quantification of atomic
energy levels.
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ally being in flat spacetime where the curvature is zero. However,

the Riemann tensor is zero in flat spacetime, curvature is absent

in flat spacetime, whether it is calculated in the standard inertial

frame or in the accelerated frame. Unappreciated by many is that

special relativity, Einstein’s theory of space and time in the absence

of gravity, can be formulated in accelerated reference frames, albeit

not trivially, instead of in the usual inertial reference frames (see, for

example, [4]). It has been argued that the Principle of Equivalence

should be seen as the guide along the way for Einstein to develop his

general theory of relativity rather than as a true principle of physics.

Synge has been a very strong advocate for this stance [17].

In fact, we would argue that Einstein’s work should have been

seen more rightly as moving gravity in the opposite direction from

unification. Consider Newtonian gravitation. There is a force

GmM

r2

between two masses M and m separated by a distance r just as there

is a force
e1e2
r2

between two charges e1 and e2 separated by a distance r. This in

itself could be viewed as a kind of unification. However, general rel-

ativity removes gravity from the category of force and repositions

it as the curvature of spacetime. All particles and fields in nature

apart from gravity exist within spacetime but gravity is spacetime.

We developed the analogy in Chapter 6, of the particles and fields

in nature as actors on the stage whereas gravity is the stage itself, a

fundamental disunity of concepts. In fact the analogy is even better:

we can (and should) view the stage as flexible (recall from Chapter

2 that there are no truly rigid bodies in nature by special relativ-

ity), so that the heavier actors bend the stage more than the lighter

actors. Thus, more massive bodies produce more curvature of the

stage and by analogy, stronger gravity, than do the lighter bodies.

Our proposal: Einstein’s theory with gravity incorporated into the

curvature of spacetime on the left side of his field equations and with

all other fields and matter embodied on the right hand side in the

form of the energy-momentum tensor, be seen more accurately as

the disunification of nature.
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It would seem reasonable that in the absence of experimental

phenomena to have us think otherwise and believe that gravity must

be quantized, that this counter way of thinking is actually the con-

servative stance. While some might view such a counter-position as

radical, it is in fact more in harmony with the essence of general

relativity.

A key indictment of string theory that is provided in [98] con-

cerns “background dependence”, that the spacetime in which string

theory exists does not evolve but rather is a fixed structure in which

the strings live. That author’s complaint derives from the dynami-

cal nature of spacetime in general relativity, rendering preordained

spacetime theory regressive. For him, any legitimate theory must

be “background independent”, that spacetime itself must “emerge”

from the theory. We regard this stance as problematic for a variety

of reasons:

1. In general, the theory of general relativity describes how space-

time curvature gets created and modified, usually in response to dy-

namical material sources.b The theory does not lead to the creation

of spacetime itself except for some very special circumstances such as

emerging Friedmann universes from the big-bang singularity. Even

there, the issue is not straightforward because an essential singular-

ity comes into play. Once the Friedmann universe emerges from the

singularity, the spacetime is already present. It is just that in the

case of the “closed” universe, it is minute in size and grows from

that emergence. To reject a theory of elementary particles because

it does not embody such a special feature is, in our view, rather

unreasonable.

2. Whether or not one finds fault with string theory, the quest

for an improved theory of elementary particles is surely a laudable

endeavor. Even if it should finally turn out to be the case that an

ultimate theory will actually be able to describe both the emergence

of spacetime and the particles within it (a circumstance that we

bThere are exceptions. For example, there is a purely vacuum (i.e. source-free)
gravitational wave spacetime of Bondi, F. A. E. Pirani and I. Robinson [99] with
non-zero curvature.
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find dubious at best), to reject less ambitious theorizing a priori on

the basis that it does not do both is not, in our view, conducive to

scientific progress.

3. Indeed, with rare exceptions, the history of scientific progress

is one of useful incremental steps, each presenting helpful, at times

valuable, levels of understanding. As an example, what we now re-

gard as a very naive theory of gravity, Newton’s theory does a splen-

did job of describing planetary motion to a very satisfactory level of

accuracy for most human needs. General relativity adds a refining

step, treating the planets as particles moving on the geodesics of the

fixed spherically symmetric Schwarzschild spacetime created by the

Sun. As we have discussed earlier, this provides an excellent expla-

nation for the residual precessional motion of the orbit of Mercury.

4. From our own experience with the modeling of particles as

solitons [38], the effects of general relativity had significance only

for situations of charged particles in which the charge to mass ratio

e/m of the soliton was approximately 1 in units where G = c = 1.

However, in these units, the particles in nature have an e/m ratio

of the order 1022, a far cry from 1. If this is any guide, it would

appear that general relativity does not play a discernible role in the

construction of elementary particles in nature.

As another example of theorizing gone astray, we point to an-

other issue discussed in [98]. This concerns the well-understood phe-

nomenon of Lorentz contraction that we studied in Chapter 2, now

applied to elementary particles. The concern was expressed that a

particle would be seen to have its size approach zero as the speed

of an observer viewing the particle approaches the speed of light.

Since zero size for physical particles is a troubling aspect to many

(including ourselves), it was proposed that just as there is a max-

imum velocity c in nature, there is also a minimum size, with the

Planck length presented as the logical candidate.

In our view, this argumentation is symptomatic of an essential

misdirection in thinking about relativity. Here, what is unappreci-

ated is that in relativity, size is a matter of perception and as such,
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it loses the kind of invariant significance that it had in pre-relativity

physics. It is only the proper length, the length read in the rest frame

of the object, that has particular significance and this is a maximum.

It bears no intrinsic physical concern for us that the perceived size

shrinks toward zero with increasing velocity. (In fact even the per-

ception would be out of reach well before the calculated length would

be at the Planck scale.) Perception, while certainly of interest, and

in some cases very important (such as in measurements of stellar

and galactic velocities) is not intrinsic. The lesson of relativity is

that perception is relative. What would be of concern in the case of

particles would be a proper length that was zero. In fact this con-

cern was part of what led us to pursue the Einstein/Rosen program

of soliton modeling for elementary particles.

In an interesting philosophical book of theorizing about physics,

Weinberg frames the nature of the quest in the very title, Dreams of

a Final Theory [100].

Steven Weinberg (1933–) shared the Nobel Prize with A. Salam and
S. L. Glashow for their important contributions to the unification
of the weak and electromagnetic interactions. All three of these
outstanding theoretical physicists continued with their important
studies in various areas of physics.

He writes “ ...already in today’s theories we think we are begin-

ning to catch glimpses of the outlines of a final theory.” Physicists

can become so enmeshed with their work to the point of having their

vision over-extended. History has taught us that earlier pronounce-

ments along these lines have proved futile and it is most rational in

our view to believe that the chase to an ultimate theory is a chase

to infinity. Indeed even if physics were to actually achieve that final

theory, mere mortals could never prove that they have captured this

ultimate truth. The essential point is that the glory and the joy are

in the journey itself. Perhaps Robert Browning said it best [120]:

“Ah, but a man’s reach should exceed his grasp, or what’s a heaven

for?”
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Chapter 13

Summary with

Concluding Commentary

We focused on various goals in this book. We wished to present the

reader with a simple introduction to the basics of special and general

relativity, theories that have changed our view of the physical world

in the most profound ways. As for special relativity developed in

Chapter 2, the very solidly supported Einstein theory of spacetime

exempting gravity that reveals its correctness on a daily basis in

laboratories throughout the world, our presentation had two foci.

There was the standard approach of most texts but the best thus

far in our opinion, the classical treatise of Landau and Lifshitz [3],

is beyond the level of probably most general scientifically inclined

readers. It is also somewhat terse in its presentation. The aim was

to simplify this kind of treatment and expand upon parts that require

more explanation.

Then there was the Bondi approach [4] in Chapter 3, a wonder-

fully intuitive treatment that could be understood fully by junior

high school students and which is not nearly as well-known as it

should be. We expanded upon Bondi’s development of special rel-

ativity, most notably in showing how the so-called twin paradox is

resolved within the Bondi framework.

It must be stressed that we focused upon the essentials. The

reader is encouraged to pursue more advanced treatments for other

topics in special relativity.

In Chapter 4, we turned our attention to the basics of general
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relativity. We built the mathematical foundation for the theory in

the form of tensor calculus. The Principle of Equivalence connect-

ing gravity with accelerated reference frames was discussed as the

guide for Einstein towards his new theory of gravity, general rel-

ativity. It was emphasized that the Equivalence Principle is fre-

quently misrepresented and that gravity is only locally equivalent

to an accelerated reference frame, that the essence of gravity lies in

the curvature of spacetime whereas the mere act of accelerating does

not create spacetime curvature. The energy-momentum conserva-

tion equations of special relativity, generalized to a form applicable

to arbitrary coordinates, and thence to include gravitational fields,

were used to build the Einstein field equations, the basic equations of

general relativity. The dynamical equation for free bodies in general

relativity, the geodesic equation, was shown to follow as a gener-

alization of free motion in special relativity for arbitrary coordinate

systems. The general relativistic equations for electromagnetism, the

Einstein–Maxwell equations and the force law for a charged particle

followed from the pattern of general covariance, the expression of

equations in tensor form, applicable to arbitrary coordinate systems.

While there are many known solutions of the Einstein field equa-

tions, the number of solutions of direct physical relevance is rather

limited. Probably of most importance is the very simple solution

representing the spacetime metric exterior to a spherically symmet-

ric ball of matter, the Schwarzschild solution. We used this example

in Chapter 5 to illustrate the aspects of distance and time measure-

ments peculiar to general relativity, aspects of particular importance

in what followed later in Chapter 10. These concerned the finite time

that is perceived by a local observer to record a particle reaching the

surface at r = 2m in contrast to the infinite amount of time that a

distant observer would attribute for this particle to reach this radius.

With the Schwarzschild spacetime, we saw the nature of phenomena

peculiar to strong gravitational fields: an event horizon (the surface

at r = 2m in the Schwarzschild case), a black hole (the region within

the event horizon) and a spacetime curvature singularity (where the

matter reaches infinite density), in this case at r = 0. We described

in brief, the tests of general relativity, classical and modern.

Just as there are electromagnetic waves as described by Maxwell

theory, general relativity predicts the existence of gravitational waves.
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In Chapter 6, we described how these waves arise in the theory and

how they are necessary to accord with the basic premise of special

relativity, the finite velocity for the propagation of information. We

displayed the field equations in the approximate linearized form of

general relativity where nonlinearities are discarded as is generally

appropriate for the case of weak gravitational fields.

While the standard assumption is that gravitational waves carry

energy and a formalism has been developed using energy-momentum

pseudotensors to provide a measure for this energy, we presented a

contrary view: while gravitational waves exist in nature, they do

not carry energy in vacuum. In addition to the less-than-satisfactory

non-tensorial aspect of the existing standard formalism, we presented

reasons in support of our idea. The proposal stems from our simpli-

fying hypothesis that energy, including the contribution from gravity,

is localized in non-vanishing regions of the energy-momentum tensor,

T ik.

Energy localization has always been a problematic and contentious

issue in general relativity. In our view, our hypothesis addresses the

problems regarding energy in general relativity but it must be said

that our hypothesis is seen by most researchers as highly controver-

sial. The idea of accepting the concept of waves that do not con-

vey energy is understandably a large leap for most to fathom. The

hypothesis also does not sit well with particle physicists who view

gravity as just another field and the graviton as just another particle.

This underlines the divide that exists between most particle physi-

cists and general relativists. By and large, most general relativists

regard gravity as the manifestation of spacetime curvature, i.e. an

inherent geometrical property of spacetime itself rather than a field

such as the electromagnetic field that resides within spacetime. If our

hypothesis should prove to be correct, the existence of a graviton, the

quantum of the gravitational field, is brought into question.

In Chapter 7, we surveyed the scales of dimension in nature and

what could turn out to be the smallest physical scale, the Planck

scale. We noted the various interactions in nature that relate to the

various scales. The strongest interaction, aptly named the strong in-

teraction, binds the nucleons, the neutrons and protons, in the atomic

nuclei. It is of short range as the so-called weak interaction that me-

diates decay processes such as the decay of a neutron into a proton,
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an electron and an anti-neutrino. Intermediate in strength between

these two interactions is the electromagnetic interaction which is of

long range. It is directly related to our everyday experience and has

significance over the entire range of scales. Finally there is the weak-

est interaction, the gravitational interaction, which is of long range

and of the prime focus in this book. Placing gravity within the lex-

icon of interactions could carry with it the implication that gravity

does not have a particularly special aspect, fundamentally separat-

ing it from the other interactions in its role as the embracer of all

particles and fields. This is unfortunate as it masks the fundamental

split in the views concerning the essence of gravity.

We discussed the nature of phenomena at the various scales, from

the largest cosmological scale down to the tiny scales of modern par-

ticle physics. At that point, we introduced the Planck scale, first

developed by forming a combination of the fundamental constants c,

~ and G into one of the dimension of length. This turned out to be

of the order 10−35 m, a size so incredibly removed by some 20 orders

of magnitude from that of the already minute elementary particles.

We also noted that the Planck scale could more usefully be derived

by linking the characteristic size of a body at which point its gravity

becomes very strong, namely its Schwarzschild radius 2Gm/c2, to

its Compton wavelength, ~/mc which characterizes its quantum me-

chanical aspect. From the Planck length, there followed the Planck

mass and the Planck time. We noted that this standard approach

ignores the spin and charge of a particle, fundamental quantized

aspects of matter. To remedy this neglect, we replaced the Schwarz-

schild radius by that which arises for a particle with both spin and

charge. This was quantized in the elementary approach reminiscent

of Bohr’s first quantum mechanical model of the hydrogen atom. As

a result, a spectrum of Planck states emerged bringing in an effec-

tive fine-structure constant α. Remarkably, the spectrum limit went

hand-in-hand with an α value of 1/128 which is extremely close to

the α value governing high energy radiation in Z-boson production

and decay. Whether this is a mere coincidence or whether this con-

cordance might have deeper significance remains to be seen.

In Chapter 8, we left the realm of the smallest of dimensions

and turned to the largest, the scale of the astronomical elements.

In preparation, we used a series of scaling models to assist in the
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visualization of the relationship between the sizes and separation

distances between the elements. To visualize the solar system, we

considered the Sun reduced to the size of a pin head and found that

the planets on this scale were microscopic specks located many meters

away. The nearest star was kilometers distant by this measure. This

scaling procedure gave us a sense of the vast empty space between the

elements. However, by using a similar scaling model with galaxies, we

also had a sense of the greater relative density of clusters of galaxies.

We touched briefly upon the early historical ideas about cosmol-

ogy and turned to general relativity to guide us toward the mod-

ern era of cosmological research. The key transition due to Hubble

came from viewing the universe as a static structure to one of dy-

namic expansion. Friedmann’s cosmological solutions of the Einstein

equations provided the theoretical framework for this transition. We

discussed the three types of Friedmann models in terms of their cur-

vature characteristics. We then considered the modification to the

field equations that Einstein had initially imposed in order to main-

tain the then commonly believed static character of the universe, the

addition of the cosmological term Λ. Upon learning from Hubble of

the expansion of the universe, Einstein reportedly declared the ad-

dition of the Λ term his greatest blunder. We mentioned how this

term has been resurrected in modern research to account for what is

now generally believed to be the acceleration in the expansion of the

universe. While many researchers regard the presence of the Λ term

in the field equations as a natural geometrical element and that the

notion of it being absent amounts to highly improbable fine-tuning,

we took a different approach. We showed that it was more logical to

place the Λ term on the right side of the field equations as a form of

exotic energy-momentum rather than on the left side with the Ricci

tensor and Ricci scalar. This removed the fine-tuning argument and

provided a more pedestrian perspective on the cosmological term.

In more recent times, we see the pendulum shifting with re-

searchers regarding the term as belonging on the right hand side

of the field equations as a kind of strange matter. It has been named

“dark energy” with the property of repulsion providing an accelera-

tion to the expanding universe.

We then turned to the motions of the stars in the majestic spiral

galaxies in Chapter 9. We noted that the rotational velocities of the
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stars did not fall off with distance from the axis of rotation but rather

tended to remain essentially constant as they were tracked in a line

perpendicular to the axis. These velocities, plotted on graphs, are

referred to as “rotation curves”. It was determined that the general

flatness of these rotation curves could only be accounted for within

the confines of Newtonian gravitational theory if there were vast

amounts of extra unseen matter distributed in spherical halos around

the visible galactic contents. This unseen matter, displaying its pres-

ence solely by its apparent gravitational effect, was designated “dark

matter”. Some have opined that the name itself is a euphemism for

ignorance while a large body of the physics community has embraced

dark matter with considerable enthusiasm. Regardless, the question

of the existence and nature of dark matter has become one of the

most important issues in contemporary physics.

Some have attempted to explain the phenomenon of the large ve-

locities in the spiral galaxies by an ad hoc modification of the New-

tonian law of attraction and others by the addition of new fields. We

reasoned that since general relativity is the premier theory of gravity,

an attempt should first be made to analyze the apparently anoma-

lous velocity problem within Einstein’s theory. It is understandable

that such an attempt had never been made before because of the per-

vasive bias that Newtonian gravity should always suffice where the

gravitational fields are weak and the velocities are non-relativistic.

However, we noted that the nonlinearities of general relativity can

lead to unexpected results even when fields are weak in the case

where the velocities are driven by gravity itself.

We found this to be true for a stationary axially symmetric rotat-

ing collection of pressure-free fluid (i.e. dust) as an idealized model

for a rotating spiral galaxy. Using the solutions of Einstein’s equa-

tions, we found that we were able to model a variety of the known

galactic rotation curves with considerable accuracy without invoking

the massive halos of dark matter. This work was met with both en-

thusiasm by those who doubted the existence of dark matter from the

outset and by criticism from a variety of researchers. In Appendix

A, we related the essentials of the various critical arguments and we

provided our counter-arguments to each critic.

An important point should be emphasized: while Newtonian

gravity is a simple theory that demands the large quantities of unseen
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matter to realize the large stellar velocities as seen in flat rotation

curves, Einsteinian gravity is far richer. General relativity can ac-

commodate these rotation curves without dark matter. However,

suppose there actually were large halos of dark matter surrounding

the visible matter in galaxies. In that case, the question arises as to

how general relativity would discriminate between the presence and

absence of the extra matter. We found the answer in terms of the

degree in dispersion of the rotation curves, the extent to which rota-

tion curves would vary as plotted in successive parallel planes above

and below the galactic symmetry plane. We noted that only very

scant dispersion data are presently available. Hopefully in time we

will have the data to follow this interesting avenue of investigation.

Because of the criticism that we received in our galactic model-

ing, we sought another source of confirmation that general relativity

could accommodate the larger-than-expected astronomical velocities

without the dark matter demanded by Newtonian gravity. For this,

we turned in Chapter 10 to an idealized spherically symmetric model

of a cluster of galaxies. A system of pressure-free particles was in-

vestigated in the process of collapse at the stage when the velocities

were still small and the gravitational field was still weak throughout.

It is well known that the perception of velocities of such elements will

differ for distant observers as compared to those who are adjacent

to the falling particles. We provided this analysis using the known

exact solutions for this type of system. The results were interesting:

we found that we could model an idealized Coma cluster of galaxies

that would reveal the observed velocities for us as distant observers

without dark matter. The beauty of this system is that there are no

singularities present at the weak-field non-relativistic velocity stage.

We then considered the various items of claimed evidence for the

presence of dark matter, indicating the reasons for our reservations.

In the times to come as in the past, new findings will point the way

in either direction and the true picture will eventually emerge.

While in the previous chapters we indicated how general relativ-

ity could be used to describe gravitational phenomena of interest,

in Chapter 11 we turned to a subject in which general relativity

has not been used constructively for physics. This concerned closed

timelike curves, paths in spacetime for which an observer could travel

into his or her past. The idea of such curves was greeted with con-
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siderable hoopla by many as it represents a potential realization in

hard science of the phenomenon that has appeared in science fiction

over many years, namely the time machine. In various examples, we

showed that the constructed closed timelike curves actually resulted

from a mathematical choice rather than a physical necessity. The

choice concerned the identification of spacetime points. The physical

choice that was available was the one that respected the inexorable

continued flow of time.

In Chapter 12, we discussed the direction of physics research.

We focused upon some of the key assumptions that are leading the

direction of current research and posed some alternative approaches.



Appendix A

Critical Challenges and

Our Replies

An issue first raised privately to us by some colleagues and later

in [101], [102] concerns the nature of the matter distribution in our

galactic model. They have noted that given the existence of the

discontinuity of the function Nz that we had pointed to in [63], a

significant surface tensor Sk
i can be constructed with a surface density

component given by

(8πG/c2)St
t =

N [Nz]

2r2
− [νz]

2
(A.1)

to first order in G, i.e. G1. The square bracket notation [..] denotes

the jump over a discontinuity of the given function, here at z = 0.

Using (9.7), this becomes

(8πG/c2)St
t =

N [Nz]

2r2
+
Nr[Nz]

2r
. (A.2)

It was claimed that this necessarily implied the existence of a singular

physical surface of mass in the galactic plane above and beyond the

continuous mass distribution that we had found, thus rendering our

model unphysical.

Having received this challenge, we calculated the surface mass

that was said to be present in the four galaxies that we had studied

by integrating (A.2) over the surface without paying heed to the

actual sign of the result. Suspicions were aroused from the discovery

195
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Figure A.1: Normal vectors used to calculate flux.

that (A.2) in each case gave a numerical value slightly less than the

mass that we had derived from the volume integral of our entire con-

tinuous mass density distribution using (9.18), (9.15) and (9.12).a

With echoes from undergraduate mathematics courses, this pointed

to a plausible explanation: in our case, with our choice of model,

there is no physical mass layer present on the z = 0 plane. The sur-

face integral of this singular layer is merely a mathematical construct

that indirectly describes most of the continuously distributed mass by

means of the Gauss divergence theorem. To see this, consider the

vector F defined asb

F ≡ A(r, z)er +B(r, z)ez (A.3)

where

(8πG/c2)B ≡ NNz

2r2
+
NrNz

2r
(A.4)

as a first option. We choose A(r, z) so that
∫

∇ · FdV ≡ (8πG/c2)M (A.5)

where M is the total mass. As a more transparent second option, we

choose

(8πG/c2)B ≡ NNz

r2
(A.6)

where we define

∇ · F ≡ (8πG/c2)ρ. (A.7)
aIt should be noted that the two terms in (A.2) were found to contribute

equally.
b
er and ez are unit vectors in the r and z directions.
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From these definitions, we deduce the form of A(r, z) in order to

produce the density as expressed through N in (9.12). We calculate

the mass over the cylindrical volume defined by −∞ < z < ∞, 0 <

r < rgalaxy. By the Gauss divergence theorem, the volume integral

of ρ, via (A.7) is equal to the integral of the normal component of F

over the bounding surfaces. However, the integration must be over a

continuous domain and since the ez component is discontinuous over

the z = 0 plane, the volume integral must be split into an upper and

a lower half (see Figure A.1). The two new surface integrals together

would constitute the jump integral of (A.2) in the first option if one

were to be cavalier about the directions of unit outward normals, as

we shall discuss in what follows. The surfaces above and below the

galaxy give zero because of the exponential factors in z and the final

small contribution comes from the cylinder wall via the A function.

In our solution, the actual physical distribution of mass is not in

concentrated layers over bounding surfaces: the Gauss theorem gives

the value of the distributed mass via equivalent purely mathematical

surface constructs as we are familiar from elementary applications of

this theorem. Physically, the density is well defined and continuous

throughout, except on the z = 0 plane. In fact the limits as z = 0 is

approached give the same finite values from above and below. While

the field equations break down at z = 0, the density for a physically

viable model is logically defined by this limit at z = 0. However, with

the chosen form of solution, the density gradient in the z direction is

discontinuous on the z = 0 plane. This gradient undergoes a reversal

for a galactic distribution with diminishing density in both directions

away from the symmetry plane. It is most convenient to achieve this

with an abrupt reversal as we have done. There is no indication that

this choice alters the essential physics.

Thus we have shown via the Gauss divergence theorem, that the

supposed surface layer is merely a re-expression of the integrals that

constitute the continuous volume distribution of mass. Indeed if one

were to reject this interpretation and insist that these surface inte-

grals reveal additional mass in the form of a layer, then the Gauss

theorem would indicate that this mass must be negative. Indeed var-

ious authors (e.g. [102], [96]) have referred to negative mass layers.

However, as Bondi had emphasized in his writings, negative mass

repels rather than attracts. Therefore we had set out to test the via-
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bility of the presence of such negative mass to see if repulsion rather

than attraction was in evidence. We considered a test particle in our

model that was comoving with the rotating dust apart from having

a component of velocity U z normal to the z = 0 plane. The geodesic

equation in the z direction reduces to

dU z

ds
=
NrNz(U

z)2

2r
(A.8)

We had computed the complete N series for the galaxy NGC7331

(see [63]). We then focused upon points in the range r = 0.1 to 30

and points above the z = 0 symmetry plane z = 0.001 to 1 for the

right hand side of (A.8). All of the points gave a negative value as

expected for the z acceleration (i.e. attraction) of a particle in the

region above the symmetry plane. However, if the z = 0 surface

actually harboured a physical negative mass surface layer, indeed

one of numerical value comparable to the positive mass of the normal

galactic distribution, then at the very least, one would have expected

to witness a repulsion of the particle as the test particle approached

the boundary. The absence of this occurence adds further support

to our original model [63] as being free of surface layers of mass.

It is true that our choice of solution leads to a discontinuity in the

z-derivative of N across the z = 0 plane. It is well to reiterate and

emphasize the argument: it goes hand-in-hand with the physically

natural density gradient discontinuity across the symmetry plane.

(This is even more benign than the density discontinuity in the con-

stant non-zero density Schwarzschild sphere solution matched to the

exterior vacuum Schwarzschild solution.)

To see this, consider the essential characteristics of our model

which consists of dust with reflection symmetry about the z = 0

plane. The density naturally increases symmetrically as this plane

is approached from above and from below with the same absolute

value but opposite sign from symmetry. In all generality, the density

z-gradient will be different from zero as this plane is approached

and because of reflection symmetry, this gradient will of necessity be

discontinuous.

The density gradient is governed by the behavior of odd deriva-

tives of N with respect to z. However, the density itself is governed

by N2
z (9.12) which has the same limit as z approaches 0 from above

or below. Thus, we define the value of ρ at z = 0 by this common
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limit and hence the singularity is removable. It is only with delicate

fine-tuning that this discontinuity can be avoided and this will be

the case only if the density gradient is adjusted to be precisely zero

as the z = 0 plane is approached from above and below.

As an exercise in response to critical comments [64], we achieved

this approximately by choosing cosh(κnz) functions in place of expo-

nential functions to span the region in a sandwich encompassing the

symmetry plane and employing the usual exponential functions be-

yond this sandwich. This led to the issue of matching the N and Nz

functions along the external/internal region joins and it was achieved

by using many different kn parameters for the external exponential

functions as opposed to the original 10 internal parameters of the

original model. In [102], it was claimed that a matching could not

be achieved but these authors had not realized that we used different

and many parameters for the outside regions. Since then, we have

refined the fit further by employing hundreds of external parameters

and the improved fit is shown in Figure A.2. However, it must be

stressed that the generic situation would be one in which the density

gradient is discontinuous at z = 0.

In a follow-up paper by these authors [103], they pasted a finite

thickness layer of density and stress as a sandwich about the z = 0

symmetry plane. This is of some interest in building more general

galactic models. However, there remains the assertion that when the

sandwich is reduced to zero thickness, a surface layer arises which,

by the right choice of parameter, results in having the layer consist

of negative mass. The fact that test particles are attracted towards

rather than repelled from this layer, regardless of the assumed sign

of the parameter, negates this interpretation.

In this paper, the authors draw a connection with the benign

z = 0 density gradient discontinuity plane and the struts that oc-

cur in the literature to stabilize the superposition of static bodies in

general relativity in otherwise empty space. It is instructive and of

value to consider the contrast between our problem and this static

strut situation. Two bodies in a line released at rest will not stay

at rest unless they are supported by a strut under pressure. Weyl

showed that the line singularity revealing this strut is related to the

gravitational force between the bodies in the Newtonian approxima-

tion. The singularity is evidenced by the breakdown of “elementary
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flatness” along the z axis between the bodies. This expression refers

to fact that as one focuses on ever smaller regions, the geometry ap-

proaches ever closer to that of zero curvature. This is familiar with

our experience with a hollow spherical shell. As we take smaller

and smaller slices of the shell, the pieces resemble more and more

closely the segments of a perfectly flat sheet. Regular regions of

spacetime have this property. Otherwise, there is said to exist a

“singularity”.c By contrast, if the two bodies are in the proper state

of constant circular motion about each other, they will continue in

this state without any intervening strut in Newtonian gravity. In the

general case, general relativity achieves this in approximation since

the general relativity field is necessarily dynamic at higher orders.

However, we see from the dust solution that by making the rotating

system axially symmetric, stationarity is achieved (in fact perfectly

as evidenced by exact solutions in the literature). This is a rela-

tively simple step up from the Newtonian two-body orbit example.

It underlines the freedom from essential singular distributions that

become possible by virtue of rotation.

In a critique [104], the well-known expression of the field equa-

tions in the harmonic gauge in Cartesian coordinates

∂k∂
khab =

16πG

c4
τab (A.9)

(τab includes the energy-momentum tensor of the matter plus the

non-linear terms in the Einstein equations) is invoked. (A related

line of reasoning was followed in [101]). In [104], the author presents

the standard description of the post-Newtonian perturbation scheme

to conclude that the solution to the galactic problem must be the
cA simple but excellent example is provided by the surface of a cone. If any

point other than the vertex point is chosen as the center of a circle drawn on the
surface of the cone, the circumference of the circle divided by its diameter has the
value π. However, if the (singular) vertex point is chosen, the ratio is not π. Note
that the surface of a cone has no intrinsic curvature: if the cone were to be slit
open, it would flatten perfectly onto the plane. By contrast, a spherical surface or
the surface of a saddle would not flatten on the plane as does a cone. The sphere
and the saddle surface have intrinsic curvature. In the general situations with
intrinsic curvature, at non-singular points, the circumference over the diameter
approaches π as the size of the circle is allowed to approach 0. The flat space
behavior is only approached. The non-singular points satisfy the demand for
elementary flatness. In mathematical language, the π ratio in the limit is said to
indicate the presence of a “local Minkowski tangent space”.
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Figure A.2: Matching conditions for N and ∂N/∂z at z = z0.
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usual Newtonian one and that all corrections must be of higher or-

der. Firstly, we did not use this scheme (as noted as well in the paper

[105]). Just as one would not logically choose Cartesian coordinates

in the harmonic gauge to describe Friedmann cosmologies, one would

not normally choose these for our stationary axially symmetric galac-

tic problem. Our problem is greatly simplified with cylindrical polar

coordinates comoving with the matter. Secondly, for the gravita-

tionally bound system under study, the metric components are of

different orders in Gd. If one were to take the approach suggested in

[104], the equations (A.9) could be schematically expressed as

∇2h(1/2) = 0, ∇2h(1) = GT + h2
(1/2) (A.10)

where tensorial superscripts have been suppressed and the lower case

numbers refer to orders in G. In this manner, we would have incor-

porated the non-linear structure of our system within the framework

of the scheme suggested by [104]. The novel aspect is that the lowest

order equation (of order G1/2) in (A.10) has zero on the RHS and

the second equation that would normally be the Newtonian Poisson

equation, differs in that it has non-linear terms. Thus, the structure

of our solution does not proceed as in the standard approach of (A.9).

In the latter standard approach, the lowest order base solution is the

Newtonian solution whereas in the galactic problem, the lowest order

equation is the Laplace equation for which an order G1/2 solution is

necessary (see the paper [106] where this component is inappropri-

ately chosen to be zero) and the next order (order G1) equation for

the density (A.11),
N2

r +N2
z

r2
=

8πGρ

c2
(A.11)

has non-linear terms in the metric in the form of the squares of the

derivatives of an order G1/2 metric tensor component N . Thus, our

situation is unlike standard iterative perturbation scheme applica-

tions as envisaged in [104]. Hence there is no basis to draw the

conclusions that are expressed therein.

Further in [104], the author refers to “extra matter” in the sym-

metry plane of the galaxy and muses whether our model “could be
dIn general, first order perturbations lead to linear equations. However, there

are situations where this is not the case. For example in fluid mechanics, certain
approximations still lead to non-linear equations as in Burger’s equation.
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somehow fixed”. However, in [64] we presented the evidence that

our solution embodies the physically natural density gradient dis-

continuity at the plane of symmetry and that it does not contain

extra matter. Moreover, we showed that if there were to be a surface

layer of mass such as had been claimed, it would be negative mass

but this was negated by the attraction rather than repulsion of test

particles near the symmetry plane, as we discussed above.

The author concludes with an argument to attempt to provide

dark matter through general relativity in the form of a “geon”e where

general relativity would be required and he deduces that this is im-

possible [104]. While we are in agreement with him that it is indeed

impossible with geons (but from a different line of reasoning, see

[107], [108]), the argument is irrelevant because the galactic field is

weak and hence geons are a priori out of the question, even if they

were viable in principle.

With regard to the issue of gauge, it was argued in [101] that

asymptotically flat solutions are unattainable with a lead-off G1/2

order metric component. However, we have shown that they are

readily attainable in conjunction with the physically desirable Nz

discontinuity and are approximately attainable with the smoothed

fine-tuned solution discussed above. Moreover, they are precisely

attainable when an essential singularity is invokedf. A key point

is that the equations have an inherent non-linearity as a result of

the fact that the metric components are of different orders and the

different orders are a necessary consequence of the problem being a

gravitationally bound one.

In the paper [106], the author brings up the covariant vorticity

and (vanishing) shear tensors for the rotating dust and poses the

latter characteristic as being inconsistent with a galaxy that has dif-

ferential rotation. However, a rotating dust cloud cannot physically

rotate rigidly as does a disk of steel which has internal stresses. The

answer to [106] is that the vanishing covariant shear is analogous to

the vanishing covariant acceleration of a freely moving particle. In
eA geon is a theoretical construct of a concentration of wave fields, be they

electromagnetic or gravitational, of such high density that they gravitate into a
ball, displaying mass as does a ball of normal material.

fThis was almost achieved in [109]. Their axis singularity prevented global
asymptotic flatness. However, exact solutions with compactified singularities of
the Weyl type are likely to rectify this deficiency.
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the case of the latter, it is only under very special conditions that

the motion will be one of constant velocity. The generic motion will

be conical or more complicated. This could have been recognized in

[106] where the correct differential local angular velocity cN(r, z)/r2

is displayed. Also in [106], when the author chooses a solution for

which the N function is taken to be zero at order G1/2, he is being

inconsistent with the demand that this is a gravitationally bound

problem with rotation. Finally this author treats the transformation

φ → φ̄ = φ+ ω(r, z)t as a ‘global’ transformation to the ‘co-moving

frame’. However it is the original coordinate set that constitutes the

co-moving frame and moreover, this transformation has value strictly

as a local transformation.

The paper [109] arrives at our equations (9.7), (9.8) (with w set to

zero) apart from the exponential ν factor which they later note can be

taken to be a constant scaling factor. These authors find the same

order of magnitude reduction of galactic mass that we had found

[63] starting from their exact solution class. This provides some

vindication for our analysis. It should be noted that their scaling

factor is actually incorporated in our solutions within the computed

amplitudes of our basis expansion functions. To be particularly noted

in [109] is that their solution class is fine-tuned as the density gradient

is precisely zero at z = 0. The price that is paid to achieve this degree

of smoothness is the incorporation of an axial singularity. These

authors justify the singularity by identifying it as a jet. While jets

are observed in various galaxies in their formative stages, they are

not known to be present in the essentially stationary galaxies that

are being modeled with this class.

Quite apart from the issue of jet interpretation, in [109], given

their non-separable solution, it is possible that the proper circum-

ference of the azimuthal direction in their case pinches off to zero

before r becomes zero. It would then be more reasonable to regard

this r value as the true physical center of the galaxy for their case

and the smaller r values should be excised from the spacetime. As

well, for their strong field region, proper rather than coordinate ra-

dial distance should be recognized for the physical interpretation of

distance. These arguments are related to the comments made in the

recent comprehensive paper by Wiltshire [110].

A detailed analysis of the exact van Stockum [68] spacetime is
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provided in the paper [111] from which the authors derive and trans-

fer supposed restrictions onto our work. However in doing so, they

miss the point that we are analyzing in generality the weak-field

stationary axially symmetric dust spacetimes. This is necessarily

approximate as a result and it fits the physical situation at hand.

No physical galaxy is exactly stationary; a galaxy evolves with time.

Hence restrictions derived on an exactness basis from some partic-

ular stationary solution are not relevant to us. Our solutions are

approximate, with sufficient accuracy for the physical situation at

hand. Only if galaxies were exactly stationary, would exact analy-

ses of stationary spacetimes be relevant. But they are not exactly

stationary.

Moreover, we have now considered various velocity fall-off sce-

narios beyond the HI regions and have extended our rotation curves

to match these assumed fall-offs.g These are shown in Figure A.3.

To accommodate this expanded region, this requires a completely

new and enlarged set of parameters from the small set that we used

originally. These are used to follow the relatively flat region and

then merge into the fall-off region. It is to be noted that since the

velocity continues to be constructed in the form of (9.18), there is

continuity of the curve and its derivatives apart from the value at

precisely z = 0 discussed previously. The kink in Figure A.3 is only

apparent, arising from the practical need to fit the subtle transition

into a compressed graph.

From (9.12), we see that the density vanishes when Nr and Nz

are both zero, i.e. when N is a constant. Also, from (9.15), when N

is a constant, the velocity falls as 1/r. Therefore, at first glance one

might believe that by choosing the continued velocity curves beyond

the HI region in the form A0/r, one would be tracking r into the

vacuum, identifying N with a constant A0 and hence accumulating

no further mass. However, while in plotting rotation curves at a

given z, it is only a net independence in r for the N function that

is required to give an A0/r fall-off in V . The z dependence in the

N function can still be present. Thus, the density will still not be
gIt is to be noted that this is in keeping with our desire to work with globally

dust models, thus avoiding transition issues for the metric and its derivatives in
going from dust to total vacuum. Also to be stressed is that the points beyond
the HI region are not based upon observed data but rather are artificially imposed
to induce smooth matter fall-offs of various forms.
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zero and mass will still be accumulated as one tracks in the radial

direction. This is evident in Figure A.4. Faster fall-off rates with

r would improve the trend towards vacuum further. Slower fall-offs

such as of the form 1/
√
r which might be suggested from Newtonian

gravity are clearly not adequate to merge towards vanishing density.

A fall-off of the form 1/
√
r would be appropriate to impose for

test particles in the field of a massive body such as is the case in

the solar system. However, here we have seen that in the case of a

continuous gravitationally bound source, general relativity presents

a dynamical system with behavior that does not match the Newton-

ian picture. It is also not necessary to envisage such slow rates since

we are basing our analysis on the preferred theory of gravity, namely

general relativity. The challenge is to find a general relativistic so-

lution that merges properly into near vacuum and we have met that

challenge.

We display the accumulated mass for the Milky Way in a highly

extended cylindrical volume of 300 Kpc in size in Figure A.4. It

is to be noted that even assuming a Newtonian-like fall-off of the

form 1/
√
r, there is a far less amount of accumulated mass up to a

radius of ten times the visible radius than is envisaged by the use of

Newtonian as opposed to general relativistic galactic dynamics. An

even slower accumulation of mass is seen for the 1/r fall-off. For such

a fall-off, the accumulated mass is approximately 35 × 1010M� at a

radius of 300 Kpc and a linear extrapolation to r = 900 Kpc yields

a value of 39.2 × 1010M�, a very modest increase in comparison to

Newtonian modeling. Moreover, the faster fall-offs of 1/r2 and 1/r4

yield very minor mass increases out to very large radii as can be seen

in Figure A.4.h

This fortifies our contention that general relativity obviates the

need for overwhelmingly dominant massive halos of exotic dark mat-

ter.

It is to be noted that our models are globally dusti and therefore

there is no basis for a matching with the vacuum Kerr metric as-
hNote from this figure that the accumulated mass at 30 Kpc is approximately

the same for the various fall-off scenarios as well as the value stated in Chapter
3 where we used only 10 parameters and where we did not focus on the bahavior
of the model beyond the 30 Kpc edge of the HI region.

iWe make this choice for the composition and distribution of the matter for
the purpose of mathematical simplicity.
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Milky Way velocity curve-fit
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Figure A.3: Milky Way velocity curve fit: beyond the HI region, the
velocity can be modeled in many different manners: here V ∝ 1/

√
r,

V ∝ 1/r, V ∝ 1/r2 and V ∝ 1/r4 are illustrated.
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Figure A.4: The Milky Ways’s accumulated mass as a consequence
of velocity fall-off beyond the HI region.
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ymptotically. Our models are asymptotically flat with a well-defined

mass. The Tolman integral dictates the value of this mass and since

there is no stress and the fields are weak, the Tolman mass to lowest

order is simply given by the coordinate volume integral of the density.

In the paper [112], the observed solar neighborhood density data

are compared with the values given by our model. These authors find

that our density is less by a factor of approximately six. Firstly, it is

to be noted that there are considerable error bars on their data and it

is possible that our neighborhood could be one of enhanced density.

Secondly, it must be emphasized that our model is adjusted in the

simplest terms to account for the overall mean velocity distribution

with a mere ten parameters.j This scant input can hardly be expected

to account for the distribution of hundreds of billions of stars and

their motions. This is beyond the capacity of even Newtonian theory

let alone general relativity. By necessity, great simplifications are

necessary in practice. Moreover, as additional support for our model

having the correct overall characteristics, our integrated density over

the visible region falls within predicted limits.

Even if one were to assume a logical basis for making their com-

parison between local observed data and our globally derived very

approximate data, it should be noted that the vertical distribution

of observed stars in the local galactic disk has a sharp peak [113].

This fits in well with the presence of a density gradient discontinuity

in our models. Moreover, it should be noted that for mathemati-

cal tractability, we have assumed that the density peaks all occur at

z = 0. However, there will naturally be some variation in the loca-

tion in z for these peaks. Due to the rapid decline in density, there

will be large local variations in density and therefore the criticisms

in [112] about our distributions are further seen to be inappropriate.

In [114], the author models the galaxy via Newtonian physics

with a surface mass layer. Clearly, given the freedom to impose the

properly adjusted internal stresses, virtually any kind of approxi-

mate velocity distribution can be simulated. This is inadequate for

the problem at hand on two counts: firstly, a good model should be

stress-free (i.e. purely free-fall gravitationally driven) and secondly,

jEven with the enlarged parameter set used to model the asymptotic fall-off,
the parameter input is still quite modest.
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the point is to develop an extended volume distribution and hence

more akin to reality. This is what we have set out to do and this,

within general relativity, the preferred theory of gravity. Moreover,

there is the suggestion, sometimes reiterated by others, that we claim

to have modeled galaxies without any dark matter whatsoever, this

in spite of the fact that we have explicitly referred to dead stars, neu-

tron stars, etc. as dark matter constituents of galaxies and we have

presented mass-to-light ratios. What we are questioning is the exis-

tence of exotic dark matter, the supposed constituent of the massive

halos 5 to 10 times the traditionally computed mass that are said to

surround galaxies, matter that has no known counterpart to the mat-

ter that physicists identify in laboratories and particle accelerators.

Our approach is in keeping with the spirit of Occam.

In [115], the authors fault our models as extended constructs that

indicate enormous quantities of mass beyond the HI regions. This

is a useful point of criticism in that we had not investigated earlier

the asymptotic consequences of the particular parameter sets that

we had chosen to model the observed rotation curves.k However,

in [66], as first reported in [116], we assure more realistic fall-off

scenariosl and we find that the accumulated mass profiles indicate

that most of the mass of a galaxy is confined fairly close to the

region of the visible disk with modest accumulations of mass beyond

this region. General relativity achieves this with a pressure-free fluid

model, unlike Newtonian gravity.

In a more recent paper [117], these same authors presented new

points of criticism regarding our derivation of tangential velocity.

They begin by considering “a zero-momentum particle pφ = 0” but

in our co-moving system, the zero-momentum particle has pφ = 0

and pφ differs from zero. Regardless, of essence is the relative veloc-

ity between the local inertial frames (that are carried by the geodesic

dust particles) and the local non-rotating frames, and their deriva-
kNote however that their argument that mass accumulates linearly in r is

faulty as a generalization. With the correct combination of parameters, the term
that would lead to such an accumulation can be eliminated. Our examples in
which we achieve minimal accumulation, provide the direct proof that this is the
case.

lIt is to be noted that in so doing, while the expansion parameters are no
longer the same as in the earlier sets, we have determined that the net physical
effects are of insignificant difference within the observed matter distribution in
the two approaches.
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tion still reproduces our result. It does so because by setting the

covariant rather than the contravariant component to zero, they are

setting the locally non-rotating frame, what some refer to as the zero

angular momentum frame, to have zero velocity. Their frame is not

co-moving with the particles. This is the opposite of our procedure

but it achieves the same result, the same relative velocity. They

claimed that our derivation “does not describe the tangential veloc-

ity of a dust particle moving on a geodesic,” with the implication

that we have failed to account for “derivatives in the metric in the

connection term.” However the velocities of our dust particles, their

geodesic motions, are, as in many other accounts in the literature,

simply zero relative to our co-moving frame. The geodesic equation

with its connection coefficients, is already implicitly satisfied. It is

this velocity, namely zero, relative to the local non-rotating frame

that must be computed and this is done by the local transformation

that we have effected, as was done by others in the literature. Fur-

ther, the authors state: “Clearly the frame-dragging rate is normally

much smaller than the circular geodesic rate for non-relativistic sys-

tems, so in general these cannot be equated, as seems to have been

done by these authors in [astro-ph/0507619]”[63]. However dust par-

ticles follow geodesic paths and hence they transport locally inertial

frames. Thus they are all in effect “frame-dragged” and this holds

whether their velocities are high or low.

The earlier comments referring to [111] apply also to the paper

[118]. Moreover, as described above, we have avoided the complica-

tions of merging from the dust regions to vacuum by dealing with

models that are globally dust. Since the dust in our models become

extremely diffuse with distance, the physical distinction between hav-

ing the global dust and the vacuum is inconsequential. Also to be

noted is that since the N function is ultimately connected to solu-

tions of the Laplace equation, there will necessarily be a singularity

of some form present. It is quite acceptable if it is the right kind

of singularity and in our construction it is the case, modeling the

physically desirable density gradient discontinuity. This is a singu-

larity that has been misinterpreted by some of the authors discussed

previously.

Indeed it must be stressed that singularities have to be inter-

preted. There are subtleties attached to their nature and they can
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readily lead the unwary astray.

In an interesting approach from a very different direction [119],

the author has pointed to relativistic inertial effects that do not have

a Newtonian limit counterpart. He has suggested that in the weak

field limit, these effects could match our results.
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Appendix B

Radial Velocity Derivation

Details

In the galactic cluster model, the essential details of the derivation

of (10.23), the radial velocity of the falling matter as viewed by a

distant observer, are now provided.

We take differentials of each of the equations in (10.20), and with

(10.21), (10.22), solve for the differentials dR and dτ . These differ-

entials are substituted into (10.10) to derive the normal form of the

metric in Schwarzschild-like coordinates (r, t) with terms of the form

g00dt
2 and grrdr

2, as well as a cross-term of the form 2g0rdrdt. We

need to eliminate this cross-term in order to join smoothly with the

diagonal exterior vacuum Schwarzschild metric at the dust-vacuum

interface. After effecting the transformation, we impose the vanish-

ing of the cross-term g0r and find a connection of the solution with

p′(r, t). The resulting equation contains eλ.

In order to achieve the streamlined form for p′ of (B.4) below, we

require the expression for eλ which, from (10.15), is equal to (r′)2

for E = 0. In turn, this requires r′ which is easily found from a

differentiation with respect to R of (10.17). This gives

r′ = α+ β. (B.1)

where

α =
rF ′

3F
=
rM ′(R)

3M(R)
(B.2)

β =

√

F

r
=

√

2M(R)

r
. (B.3)
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In this manner, r′ (and hence eλ) is expressed in terms of the useful

quantities α and β. When this is substituted into the equation g0r =

0, we are able to express p′ in the useful form

p′ =

(

3R
√

Fα
2r +

√
rβ
)

(α+ β)(1 − β2).
(B.4)

This is the expression for p′ in all generality for transformation to

the diagonal metric form in (r, t).

We now determine how p′ as well as ṗ fit into the expression

for velocity. Recall that every dust element has its own R coordi-

nate value which is fixed for all time (i.e. comoving coordinates).

Therefore an expression of the radial motion of any given element is

dR = 0. (Note that for motion in this case of spherical symmetry,

dθ = dφ = 0 as well.) We can express this condition in terms of the

Schwarzschild-like coordinates by taking differentials of the first of

(10.20) and setting dR = 0 to get

p′(r, t)dr + ṗ(r, t)dt = 0. (B.5)

Thus, the radial velocity dr/dt of the particles as witnessed by

external distant observers is expressed in generality as the ratio of

the partial derivatives of the first transformation function p(r, t) as

dr/dt = −ṗ(r, t)/p′(r, t). (B.6)

While seemingly simple, several steps are required to bring this im-

portant quantity into a useful form. We have already determined

the useful form for p′(r, t). To express ṗ(r, t), we first apply ∂/∂t to

(10.18):

8π
∂ρ

∂t
=

F ′2
(

α
F + β

(

F ′′

F ′2 − 1
2F

))

ṗ

r2(α+ β)2
(

3R
√

Fα
2r +

√
rβ
) . (B.7)

The derivation of (B.7) made use of (B.1),

∂(α+ β)

∂t
=

[

F ′

2
√
Fr

+
r

3

(

F ′′

F
− F ′2

F 2

)]

∂R

∂t
(B.8)

(where (B.2) and (B.3) have been used) and the elimination of ∂R
∂t

using

ṗ =

[

F ′R

2
√
F

+
√
F

]

∂R

∂t
(B.9)
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which follows from the partial differentiation with respect to t of the

first of (10.20). Finally, using (B.4) and (B.7) in conjunction with

(B.6) (and with a cancellation of the factor ( 3R
√

Fα
2r +

√
rβ)), we find

dr

dt
= −(α+ β)(1 − β2)

8πr2ρ2

[

α

F
+ β

(

F ′′

(F ′)2
− 1

2F

)]−1 ∂ρ

∂t
. (B.10)

This is the important distant-observer-based velocity of the el-

ements of the distribution. It stands in sharp contrast to the very

simple Newtonian-like expression

β =

√

F

r
. (B.11)
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